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The United States is a major trading nation, and to a large degree its
coni:inued prosperity depends on maintaining and expanding international trade.
The nation, s seaports provide the key links to the world economy. Even so, the
United States has no national plan for seaport development. Individual ports
undertake expansion based on their own vision and resources.

On the west coast, the Ports of Long Beach and Los Angeles form the
nation, s busiest port complex and serve as the primary conduits of trade with
the booming economies of the Pacific Elm countries. Servin 8 the rapidly growin8
southern California reEion, the Ports of Long Beach and Los AnEeles , todether
called the Ports of San Pedro, also ship nearly half o£ imports east of the
Rockies, to destinations as distant as New York and Europe.

Projections made by the Porte ~hrough the year 2020 foresee more than a
doubling of cargo, which led to a farsighted port development plan, the "2020
Plan", identifyin 8 nearly $5 billion in capital improvements to expand the land
area of the Ports, construct necessary facilities, deepen and expand channels
and ship berths, and add other necessary facilities. In 1982, analysis of the
landside transportation requirements to serve the Ero~ln 8 Ports led to the
proposal for a Consolidated Transportation Corridor providing a six-lanetruckway
and two high speed railway tracks, all with needed grade separations, to connec~
the Ports to the major rail lines and freeways near downtown Los Angeles, some
22 n~les north of the Ports.

This study describes the evolution of the Consolidated Corridor concept
from origination through the early implementation phase, and analyses the public
policy issues dealt withand yet to be faced. The major goal of the Consolidated
Corridor is to minimize the adverse impacts on an already conaested
transportation system of the daily addition of 25,000 truck movements and 106
train movements to and from the Ports. A Joint Powers Authority (JPA) has been
created to plan and construct, and operate if necessary, the Consolidated
Corridor.

The /PA has funded a consulting engineering firm to determine whether a
Corridor can be designed to handle 106 trains a day, and to present design
alternatives for a surface compared to a depressed railway. The/PA is currently
considering the question of whether it should purchase the existing railroad
right-of-way and construct the corridSr, or whether it should strive to get the
three railroads to work out ownership~ssues among themselves. It is yet to be
de~erminedwhowouldmakethe capital investments to construct the rail Co~rldor,
and ’who would schedule, dispatch and switch trains. If the JPAmoved forward
to purchase the corridor and construct the needed improvements, it could then
lease the Corridor to an association of the three railroads for operation, or
operate it itself. Plans are to resolve these issues in 1991, with final
decisions to be made in 1992 when environmental impact reports are completed.

Meanwhile, the issues of financing the Corridor are not yet resolved. With
costs potentially reaching $899 million in 1989 dollars, no single source of
fundlng is evident. Some $105 million in state fundln E appears to be available:



and the JPA is seeking $322milllonln£ederal fundlng~ unless additional state
or federal funding is made available, the balance of $497million~uld need to
be funded throush revenue bonds supported by fee8 and charges assessed aEainst
cargo moving through the Ports. The substantial costs of the Corridor are in
addition to an estlmate $4.8 billion needed to expand the Ports themselves,

The Ports of San Pedro have carried on ~n impressive planning and
development program ln the absence of a national plan for a system of seaports
msshin S vlth the hiEh~my and rail~oad systems. Further research should be
conducted to dete~1:ine wha~ if any federal role ~id lead to a more rational
and cosr-bene£1cial system of seaports.
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INTEODUCTION

The United States is a major trading nation, and to a large degree its
continued prosperity depends on maintaining and expanding international trade,
The 1~ation’ s seaports provide the kay l±~s to the world economy, both for export
and for import of the goods that daily flow among the trading nations.

Even though the nation, s seaports are of vital importance to international
trade, the United States has no national plan for the maintenance, modernization,
and expansion of its seaports. Individual ports are left to their own resources
in remaining economically viable and in planning and development to meet the
growing demands for cargo handling capacity.

On thewest coast, the Ports of Long Beach and LosAngeles are the primary
conduits of trade with the Pacific tim countries, the source of much of the
nation, s growth in Inte~n&tional trade. Located ~---@diately adjacent to each
othe:r, these strongly competitive ports share a common ocean access and depend
on the same land transportation system.

Forecasts of port growth through the year 2020 envision substantial
increases in cargo throughput, placing heavy demands on an already heavily used
tall and highway network. Lacking a national plan that would integrate seaport
development with the land transportation systems, the Ports of Long Beach and
Los Angeles have taken the initiative to bring about the transportation
imp~(~vements needed to accommodate growth in port activity.

During the 1980, s, the ports and local agencies evolved a novel plan for
constructlng a consolidated rail and highway transportation corridor to tie the
PorEs into the regional and national highway and tall systems. Success in
implementing the approach will require cooperation and funding assistance from
loczl, state and federal governments, as well as collaboration of the three
railroads se~’ving the Ports.

Pu~os@

The purpose of the study is to describe ~he evolution of the consolidated
transportation corridor approach and to identify and ~nalyze the policy issues
attendant upon the design, approval and implementation of the approach.

To accomplish the Jtudy purpose, certain polic~ questions need to
explored.

i. %~nat gave rise to the need for improved landside
transportation capa=ity~
2. Row did the concept of a consolidated transportation corridor
come about?
3. What agency, public or private, will construct the corridor?
4. Who will own, and who will maintain the corridor?
5. How will the user railroads share the trackage and who has the
right of way?

be



6. What agency will dispatch the trains?
7. How will the various elements of the corridor be financed?
8. What will be the impact on port service and competition?

Ho~ could national port planning improve upon the status quo?

Significance

The research purpose and objectives are desisted ~c open up important and
significant policy questlonslnvolvedinthe development of port capacity to meet
the 8rowln8 needs of intentional trade. By considering the case of the Ports
of Long Beach and Los Augeles, some light may be shed on the policy question~
and directions that: need to be taken to. deal wi~h the future of ~he nation, s
seaports.

Given the long lead ~imes associated wirhobtainlng approvals and financing
for harbor improvements, and the lead times and intricacy of meshing mari~4~
needs with intermodal systems landside, more ports are beginning to engage in
long term strategic planning for development and operations. This future
orientation of ports may provide ~he grass~oots support for national, planning
for seaport development along ~he lines of the interstate highway program.

Whether or no~ national planning (and funding) occurs, the federal
government and the S~ate of California will be called upon to ~-~e slgnlficant
investments in the construction of the consolidated transportation corridor of
the Ports of Long Beach and Los Angeles. This s~udy is intended to be of
assistance in deciding the federal and state roles.

Research Approach

Research was performed between January, 1989 and July, 1990. To study the
topic, several research approaches were used. A survey was made of major por~s
throughout ~he United $~ates to de~erminewhe~her any had taken or were pl~ing
a consolidated corridor approach° The results of tha~ survey are included in
an appendix.

A search of ~he literature was performed and a variety of books, reports
an articles ~re reviewed°

Original pl~n~ and policy documents ~re i~en~ified and obtained from
~he Southern California A~sociation of Gove~nmen~s, ~he Ports of Long Beach and
Los Angeles, the Cities of Long Beach and Los Angeles, and the S~a~e of
California. These documents lncludedworking papers~ c0nsultlngandangineering
study reports, official planning documents, and info~aa~ion releases.

Meetings of the Alameda Corridor Task Fo=ce and the Consolidated
Transportation Corridor Joln~ Powers Authority ~re a~ended and both informal
and formal interviews were conducted withkey staff of the Porte of ~he Southern
California Association of Covenants. Interview~ ware also conducted wi~h
railroad officials.
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Limitations and Constraints

The concept of the consolidated transportation corridor is continuing to
evolve, with important design decisions to occur in 1991. Funding questions are
only beglnnlng to be addressed. The nature of railroad partlcipationln funding
and operations is not yet kno~n. Thus, this study cannot provide the f~lword
on many of the policy issues to be dealt with in the future, but can reveal the
policy options available and their relative merits.

Funding l~m4tations precluded conduct of a conference focussed on meeting
rail and highway needs for expanding ports, so that the creative input of
officials from other ports and relatedagencies was not obtained. It wouldhave
been of interest to determine to~at extent the problems addressed by the Ports
of Long Beach and Los Angeles were common to other seapo~s, and to discover
whether the consolidated corridor approach offered a solution to problems
elsewhere.

Organization of the Study

This research report is organized lnto elghtsubstantlve chapters following
this Introduction. The course of the report follows the chronological
development of the corridor concept. Documentation is provided through endnotes,
and all sources of information have been credited.

Important information is provided in three appendices, and relevant
portions are brought forward into the text.

The Chapters are:
I - POET PT~NING FORT HE YEAR2020

II - SURFACE ACCESS: THE CONSOLIDATED COEEIDOR APPROACH
III- L~DATE OF THE 2020PLAN

IV - 0EGANIZIN@ FOE ACTION
V - DE$IGNING THE CONSOLIDATED TRANSPORTATION COEEIDOR

VI - RAIL OWNERSHIP AND OPERATION
VII - FI~ANCINGTHE COEEIDOR

VIII - TOWARD MORE RATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

The next section~ Chapter I - PORT PLANNING FOR THE YEAR 2020, describes
the Los Angeles region, the r01e of the Ports of Long Beach and Los Angeles, and
the plans of the Ports for the future.



Introduction

Traditionally, ports have served a defined nh~terland" ~-lth~ a llm~ted
geographic distance from the port. As that area has developed, the port has
undergone concurrent development. In recent years, major east and ~st coast
ports haCe increasingly served the nation as a ~nole in addition to their own
hlnterland. Containerization of cargo has contributed to that trend, mskin 8 it
economical to tranship containers from ship to rail to t~uck for deliver7.

PlannlnE for msJor ports has changed from plannlng co meet the needs of
the hinterland, to planning to serve a growing national economy. The ports of
the west coast serve the Unlted States and all its trading partners throughout
the vast Pacific Eim, ~hile the ports of the east coast serve Europe and Africa®
Thus, port planning must take into account material trends In lnternationa! trade
and economic growth.

On thelst toss=, the Ports of Long Beach and Los Angeles are the dominant
ports serving the Pacific Elm countries, followed By the ports of Seattle,
Portland~ Tacoma and Oakland. The outlook is for ~on~Inued growth in Pacific
Elm trade, and the ports are undertsking long range pla~ng and development to
increase capacity to handle future demands+

The Los Angeles Re.Ion

The Los Angeles metropolitan region has Erown to be the second meet
populous in ~he United States, surpassed only by th~ New York City region.
Forecasts are for gro~h to continue a~ a ra~e almost t~Ice the national average.
Estimates are that the population will grow from 12.4 million people in 1984,
to 18.3 million people in the year 2010. About 5.9 m~llion additional people
will be added to the si~ county region, more people than lived in the entire
S~ate of Indiana at the t~e of ~he las~ census. ~%le ~gration to the region
will account for about a ~hird of the population increase, ~o thirds will come
from natural increase~ ~g the population forecasts somewhat less likely to
be impacted by unfo~seen events. Whatever the ac~u~i population reached by 2010,
iE is clear thac ~here will be a major increas% in population barring a
catastrophic earthquake. Jobs are e~pected to increase ~y three million to a
total of appro~tely nine milli~.I

The Security Pacific Bank and the County of Los Angeles have studied th~
boomin E regional economy of th~ part of the Los ~n~eles Region located within
60 miles surrounding downtown Los Angeles. ~i~h only 5~ of California, s land,
the area makes up half oft he state, s ~otal econo~y~ndhas an lmpressivehistory
of gro~h in population, employment and personal income. The 60-mile circle
d~nlna~es the ~ste~n United States. With a 1987 population of almost 13
million~ the area ranks behind only three s~tes =- California, New York and



Texas. In terms of gross product, the area would rank Ilth among nations ~rlth
a gross product of $228 billion placing it ahead of Brazil, India andAustralla.
In terms of per capita gross product, the area would rank second among nations,
with per caplta gross product of $19,060.2

The continuing rapid growth of the region has outpaced the ability of
governments to provide the necessary infrastructure and services for malntenance
of the quality of llfe. Most noticeable to residents is the failure of freeway
and street improvements to accommodate the growing d~--nd, with ever longer rush
hours and dramatically decreased travel speeds. While the state and local

governments are beg~ing to propose increased taxes and expenditures for
freeways and streets, there is little reason to expect major improvements in
transportation -- at best there will be less degradation of travel times than
are forecast in the absence of greatly increased investments. Similar
deficiencies exist in capacity for refuse disposal, water supply, schools and
prisons. Despite the infrastructure inadequacies, the growth forecasts for the
region assume a solution of the infrastructure problems.

One of the factors contributing to the region’s growth is its role as the
leading commercial and financial center linking continental U.S. markets to the
booming economies of the Pacific Elm, and to elsewhere. Foreign trade is s
significant contributor to the economy of the Los Angeles region today, a trend
~hich is expected to increase. In 1990, approximately one million Jobs in the
Los ~ngeles region are estimated to be supported by import-export trade. Total
employment at that time is estimated to be about 6.3 million jobs.3

The Ports of San Pedro

At the southerntipof Los Angeles, at the boundary with Long Bach, is the
San Pedro Bay, the site of the adjacent ports of Long Beach and Los Angeles.
These two ports are the first and second largest on the West Coast, far
out81=ripping their competitors in trade volume. The combined complex, the Ports
of San Pedro, are by most measures the busiest port complex lntheUnited States,
surpassing even New York/New Jersey.

His~orically, the Ports of San Pedro have bean lmport ports, unlike ports
of t~e Pacific Northwest. This situation "has been changing significantly as
exports begin to clos~ the gap with imports. In 1988, exports grew by 25Z while
Impo1:tvol-~e grew by only about 4%. Import volume was 1.57millionTEU, s while
expo~:t volume reached 1.0miliionTEU, so (ATEU is a standardized measure for
import-export volume in terms of how many 20-foot-long shipping containers would
be frilled.) Export growth is not expected to be as great in the future, and
Impo~:ts will continue to eXceed exports for the foreseeable future.4"

Some 140 nations trade through the Ports of San Pedro, with Japan, Korea,
Tai~m, Indonesia and the Netherlands as the major markets. Forths Port of Los
Ange]oes, in1986 these five countries accounted for 62Z of all tonnage and nearly
70Z of total dollar value. Japan alone was responsible for nearly 30% of all
port traffic~5



Imports include a high proportion of finished goods, including automobiles
and electronics goods and also including textiles (70Z of all U.S. textile
imports), clothing from Asia, and alcoholic beverages from Europe. Petroleum
is a maJo£ import as well, much of it coastwise shipping from Alaska. Ezports,
in connrast, are mainly agricultural products from California -- fruits,
vegetables and cotton°

Containerization of cargoes continues to proceed rapidly, vith continuing
increases in container shipping through the Ports of San Pedro. At the same
time, the increase in oll costs over the past 16 years has increased the fuel
costs for ships more than for rail. In addition, the larger ships used on the
Pacific Oceanin m~ny cases are unableto use the Panama Canal due to size
limitations. Consequently, it has become more economical to transport goods from
the Pacific Rim to U.S® west coast por~s, transfer the containers to tall cars
for transport ~o east coast and gulf por~s, and ~hen transport by ship to
Eu~opeanandAfrioanports. This same advantage appll, s to European goods bound
for the’west coast and Pacific Eim destinations. The tall portion of ~he
intermodal system has become known as a abridge. ~ A "landbridge" applies to
goods carried by ship at both ends of the bridge~ A ~ibridge" is the te~m
used when the containers move by rail from a ~st coast to an east coast port
and then by truck to antnland U.$o destination. ~hen the containers are shipped
directly from a ~st coast por~ to an inland destination by rail, the term
e~Icrobridge" is u~edo6

In recent years, the rai!roadshavelm~lemmnted double stack trains (DST’s)
which handle con~alners s~acked t~ high on special, longer rail cars. This
Innovation has added to the attractiveness of inte~modal (ship ~o ~rain)
transport. As a result, about 45% of the containers handled~ the Ports of San
Pedro are transported by rail to inland or east coast destinations. Landbridge
and minibridge transport from the Ports of $an Pedzo ~o New York City can save

10-15 days over the all-water route through the Panama Canal, thus reducin~
inventory costs as~ll as providing a direct ~avings in transportation costs.--

At present, the great majority of containers are not directly loaded from
ships to trains at the Ports of San Pedro. Instead, containers are unloaded onto
the dock, then loaded on trucks that transport ~he containers to railyards for
loading onto uzalns. Until 1987, all containers moving through the Ports of San

Pedro destlned for tall shlpment were t~ucked some 20 miles to the major rail
yards in central Los Angeles. In early 1987, the Por~s and the Southern Paciflc
railroad opened anew Intermodal Container Transfer Pacility (ICTF) on a 150 acre
site about four miles from the Pores. While truc~s still move the containers
~et~een ships and rail, the ICTF efficiently ha~les over 350,000 containers
annually, reducing costs and lessening traffic congestion on the main routes ltd,

Los Angeles.

The nex~ developm~n~inthe intezmodal system is ~he shift to on-dock rail,
~nere containers are ~ransferred ~Irec~ly ~etween ships and rail cars~ further
reducing costs and delays. The Por~s of San Pedro ~removlng to~rdon-do=k rail
~hich ~s introduced by the Po~ of Tacoma in 1981. ~n 1989, the Port of Long
Beach opened the first on-dock rail facility. ~Iso in 1989, it --~_nded its
Haster Plant, provide for ~i~on-dock rail facilities. These are to be capable
of h~dllng double-stack ~rains, typically of 20 ca~s each. The first four of



these facilities are to be operational by 1992. Construction plans call for
grade separations within the Port area to a!lowimproved traffic flows. The on-
dock rail facilities are estimated to reduce in and out truck movements by 9,000
movements’as well as yielding economic benefits.

In the early 1980’s, the Ports of San Pedro foresaw a continuing increase
in cargo handled by the Ports, and Joined~ith the U.S. ~ Corps of Engineers
to plan for meeting requirements through the year 2020. The planning effort
began with forecasts of cargo increases and then proceeded to identify and
analyze alternatives for improving channels and developing new land areas to
serve the projecued cargo increases.

The Corps of Engineers developed cargo forecasts in consultation With the
Ports." They analyzedpopulation, employment and income levels in the western
states and both domestic andworld regional price levels. Forecasts from various
sources were used in a multiple regression model to forecast imports, exports,
and coastwide receipts and shipments. These rough forecasts were reviewed With
the Ports and major industry ~epresentatlves and then adjusted. The resulting
forecasts are presenned in Table I.

Table I
Commodity Forecasts, Ports of San Pedro

Commodity Type 1980 Tonnage 2020 Tonnage (Projected)

Container
BreakBulk
Automobile
Petroleum
Other Liquid Bulk
Grain
Other Dry Bulk
TOTAL

I0,670,000
8~380,000

600,000
52,670,000

650,000
2,950,000
7,600,000

85,520,000

Source: ~, July, 1984

62,510,000
11,030,000

1,320,000
83,880,000

1,080,000
6,100,000

57.290.000
223,210,000

Using the foregoing commodity forecasts, the existing capacity of the Ports
was determined and the additional acreage needed to meet forecasts for the year
2020 was estimated. The ~nalysis of existing port facilities determined that
the throughput of the Ports, when developed to the mn~Lmum, was an est~m~_ted
150,127,0000 short tons -- well above the 1980 tonnage. The shortfall of
73,083,000 tons was estimated to require an addltional 2,600 acres of land to
acco~nodate additional terminals, transportation, facilities andancillaryuses.
Since the Ports ware surrounded by urban development inland, the requirement was
expressed in terms of new landfill to be created in theh~rbor through dredging,
which would also enable the Ports to handle larger ships® 8 (see Figure I.)



[INSEET FIGURE i ABOUT HEEE]

The 2020 Plan also 8ave some attention to landslde transportation
requirements, noting tha~ it was expected that by the year 2020, truck movements
would increase from 7,200 movements a day to over 24,500 average daily movements.
Due to exlsring traffic consestlon, a need was seen for major improvements to
the e~isting hlghvay netvork. Additional major improvements to the railroads
serving the Ports were envisioned, with an increase from 17 trains daily to a
minimum of about 42 train movements daily in the year 2020.9

Conclusion

The Ports of San Pedro have taken farsighted planning action to increase
operational capacity to.~neet projected demand through the year 2020. The massive
port improvements envisioned are estlmated to cos~ on ~he order of $4 billion.
These plans are based on the continuing rapid gro~h in Southern California as
well as contlnulng growth in ~he national econo~yy and in international trade.

There is widespread political support for the gro~:h of the porrs, on the
parts not Just of the Ci~ies of Long Beach and Los Angeles, but on the part of
Eovernments and private sector organlzations throughout the Los Angeles region.
The ports are impor~an~ providers of Jobs, in addition to providing capabilities
essential to businesses dependent on international trade®

The Ports are financially self-sufficien~, receiving no subsidies from
their parent cities. ~or major capitai improvements, they do seek federal
Erants, and to a lesser degree, sta~e grants. In the main, however, capital
Investments are made from operating revenues.

The 2020 Plan concentrated on harbor and port improvements, and did no~
provide a blueprint for landslde transportation improvements needed ~o service
~he expande~ Ports opera~ionso
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LAYOUT OF2020 PLANIMPROVEMENTS BASED ON OF|STUDY
(Gray and black shaded areas are new landfill)

Figure i.



C~TER II

SURFACE ACCESS: THE CONSOLIDATED CORRIDOR APPROACH

Introduction

The Ports of San Pedro are located ~bout 22 miles south of the center of
Los Angeles ~nere the major rail yards are located and whsrs branch lines connect
to railroad main lines. Three existing railroad branch lines traverse this
distance, ~ing through urban industrial and residenrlal areas. These branches
lack grade separations, so that train movements stop east-west surface traffic
in the southern half of the Los Angeles area.

Traffic Interruptions due to train movements were a~ least A~noying during
the 1980’s. With train movements predicted to grov threefold or more, the
potential’for tralnlnduced 8ridlock throughout a major parr of the metropolitan
area became a major concern~

The metropolitan pl~ning organization for the Los Angeles region is the
Sourhern CallforniaAssociatlon of Govez~menrs (SCA~) comprised of slxcounties
and their cities. This Chapter reviews the efforts undertaken by SCAG in
planning ro integrate Port transportation requirements with the transportation
systems of the metropolitan area.

The Rail Access StudF

As early as July of 1981, the Southern California A~sociarion of
Governments (SCAG) began focussing on the land-side access requirements of the
growing Ports of San Pedro. It formed a Porte Advisory Co~rtee to initially
address an extension of the Terminal Island Freeway~ ~nieh serves the Ports.
After resolving Chat issue, In May of 1982 the Port8 Advisory Co--.~ittee turned
to the issue of rail access to the Ports. Since the rial lines run through a
number of cities in addition to Los Angeles and Long Beach, the Ports Adviso~
Committee had broad representatlono Membership included local elected offlcials~
city and port officials, Calrrans (the California Department of Transportation),
the three railroads, the trucking lndustry, the LosAngeles County Transpor~a~ion
Commiesiont the UoS° ~avy, the ArmyCorps of Engineers, ~semblymanDavid Elder,
Senator Robert Beverly, and Congressman Glenn Anderson.I0

In June of 1982, the Draft Environmental Impact P.eport for the Inrermodal
Contalner Transfer Facility identified t~ branches of the Southern Pacific
railroad as being highly involved in futurePort rail ~raffi%, and propoe@d thet
as many rralns as possible be r~ted along the San Pedro branch of the railroad.
In September of 1982, the Califo~nla State AssemblyTranspor~anion Cc,~Irteeheld
a public hearing on the feasibility of consolidating all port-related rail
traffic along the SP San Pedro branch. The three railroads serving ~he Ports -
- che SouthernPacific, the UnlonPaeific and the Santa Fe -- all described their
plans and expressed doubts as ~o the feasibility ~ cost~ of concentratin~high
traffic volu~e on a single corridor. At the same meeting, SCAG staff presented
several possible consolidated rou~e~. The point ~s made that ~he Southern
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Pacific San Pedro branch had not yet been demonstrated as the "best" route, even
from an environmental point of view.11

Following this meetlng, the $CA@ Ports Advisory co~__~tteeundertook a study
of rail access to the Ports. Co~nities alone the rail lines serving the Ports
had ~tense concerns about potentially adverselmpacts of increased rail traffic,
such as noise, vibration, air pollution, and delays to street traffic at grade
cros~:£ngs. The purpose of the study was to analyze these issues, evaluate
alte~aatives, and recommend a cost-effective program of rail improvements to meet
projected demands and mitigate adverse environmental impacts. The study
addressed operational feasibility, capital costs, traffic impacts and population
impacts. It did not address institutional arrangements, financial feasibility
or f~ding sources.

The rail access study area depicted in Figure I included the branch lines
serv~ E the ports and the main lines to which they connect.

[INSERT FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE)

The SCAG staff, which undertook the study wi~h the assistance of consultants,
analyzed six alternatives: the status quo, or each of the three railroads
continuing to use their own lines; the consolidation of all through traffic of
the ~hree railroads on the Southern Pacific San Pedro line; and four other
alternatives using different combinations of the existing rail lines. Each
alternative was assessed under two scenarios, a low scenario with 37 trains a
day and a high scenario with 71 trains a day.

For each of the alternatives, a simulation of operations was perfox~ed to
analyze train movements. The alternatives were evaluated using the major
criteria of railroad capital improvement costs, grade separation costs, vehicle
hours of delay at streets not separated, and population impacts. Under the
status quo, Sante Fe trains passed within500 feet of about 16,000 people, while
trains on the Southern Pacific San Pedro line (the consolidation route) passed
within 500 feet of only about 8,000 people. Thus, population impacts were less
alone the consolidated route, and the majority of the other criteria favored the
consolidated route, especially at the higher level of train traffic (71 ~ralns
a day) and at the lower levels of highway traffic delay at intersections.

The Consolidated Rail Corridor

The SCAG study s~rongly suggested the consolidated route. The proposed
consolidated route featured double-tracklng for thru ira:in movements, 30 mile
an hour speeds along most of the routs’(compared to about 15 miles an hour in
the status quo), necessary additional connections, trackage and control systems,
and grade separations at major streets and highways.

11
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At the high level of train traffic, quantifiable benefits of the
consolidated route included:

~ a) -A 32Z reduction in train-weighted population impacts with a 36Z
reduction in train-weighted noise.

b) A net reduction in highway traffic delays of 2500-4100 vehicle hours
per day (60-76Z).

c) A 74Z reduction in the number of train stoppages, which
cause major disruptions to street traffic (i.e., tines when
trains must stop to allow other trains to pass).

d) A 29Z reduction in traln-hours of operation, and a
cc~parable percentage reduction in locomotive emissions.

e) In addition, there are savings in grade separation costs
the 100 vehicle hours delay per day (VHDD) and lower
threshold levels." 12

Total costs for the 71-train-a-day scenario were estimated in the range
of $156-214millionincludingimprovements to railroad tracks, sIEnals, and grade
separations, buc not including noise walls.13

In October of 1984, the Ports Advisory Co~ttee of SCAG gave its policy
endorsement to development of a consolidated rail corridor along the Southern
Pacific San Pedro Branch, with vigorous pursuit of mitigation of adverse economic
and environmental impacts, includlng grade separations, sound ~alls9 etc. (The
railroad members of the Committee abstained from voting on these public
policies). The Cc~_~ttee further called for implementation in increments, and
recommended formation of a Task Force ~o guide further work on consolidation,
replacing the Ports Advisory Committee in that role.

The Alameda Cgrridor Task Force

The Task Yorcewes charged wirh developing more detailed technical analyses
to support anEnvironmental Impact Eeport, with~eveloping specific engineering
desi~s for trackage and grade separations to be used in negotiation with
individual jurisdictions, and with development of precise cost estimates based
on engineering designs for use in funding requeS~So The Task Force was further
charged ~ith gaining a consensus on a specific program of phased improvements
to enable negotiation of action agreements for implementation., and finally, the
Task Force was charged with developing a financial plan for construction,
including a strategy for funding.14

To bring together the technical and policy capabilities needed to carry
out the charges to the Task Force, the Committee reco=mendedmembership of each
of the cities along the proposed consolidated corridor route, along with the
cthe~ major organizations involved. Regular membership of the Task Force
included:
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-California Department of Transpor~atlon (Caltrans)
-California Public Utilities Co~ssion (PUC)
-Southern California A~sociatlon of Governments (SCAG)
-Los Angeles County Transportation Com,~sslon (LACTC)
-County of Los Angeles
-City of Carson
=City of C~ton
-City of Huntington Park
-City of Long Beach
-City of Los Angeles
-City of Lyn~od
-City of South Gate
-City of Vernon
-Port of Lon 8 Beach
-Port of Los Angeles
-Long Beach Naval Shipyard
-U.S. A~y Corps of Engineers
-Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Eailway
-Southern Pacific Transportation Company
-Union Pacific Railroad
-California Trucking ~sociation15

The SCAG study established the San Pedro llne of the Southern Pacific
railroad as the preferred solution to the tall transport needs of the Po~s
through the year 2020. And SCA@ established the Task Force -- subsequently named
the Alameda Corridor Task Force Because the San Pedro tall line parallels Alameda
Street-- to carry fo~ard with implementation° Gradually, as attention focussed
on the construction of grade separations, and on improve~nts to surface traffic,
the Task Force included in its vision reconstruction of Alameda Street to
accommodate part of the 25,000 truck movements a day forecasted for the year
2020.

Noise Mitigation

The SCAG study did not take into account the cost of noise mitigation when
it calculated costs for the different alternatives. In 1986, however, the Port
of Long Beach completed a draft Environmental Impact report that addressed noise
mitigation in relation to a proposed on-dock intermodal container transfer
railyard for stack train service. Stack trains (or ~double-stacked" trains) use
cars 266 feet in length with f~ve platforms capable of car~ying ten containers.
These trains are somewhat quieter than normal since the longer ~are result in
fe~c wheels and coupllngs in a ~rain.

Measurements shoed that the stack trains generated significant noise.

At a distance of 30 feet, ~der ~mBient noise condltlons of 61 decibels as the
locomotive passed and up to 84 decibels as the stack cars passed. At a speed
of 20mph, it~uld tskeabout five seconds for two locomotives to pass and Just
over three minutes for the rolling stock topass a given point. At a distance
o£ 50 feet, the different tall lines produced noise levels ranging up to 81
decibels. These noise levels ~uld have a ,isn!ficant impact on residential
areas through m~ich the trains pass. Noise barrier8 (typically concrete block



walls) reduce noise impacts up to 20 decibels. To install noise walls along the
Southern Pacific San Pedro rail corridor would cost at least $40 million,

15assigning protection of all impacted residential areas.
Eeact~on ~O the Consolidate¢ Corridor

Even before the final SCAG rail Access study was published, the Long Beach
City’ Council, in April of 1984, endorsed the consolidated rail corridor, adding
support for including improvements to Al~-~da Street to accommodate Port truck
traffic. In testimony on the Environmental Impact Report for the 2020 land
fills, the Long Beach Planning Director stated that:

"...City Council reco~ends that a phasing plan be developed which would
link segments of the proposed landfill to implementation of specific reco~nded
transportation improvements. Landfill should not be permitted to proceed until
the transportation improvements needed to support that development are under way.
Based on earlier studies by the Corps of Engineers and SCAG this means that a
major portion of the landfill recommended in the 2020 plan could not co..-.~....ence
until the Alameda corridor is improved as a consolidated rail line and a
partially-limlted access truck route. City Council reaffirms its support of the
consolidated rail llne and reco--nends that it be specifically included in the

,17environmental document as a necessary mitigation measure.

The consolidated corridor would divert the maJori~ of rail traffic out
of residential areas of Long Beach and away from the downtown area. The City
of C¢~npton, however, was greatly concerned about the Alameda Street consolidated
corridor. In most other cities along the route the rails go through industrial
areas, but in Compton they cut through coEmercialand residential areas° Compton
opposed both the truck route on Alameda Street and the consol~datsd tall
corridor, and remained concerned on into 1989. Specifically, the City was
concerned about getting sufficient grade separations to mitigate the impact on
surface street traffic.Is

In general, the affected jurisdictions accepted the Alameda consolidation
while the railroads remained uncommitted.

In the early 1980, s the Southern California Council of Governments
developed an ~nnovative proposal to provide necessary landside transportation
capacity to meet the growing needs of the Ports of San Pedro. SCAG formed a
multi jurisdlctional Task Force to mov~ forward ~he proposed consolidated rail
trans:portation corridor. The Alameda Corridor Task Fores’d mr frequently on into
1989, and succeeded in k6eping the corridor concept alive. Its efforts resul~ed
in i¢~luslon of the Alameda Corridor in the plans’~f the Southern California
Association of Governments, the Los Angeles (County) Transportation Commission,
and the South Coast Air ~ality M-n~$ement District.

Without funding andwithoutoperating authority, the Alameda Corridor Task
Force was unable ~o fulfill its charge to develop detailed technical analyses
and specific engineering designs for trackage and grade separations. Lacking
these elements, the Task Force was unable to devise an acceptable plan for
financing construction.
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Nevertheless, the Alameda Corridor Task Force built political support for
the consolidated corridor approach Lndwor~dwi~h the Ports and regional bodies
to move t~e concept for~mrd. It also played an important role in facilitating
the formation of its successor body in 1989~ the Consolidated Transportation
Corridor Joint Powers Au~horlty.
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Chapter III

UPDATE OF THE 2020 PLAN

Introduction

Since the initial 2020 plan was unveiled in 1984, the Ports of San Pedro
have undertaken a variety of detailed planning and engineering studies, and have
completed a series of environmental impact reports toward implementing elements
of the 2020 plan. In the course of these studies, plans have become more
specific. Meanwhile, operational and facilities improvements undertaken are
being made to conform to the 2020 plan.

Facilities and Infrastructure Reouirements

In April of 1988, consultants to the Ports completed an Operations,
Facilities, and Infrastructure (OFI) Eequirements Study for the 2020 plan. 
furtlher defined the development of the landfill areas. It envisioned that, when
the 2020 plan is implemented, the improvements will:

-Result in a 60Z increase in capacity by optimizing maritime
terminals and development of existing land.

-Accommodate approximately200milllon metric tons which represents a 150Z
increase over 1985 tonnage.

-Create new deep water channels 50 feet to 85 feet deep resulting
from 225 million cubic yards of dredging.

-Add 2,400 acres of new landfill.

-Add 38 new high capacity state-of-the-art ter.dnaleo

~Add approximately 50 new berths.

-Add s~Enificant new infrastructure (roadways, rail, intermodal
transfer facilities, pipelines, utilities).

-Require $4.8 billion of expenditure from 1988 to 2020.19

The orlg~-I 2020 Plan phasing of landfill creation and facilities "and
infrastructure was retai~ed in the OFI study. Phase 1 T,~s scheduled to begin
in 1988 with about 60Z o~ landfill to be completed by 1995 and construction of
tern~ale to be completed in 2011. Phase 2 would begin in 2008 with landfill
creation completed in2014and terminal development concluding in2020. Dredging
began in 1988 to create the first landfill area of Phase I~ a 147 acre landfill
addition within the Port of Long Beach known as "Pier J." This new landfill,
being created with fourteen million cubic yards of dredge material, will provide
sixberths as well as deepe~Lng the malnch~el to accommodate larger vessels.
The Pier J landfill is scheduled for completion in 1991.
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Also ln1988, although not a part of the 2020 Plan, the first office tour
of the Grea~er Los Angeles World Trade Center ~s co~pieted in downtown Long
Beach near the Ports. To even~ually provide 2.2 m~llion square feet of space,
the World Trade Center ~iii previde a consolidated location for Ports related
businesses as trade continues to grow°
Revised CarJ~o~end TransDortatio~orecasts

As a basis for the OFf study and ongoing facilities i~provements, the Ports
updated the cargo forecasts originally perfo~d by the Corps of Engineers in
1982. These 1987 forecasts were for essentially the same growth forecasted
earlier. The estimates for 2020 were for nearly 200 million metric tons, and
8.8 million twenty-foot equivalent units (TEU, s), up from somewhat over three
million TEU, s in 1987. These new forecasts resul~ed in the Ports increasing
thelr esti~_-_~e of daily trains from the h/Eh of 71 used in the SCAG study of rail
access requirements to a new total of 106 tralns a day to and from the Por~s

2Oarea.

Port Transportation Inmrovements

In concert with the OFI study, the Ports conducted a Terminal Island
Transportation Study to desidu the tall and high.my i~provements needed within
the Ports comple~and in the adjacent co-~-~rclal and industrial areas. The study
had several purposes. First, to acco~odate substantial increases in rail and
highway traffic to and from the Ports. Second, to all, rail access to existing
Port facilities for Southern Pacific and Santa Fe ~rains, and to provide access
tracks for these two carriers as well as Union Pacific to the new landfills.
Third, to el~m~nate rail/vehicular conflicts. Four,h, to malntainsmooth traffic
flows throughout the harbo~ and industrial areas. And finally~ to maintain
vehicular access to U.S. Navy facilities on Terminal I.land.21

The study reco.0-~0-ended fourteen:L~provement projects phased to be completed
in ~he years 1990 to 2010 at a cost of about $120 million. On the landfill
itself, the study proposed a transportation corridor along the boundary between
Long Beach and Los Angeles, with rail and highway access grade separated. (See
figure 3.) The separation was seen as necessary ~o acco~odate 59 trains and
24,000 vehicles expected to be traveling to and fr~ the landfill by 2020. The
recommended rail corridor itself is to consist of ~o thoroughfare ~racks and
two holding track~ transltlonlng into a rail arrival/departure yard on the
landfill ~ith spurs leading to on-dock intermodal yards.

[INSEET FIGURE 3 ABOUT HEEE]

The Terminal Island Study obJective~ specifically stated chat design
recounaendationa ~uld be cc~npatible ~ith the planned Alameda Street Eail
Consolidation Corridor and high~aylmprovements alon~theAlameda Street route.
The study reco.~ended routes and ~rovements tha~uld give all ~hree railroads
direc~ access to the Forts, ~ith track arrangements that ~uld preclude local-
switching by one carrier obs~ruotlng through access for either of the other t~o.
The study also reco-~e~nded seven grade separanions near.the Por~s, and roadway
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realignments and interchanges to handle the increased vehicular traffic. The
road’~ay improvements ~wre also compatible with the Alameda Street truck
expressway planned by theAlameda Corridor Task Force o£ SCAGalongwith theE all
Consolidanion Corridor.
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The recommended railroad improvements ~Ill improve access to Port
facilities and eliminate rail/vehicular conflicts. The study noted the need for
the railroads to develop new operating agreements to cover switching, joint
trackage rights; and e centralized dispatching, train occupancy and interlocking
~yst,Bm. It was expected that the improved rail network would encourage more
freight to move by rail in preference to truck, yielding less traffic congestion
and enhanced air quality. The study did nor determine the sources of funding
for the $120 million of reco~nended transportation projects, leaving the
pres~nprion that the Ports would finance the improvements from operating
revenues. 22

Conclusion

The more detailed planning for infrastructure improvements within the
boundaries of the Ports that was accomplished during the 1980, s included design
of the Ports B rerm4nus of the Consolidated Transportation Corridor. Major
improvements were detailed for both tall operations and for t~uck traffic.

Also during the 1980, s continued rapid growth in cargo through the Porte,
and ~he revalldarion of cargo forecasts through the year 2020, brought new
cred~illty to the ambitious 2020 plan. What had at first seemed to be "blue
sky" imagining by Port planners, now seemed ro be essentially realistic
preparation for a likely future. Landfill dredging began for Pier J, the first
new landfill in the 2020 plan, and the beginning of on-dock tall occurred.
Although little physical change could be seen~ the Ports were moving to complete
the detailed engineering designs and environmental impact reports that
neces, sarily precede actual construction of the components Of the 2020 Plan.
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Chapter IV

ORGANIZING FOE ACTION

From the time of its formation late in 1984 until the Spring of 1988t the
Alameda Corridor Task Force endeavored to car~y out the extensive implementation
responsibilities given it at its inception® As a practical matter, the Task
Force had neither the financial staff resources, nor the institutional structure
to allow it to succeed; To mxpedite action on the CorridOr, in March of 1988
the Task Force designated the Ports of Long Beach and Los Angeles to take the
lead responsibility for the timely implementation of the Consolidated Rail
Corridor project. ~ Memn~hi!e, the Task Force continued its work, focussing on
institutional issues.

The Ports then retained Transportation Marketing Services (TNS) to evaluate
the Alameda Consolidated Rail Corridor as the preferred route and to make
recommendations concerning key operating and engineering issues involved in
designing and building a workable Consolidated Corridor. The consultants
proposed a strategic plan vith the £olloming sequence of action for ~he Corridor~

-Formation of the entity to constru.ct the Corridor
-Conduct of valuation studies to enable negotiations with the railroads

for acquisition o£ rights-of-way.
-Concurrent conceptual engineering including investigation of a depressed

route which would be preferred by the cities along the corridor.
-Preparation of a comprehensive environmental impact report for the entire

corridor.
-Concurrent conduct of detailed engineering for the Corridor.
-Management of conetructlon, estimated at about 36 months.~

The Joint powers Authority

Continuing the initiative begun in March of 1988, and with the benefit of
the TMS Consolidated ~all Corrid0rStrategic Plan, the For~s of Long Beach and
Los Angeles proposed to the Al~da Corridor Task Force the formation of a Joint
Powers Authority (JPA) to implement the Consolidated Transportation Corridor
(CTC). The Government Code of the State of California authorizes the formatio~
of authorities tp jointly exercise powers possgssed by two or more cities. The
cities of Long Beach and Los Angeles both have the powers to construct and
operate ports and facilltiesrelated to ports,

As originally proposed by the Ports, the JPA would have had a governing
board comprised of t~ representatives of the Port of Long Beach, two
representatives of the Port of Los Angeles, and one representative of the Los
Angeles County Transportation Co~ssion. The six smeller cities along the CTC
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strongly objected to being excluded from voting membership even though the Ports
had offered membership on an advisory committee, and then had offered to have
the six cities elect one member to the governing board. The six cities
pereisted~ and in February the Ports offered a revised draft that included the
six cities on the governing board of the/PA. Such membership was approved by
the Alameda Corridor Task Force in February of 1989. ~ The Los Angeles Board
of Supervisors then sought membership as did the Los Angeles City Councilmember
fronL the Harbor District.

At its March meeting, the Alameda Corridor Task Force approved a revised
governance structure for the JPA~ichwas subsequently incorporated in the final
JPA Agreement approved by the Cities of Long Beach and Los Angeles in July of
1989. Membership of the/PA governing board is fourteen voting members appointed
as follows:

-Port of Long Beach, two members
-Port of Los Angeles, tws members
-Los Angeles City Councilperson representing the Harbor District
-City of Long Beach Councilperson
-Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors member
-Los Angeles County Transportation Co-~4esion Member
-City of Vernon Councilperson
-City of Huntington Park Councilperson
-City of Lynwood Councilperson
-City of Southgate Councilperson

-City of Compton Councilperson
-City of Carson Councilperson~

The Ports had expressed concern during the discussions preceding the
Agreement over control of Port funds. State law restricts expenditure of Port
revenues ton arrow purposes, and the Ports required assurance that the law~uld
be followed. The solution advanced by the Ports after the initial expansion of
gove~.~Ling board membership was to add a Finance Committee that would have to
appr(~ve any expenditure of Port funds prior to any approval by the /PA governing
board. Finance Committee membership is one of the Port of Long Beach governing
boarc| members, one of the Port of Los Angeles members, and the member from the
Los J~naeles County transportation Co~ssion.~

The final element in the governance structure of the JPAwas the lnclusion
of a~ailroad Advisory Boardwith three members: one appointed by the Atchlson~
Tope~and Santa FeEai!~ay Company, one appointed by the Union PaclflcEailroad,

and c~e appointed by the Southern Pacific Transportation Company. The Adviso~
Board will ~ recommendations to th~ G~vern/ng Board on the plan and
implementation of the CTC,and "...provide for the managen~nt, coordination and
scheduling of operations of the rall aspects ~f the CTC." Further, Ehe Advisory
Board; is to make recommendations and work wlth the STA "...concerning all tall
aspects of the CTC, prepare tall schedules and rail tariffs and resolve conflicts
betwsen the various railroads and make recommendations concerning possible
contract operations." The railroads are thus given an official role in the
development of the CTC as well as the leading role in the future operatlonsof
the rail corridors~
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The purpose o£ the /PA is to exercise the po~rs of the Cities of Long
Beach and Los Angeles "...for the implementation of the CTC by exploring
alternative methods of financing and developing existing property, coordinating
other governmental efforts, and possibly acqu/ring, constructing, maintaining,
operating and leasing of the CTC and related facillties."~

The preamble of the Agree~nt clarifies the specific responslbilities of
the JTA, contained in a n~er of "w~ereas, s", ~_~ny of which ~re included as
a result of the deliberations of the Alameda Corridor Task Force.

The preamble spells out the intention that the street and railroad rights
of way along Alam~da Street bergen the Ports and the central Los Angeles area
should Be developed as a co~rehensive transportation corridor. Specifically,
a 150 foot wide railroad right-of-~my approximately 20 miles long is to be
acquired, and appro~ately 70miles of tracks located ~ithinthe Ports also are
to Be acquired. These tracks are to Be improved, additional ~rack8 are to Be
constructed~ and either grads separations or depressed railways a~e to Be
constructed, along wi~h acquisition of all related equipment, alameda Street
itself is to Be improved to handle a substantial proportion of the truck traffic
otherwise u~ing congested existing freeways. 0rher properties, real or personal,
that are functionally related to the corridor are to be acquired. Together, all
of these facilities are to be wi~hln the Corridor and to be specified in the Plan
of the Consolidated Transportation Corridor.30

The preamble also stipulates the in~entlon ~o coordinate all funding and
construcrion~nile recosnlzing that other government entities and the railroads
~r411 Be responsible for elements of the CTC. recognition is given to the fact
that the cities along the CTC have interests to Be addressed By the JPAo

Workin~ Committees

In addition to the FinanceandEailroad Coe~ttees established intheJolnt
Powers Agreement~ the /PA Board fc~med ~hree ad-hoc c~ttees to further the
work of the JPA.

The Legislative Cc~mit~ee was given the ~esponsibi!ity of gaining and
maintaining political support for the Corridor° Considerable political suppor~
had already Been generated through the effort8 of the preceding Alameda Corridor
Task Forc~ the Por~s themselves, and the ci~ies of Long Beach and Los Angeles’.
Indeed, the strategic plans for the City of Long Beach and for the City of Los
Angeles e~pha~ically endorsed the Corridor which ~a~ also included in the Plan
of the Air ~uality ~gement District. The tae~ of ~hls Com~!~ttee, ho~ver,
was of far ~reater m&Eni~ude since it ~as charged wi~h identifylng and securing
public funds, especially from the federal governmen~ and ~he s~ate government.
An active role in lobbying the state legislature and the C~nEress for special
approprlations ~u/d be needed to generate the substantial funding suppor~
contemplated.



The Technical Review Committee was charged with responsibility for
oversight of the development of the Plan of the Consolidated Transportation
Corridor, and with review9 evaluation and technical oversight o£ the Planar its
various stages. Concommitanr with this technical role, the Committee was
designated to play the leadin 8 role in the selection of consultants to develop
the Plan and to monitor their schedules and progress.

The Budge~ and Pl~_ning Co-~.~ttee was given responsibility for preparing
and maintaining an overall Financial Plan for the Corridor program and for
monitoring both revenues and expenditures. In addition, this Committee is the
focal point for coordination with the railroads. The Finance Co.~ttee, however,

remains the key approval point for expenditures or condiments involving Port
funds°

While organizing itself into committees, the governing body of the JPA
maintains a monthly schedule of meetings so that committee work takes place
regularly.

Work Pro~ram and Schedule

At its first meeting inAugust of 1989, the CTC JPA reviewed the following
outline of the work program.

i. Engineering
a. Track configuration, connections and alternative

aliEnments
b. signalling systems
c. Bridgework
d. Grade separations/crosslngs
e° Depressed trainway alternative
f. Alameda Street Widening
g. Right-of-way
h. Utilities
i. Costs
J. Phasing

2. Capacity Studies (operations analysis)
a. Review of train projections and highway ~rafflc projections
b. Rail line capacity and Alameda Street capacity
c. Storage and staging
d. Local switching and other yard operations
e. Passenger train interference

S, Ownerehip/operacing Agreements
a. Valuation studies
bo Reciprocal ~rackage rights, eho~-llne/beltline, or

acquisition, either by lease or purchase
c~ Impartial dispatching and maintenance authority

(operations control center)
d~ Equal access to corridor and to all port terminals
e. Labor impact issues
f, Liability issues
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g. Interstate Commerce Co~!esion review

4° Environmental Studies and Pecmitting
a. Environmental impact report/environment impact statement
b. Mitigations
co Permits
d. Fmanchise agreements
e. Development agreements

5. Financial Plan
a. Shares for capital costs
bo Shares for maintenance, dispatching, and other joint

operating costs

6. Legislation
a. Surface Transpor~ationAssistance Act of 1992
B® Senate Concurrent Resolution #96
c. Planning and Conservation League Bond issue

7. Construction and Construction ~Lnagement

Further consideration of the necessa~ work led ~o £ocussing on major
elements of work necessacT to undertake construction. This resulted in the
components and the schedule as shown in Figure 4. With construction Beginning
about ~A~gUSt of 193, it wns anticipated that completion of the Corridor could
Be accomplished By 1997 ass-~ng no unusual delays and the availability of
funding.

[T~SERT FIGURE 4 ABOUT ~ERE]

The initial study of the Southern California Association of Governments
completed in 1984 had estimated Corridor costs to appro~im~te $220 million. As
mentioned earlier in this report, those estimates had been revised upvards ~Ith
the passage o£ the years.: In the fall of 1989, Por~ s~affworking ~ith the CTC
JPA made new estimates of the costs of the Corridor. In millions of 1989
dollars~ the new cost estimates were:

Track and signal improvements $I00
16 grade separations ~ $13 million 208
Alameda Street videning 50
20% contingency 72
Engineering, EIE~ study and ~-~nagement

$502 million

The above esthetes do not include $117 million in federal funding
previously obtained for separate bu~ related~idening o~Alameda Street for about

half o£ the distance from the Ports to the northe~n~nd of the Corridor, and for
construction of three grade separations along Alameda Street near the Ports.32
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Conclusion

The formation of the Consolidated Tr&nsporrarion Corridor Joint Powers
Authorityrepresented a milestone in the process of development of the Corridor.
It required not only the development of political consensus on roles amon8 nhe
eight cities along the corridor and the County of Los Angeles, but also consent
of the three railroad8 to be placed in a cooperative organization for carrying
out their responsibilities in the Corridor.

The initial work program and schedule adopted by the CTC STA was an
ambitious one, siren the maEnitude of the work to be accompliBhed and the
uncertainty of flnancing for the considerable costa of the Corridor. The 3PA

proceeded to meet monthly, with cot.mlttee meetlnds in the interim, using staff
support borrowed from the Ports of Long Reach and Los Angeles. This pattern
continued until March of 1989 when the JPA selected Gil V. Hic~ as Executive
Officer. Gil Hicks had been the SCAG project officer for the original
Consolidated Corridor Study~ and subsequently transferred to the Fort of Long
Beach staff where he continued to play a major s~aff role in the work of the
Alamsda Corridor Task Force and then the CTC JPA. In the Spring of 1989, the
Ports advanced the JPA seven million dollar6 to fund consulting studies and
administrative expenseeo
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Chapter V

DESIGNING THE CONSOLIDATED COEEIDOE

Prom1984 to 1988, the general notlonof the Consolidated Corrldorwas for
a dc~l track, relatively high speed rail llne between the Ports and the yards
and mainlines near downtown Los Angeles. The details of the design were left
unclear, and siEnificant technical and policy questions went unanswered.

Would the Corridor concept put forth in the original SCAGstudy acco---odate
the revised estimate of 106 trains a day when the study performed simulations
at the level of only 71 trains a day? How would industrial firms along the San
Pedro line be served if the Corridor provided only tow high speed tracks? What
would be the confisuratlon of the improved Alameda Street and the rail lines?
How could conflicts between the Corridor and the east-west Amtrack line be
avoided? Should the rail lines be at surface, or depressed? What should be the
confiEuratlon of the grade separations to maximize traffic flow on the improved
Alameda Street?

This Chapter explores actions to resolve these and related issues,
beginning in 1988 and continuing on beyond 1990.

The General Desirn Concept

In the 1988 strategic plan study by Transportation Marketing Services
(TMS), the assumption was made that the three railroads would have equal access
to t!he Corridor and to the new terminals. It was noted that "an equal access
provision a~ears to be absolutely necessary to obtain an agreement among the
railroads. "~ The Terminal Island study put forth the desiEn for equal access.

The Corridor strategic plan envisioned construction of a dual track, grade
separated route using trackage primarily along the Southern Pacific San Pedro
Branch (whlchparallelsAlameda Street), and also lncluding portions of the Union
Paclfic, s West Los Angeles Branch in do,town Los Angeles and Union Pacific, s
branch onto Terminal Island in the Port complex. The proposal included 18 new

gradi~ separations at major streets. Based on earlier studies of car$o and
tran~portatlon forecasts, TMS estimated the number of trains for each carrier
if the Transportation Corridor is built~Ith equal access of each carrier to new
teru~also The results are shown in-Table 2, ~hichunderstates market share in
the present for the Santa Fe and Union Pacific railroads since m~ch of their
cargo is trucked to downtown Los Angeles tall yards for loading onto trains.
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Railroad

TARLE 2

MARKET S~ARE PROJECTIONS, BY RAILROAD, BASED ON
ESTIMATED DALLY THROUGH TRAINS TO AND FROM PORTS

OF LOS ANGELES AND LONG BEACH

Present 1995 2010 2020

Trains Z Train, Z Train8 Z Trains %

Santa Fe 4 13 10 23 16 23 28 26

Southern
Pacific 18 58 25 52 29 41 41 39

Union Pacific 9 29 11 25 25 36 37 35

TOTALS 31 100 44 100 70 100

SOURCE~ Transportation Ma~ketin~ Services (TMS), 1988

106 I00

While the TMS study estimated increased business for all three carriers,
it also rai~ed the que~ionwhether the Consolidated Eail Corridor could handle
106 trains daily, no~ing that ~he SCAG ~raf£ic sln~iaticns in 1984 dealt with
a maximum of 71 trains a day. TMS called for det&iled trackage and operating
studies to confirm that a design could be developed that would accommodate 106
trains a day, or to identify the number ~hat would have to use alternative
routes° ~ It should be noted that plans for ~he Corridor ass~ that the several
existing branch lines would remain operational and could, to some extent,
accommodate trains beyond the capacity of the corridor.

.The TMS study team developed a concepuual de~iEn intended to handle the
projected 106 trains a day. The basic features were:

"-Double track, reve~se-si&nalled wi~h centralized traffic control
(CTC), equipped throughout wi~h controlled universal crossovers located
aC three-mils intervals.

-Drill and yard trackage separate from main ~racks.
-Equal and adequate access ~o all por~ termluals.
-Connections to all intersecting %ranch lines ~nd ~o all malt line rou~ee

em~_n~ting fro~down~own Los Angeles.

-All Sisnalled ~ovemen~s within ~he Rail Corridor ~o be controlled from
a single poin~o

-Grade separations of all major surface sUree~s~ and closure of mos~ if
not all, at-grade crossings of minor snree~s."~

TM~ also prepared an illu~rarive track configuration showing new and
upgraded connections ~o ~.sting ~rackage, and al~o proposed construction to
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min~nize interference of AMTEAC passenger trains at a track crossing near
do~tUownLos Angeles.

oo~Lrd a Definitive Desizn

When the Joint Powers Authority was formed in A=Eust of 1989, the
development of a definitive design for the Corridor was at the top of its agenda.
On RFovember 9, 1989, the Governing Board of the CTC JPA authorized issuance of
a Request for Proposals seeking a qualified engineering firm to produce the "Plan
of Consolidated Transportation Corridor." The EFP called for addressin 8 the
major areas of concern in the overall development of the Corridor including
highway and rail capacity studies, conceptual engineering desiEnofthe hlghwayp
grade separations, and rail improvements -- and an alternative depressed train
way. The EFP also called for preparation of the Environmenral Impact Report and
Statement for the Plan. The $6million study is scheduled for completion by July
of 1992, including completion of the environmental review process.35

[INSERT FIGURE 5 ABOUT HERE]

Highway Capacity and ~evel of Service

Two north-south free~ays originate in the vicinity of the Ports of San
Pedro and terminate in the complex of freeways in the central parr of Los

Angeles. The Harbor freeway begins near the Por~ of Los Angeles and extends
about twenty miles north. The Lone Beach Freeway begins near the Port of Long
Beach, several miles to the east of the Harbor Freeway, and also extends some
twenty miles north. Both freeways carry high volumes of truck~ from the Ports
In addition ro other traffic.

The objective of improving Alameda Street is to provide a facility that
can favorably compete with the ex/sting parallel freeways and can carry a major
par~ of the projected increase In Port generated truck traffic through the year
2020. The southern end of Alameda Street is being widened to six lanes with
Federal Ports Access Demonstration funding. Justification for further
impuovements of Alameda Street, whether to an improved four lane street or an
improved six lane street, has not yet been conclusively established.
Consequently, the consultants are to accomplish thorough studies to determine
the demand for an improved Alameda Street and to predict levels of service on
Alameda Street and the two parallel freeways.

Thlsoanalysiswill entail aseembllngexisting data on truck and automobile
traffic volumes for Alameda Street and the two flanking parallel fre@ways, and
for major east-west streets and highway~ crossing Alameda Street. Taking into
accolmt other planned transportation projects in the area and projected land use
and development, predictions are to be made of future traffic volumes and the
level of service for Alameda Street and its intersections. Measures of
performance are to include volume/capacity ratios, intersection capacity
utilization~ and travel time and delay. Travel time estimates are to be made
for the Harbor Freeway and the Long Beach Freeway.
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These analyses are to be made for different scenarios, including no
imprc~ement~ improvement to four lanes, improvements to six laneswith east-west
grade separations, and improvements ~o four or six lanes with a depressed
railway. ~he projections and analyses are intended to answer several lmportant
questions:

-Is widening Alameda Street from four lanes to six lanes Justified by the
projected vehicular demand along the corridor?

-To what degree will north-south traffic flow on Alameda Street be
enhanced under the various scenarios?

-How will intersection level of service be improved by the proposed
improvements along Alameda Street?

-To what degree will an improved Alameda Street compete with parallel
freeways for truck traffic?

~once’Dtua! Hizhwav Design

On the assumption that there will be sufficient Justification for
improvement of Alameda Street~ the EFP called for development of a reco~nended
best approach for design of the Highway/Grade Separation Component of the Plan
of the Consolidated Transportation Corridor. The reco--~.-~nded approach is to be
compared subsequently to the alternative depressed railway.

Both a four lane and a six lane improvement are to be designed and
eval~ed in terms of requirements and costs. Upgrading is to be to the State
of California standards. Right-of-way requirements are to be estimated and an
inve~=ory prepared of all parcels/structures that would have to be acquired.
All costs are to be estimated, including right-of-way, relocation, engineering,
const~.~ction, utility relocation, drainage, and grade crossing protection. The
desi~le are to include improving connection of Alameda Street to the new Century
free~ and the Santa Monlca Freeway.

The largest component of the desiEn element is for grade separations. The
EFP called for identifying all street crossings that warrant grade separation
based on the traffic projections obtained from the capacity analyses. Eighteen
grade separations ~ere specified as a minimum, including all major east-wast
streets along the Corridor. Attention was called to the design criterion adopted
by the Alameda Corridor Task Force in June of 1988, which stated, "To the extent
possible, grade separations should be designed to elia~l~te traffic signals On
the Alameda Street Corridor." The suggested approach was a compressed di~_~ond
interchange-in which north-south traffic would not have to stop for signals.
This could be achieved by placing traffic si~Is on top of east-westoverpasseso

A preferred design is to be reco~nende~ for each grade separation along
with an estimate of all costs. The recommendations are to take into account the
following goals=

-n~Ltigating ~pacts of train traffic
-providing access to adjacent land uses
-minimizing property acquisitions
-~zing overall project costs, and
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-satisfying local concerns about aesthetics and connnunity
disruptions.

The E~Talso called for recommendations for closing of smaller streets that
would not logically be grade separated. Traffic engineering mitigations are to
be recommended for ~zlng the impacts on local businesses and co~,_nities.
For those streets not recc-~__~___nded for grade separation or closure, requirements
and costs a~e to be estimated for improving at-grade rail crossing protection.

All proposed designs are Co be ~eviewad with the Auchority, s member
agencies and Jurisdictions, and ~Ith the railroads, the California Department
of Transportation, and the California Public Utilities Co-~dsion.

Integration of Highvavs Results

The results of the capacity analyses and the highway and intersection
design are to be integrated into a ~eco~nded best approach for improving
Alameda Street and for building east-wast grade separations. The best approach
will later be compared to the best approach for building a depressed railway so
that the governing board o£ the Authority may select the preferred alternative
from the two basic concepts.

Railroad CaDacitvlO~erations Analysis

The Southern CalifornlaAdsociation of G o vaunt8 study that proposed the
Consolidated Corridorin 1984 envisioned two future scenarios: the low scenario
was for 37 trains a day ~nile the high one ~as fo~ 71 trains a day. During the
remainder of the 80, s, Port traffic was approaching the lo~r scenario of 37
trains a day envisioned forths year 2010. In 198B, the PoEts increased their
satiate of tralntraffic in2020 to 106 trains a day to and from the Port areas.

Consequently, the first element of work called for in the P~P is for a
review of estimates of train traffic. The estimates are to be refined for
existing rail traffic -- port related trains, non-po~t related trains, and local
switching movements -- by conferring wi~h the Southern Pacific, Santa Pc, and
Union Pacific railroads. Of vi~alimportance, estuaries of future ~ralntraffic
are to be ~efined as nec~ssarybased on-projected toe-age, projected po~t-related
~ail grow~h~ and other as~u~ption~ provided by the Po~ts.

~n c~nsultation~ri~h the Forts, pro~ec~ed raii traffic is to be allocated

to rail carriers and to specific port ~ermlnals. ~st~tes are to be made of
~n_nnlng t~Ms for all ~ail linee, and ~u~n-around ~s at Port terminals are
to be escalated.

Given the foregoing information, ~wa simulations are to be made for t~o
scenarios. The first scenario is the s~atus quo ~ith all through train~ using
the ~ail carriers own lines. The second scenario is the CTC alternative ~i~h
all Po~-related trains using the CTC (some local trains would s~ill use the
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othe3: lines to serve local industries).
to:

For each scenario, the simulation is

-quantify projected train delays for local and through trains, noting
location, time of day, and type of train; sum total delays for a 24-hour
period,

-estlnmte predicted number of stops per day by through trains at ~1~.d
crossings that could have significant impacts on street traffic and,

-estimate the number of train meets per day between through trains
that would have significant impacts on traffic°

The consultants are to evaluate the ability of the consolidated corridor
to handle projected levels of through train traffic, local switching, and
term/hal activity. To the extent that the pl~ed corridor track configuratlon
T.-ould yield unacceptable levels of delay, modifications are to be made to the
trackage configuration and a resimulation is to be made to verify operational
feasibility. If necessary to handle forecasted traffic, "overflow" trains may
be routed onto existln 8 rail lines.

Evaluations of several additional requlrements are to be made. At the
northern end of the corridor, needs are to be evaluated for storage or staging
tracks for through trains en route to the consollda~ed corridor. At the Port
end of the corridor, an evaluatlon is uo be made of ~he capacity of all trackage
leading into the Ports. An evaluation is to be made of the need for storage or
staging tracks at the southern end of the corridor, and of the need for support
trackage in Port terminal areas.

An evaluation is also to be made of potential interference of CTC tra~
with passenger trains and freight trains on "downtown" trackage.

Railroad Conceptual Desizn

Based on the capacity and operational analyses, a best approach for
desi~ing the railroad element of the Corridorp at-grade and witheast-west grade
separations, is ~o be ~ecommended. All costs for the design are to be
recommended. In arrivin 8 at the best approach: a number of major tasks must be
accomplished.

To resolve concerns about possible interference with Amtrack trains,
alternatives for grade-separated passenger and freight train corridors are to
be evaluated. Right-of-way requirements are to be evaluated and all construction
costs are to be estimated. S~m~larly, alternative alignments and track
configurations are to be evaluated for both the northern and the southern ends
of the Corridor. Eight-of-way requlrements are to be evaluated and construction
costs estimated for all alternatives.

Required storing and staging trackage are to be designed, right-of-way
requirements evaluated, and construction costs estimated.

The proposed track configuration and signal system for the "spine" of the
Corridor is to be designed In coordlnatlonwlth the hlghway design effort. Clear
Identification is to be made of all right-of-way requirements, all track
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locaCions~ location of universal cross-overs, power switches and turnouts, drill
tracks, and storage tracks. All costs are to be estimated. In addition,
conceptual designs and cost estimates are to be prepared for sound walls and
other mitigation measures that may be recommended by the Environmental Impact
report subcontractor° (The overall construction cost esthetes for the CTC do
not include the cost of sound walls.)

All of these designs are to be reviewed with the railroads, the mender
asencies and Jurisdictions of the JPA, Amtrack, the California Department of
Transportation, and the Callfo~nlaPublic Utilities C~sslon. Pollowin 8 these
reviews, the consultant is to develop recommendations for the railroad element
of the Plan o£ the CTC reflecting consensus on the best approach for designing
the railroad at-grade~Ith east-~st grade separations. A phased implementation
plan and schedule is to be p~epared along with an analysis of the risks
associated ~rlth project costs and schedule.

Conceptual Des$~n fo~ the Depressed Eailway Alternatlve

The Corridor clties o£ Compton and Huntlngton Park have been strong
proponents of a depressed railway to mitigate dls~uption ~o exlstin8 land uses
and to reduce noise levels. As a result, the EFP calls for design for a
depressed rail~ay to begin in Compton at the south. Several major tasks are
necessary. Because the route is through vha~ have long been industrial areas,
both exlsring data on soil conditions and data from addltlonal soil borings are
to be analyzed to determine ~onditlonso The location of underground utilities,
sewrs and storm drains and any other underground infrastructure is to be
determined.

The depressed railway desi~ is to provide for a m~nimum of two tracks,
a maintenance roadway and a ~Ik~ay. Because it ~!I be necessary to continue
rail service to local Industries, the design is to include an auxiliary track
at-grade parallel to the depressed railway. Conceptual designs for east-west
bridges for roadways crossing the depressed railway, compatible with plans to
improve Alameda Street, are to be prepared.

Costs are to be estimated for right-of-way, and construction including:
bridges, utility relocation, drainage~ ~cavatlon, p~eparation of subErade,
tracks, sIEnal and co~nlcations facilities, concrete bed, vertical walls,
struts, fences, and any additional mltlgatlons reco-~A~nded by the gZE
subcontractor.

All proposed designs are to be reviewed with interested parties, and the
results of the depressed railway dediEnare to be integrated to define a complete
Plan of the CTC. This complete Plan for the depressed ~ptionls to be compared
and contrasted with the at-grade Plan desiEno A rec~--~endetionas to ~hese two
alternatives is to be formulated for consideration 5y the JPA governln 8 board.

Al~ernatlve Configurations

The consultants to the /PA ~or the capacity and conceptual en~ineerin~
desiEn studies prepared sketches illustra~ing the al~ernative configurations to
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be studied, and they re presented here to show the design alternatives.
[I~SEET FIGURE 6 ABOUT HERE]

Figure six represents typical grade separations and cross sections with
four lanes of traffic on the west elde of the railroad. Alameda Street also
could Be six lanes in this east-west grade separation scheme. The center lanes
of traffic are free flow north and south hound. The turning movement connections
to tlhe east-wast streets occur on top of the grade separation. The railroad has
two ma~_!ins tracks with a local service spur track. The main advantage to this
configuration is that traffic on Alameda STreet flo~ without interruption by
traffic signals9 making ira "quasi freeway°" The greatest disadvantage is that
the grade separations would necessarily take considerable property along the
east-wast streets, causing relocation of n~mber s of property owners.

Aesthetically, the overpasses would not be attractive additions to the urban
SCQX18.

[INSEET FIGURE 7 ABOUT HERE]

Figure seven presents typical grade separations and cross sections ~rlth
~ix lanes of traffic on Alameda Street with three traffic lanes in separate one-
dire,=tion roadways with the railroad in the middle. Alameda Street traffic would
Be f~.~ee flow with turning movements on top of the overpasses. The railroad would
have two mainline tracks and a spur track for local services. As with the
previous alternative, considerable property would have to be taken for
construction of the grade separations and the overpasses would not he
aesthetically pleasing s~ructures. The advantage would be ~he uninterrupted flow
of traffic on Alameda Street.

[INSERT FIGURE 8 ABOUT HERE]

Figure eight illustrates ~hat a depressed railway could look llke. The
two mainline tracks would be depressed with a local spur on top along the
surface. The FiEure shows six lanes of traffic on Al-~_da Street, but in this
case there would necessarily Be traffic signals at east-Rst street c:ossings~
slotting down traffic on Alameda Street. While this scheme avoids the massive
ove~asees called for in the other alternatives, it sacrifices traffic speeds
on ~Lameda Street° It remains to be seen whether "che depressed railway option
is less or more costly than the surface railroad with massive grade separations.

Preparation of the Environmental Inmact Ee~ort

The consultants are to prepare anEnvlronmental Imp&or Eepor~ pursuant to
the California Environmental~ualityAnt. Because federal funding will be sought
for project elements, the report is also to meet the requlrements of the National
Environmental ~k~llty An~. The report is ro cover the Al--~da Street
altez~atlves including the status quo and both a four and a six lane option.
Both the at-grads and the depressed railway options are to be covered. Specific
studies ¢o Be conducted include=

-noise
-vibration
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CONCEPTUAL SKETCH
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Figure 6

CTC Joint Powers Authority, May 1990
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TYPICAL GRADE SEPARATION
CONCEPTUAL SKETCH
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Figure 7

CTC Joint Powers Authority, May, 1990
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TYPICALDEPRESSED RilL SECTION
CONCEPTUAL SKETCH

Source:

Figure ’B

CTC Joint Powers Authority. May, 1990
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-air quality
-land use
-socioeconomic, and
-traffic, including vehicular delays at grade crossings.

As part of the E~v~ronmental Impact Report tasks, specific mitigation
measures are to be identified and fed into the conceptual designs and cost
esthetes of the highway and rail elements of the Plan. The consultant is to
develop a public participation program and conduct workshops and participate in
public: hearings on the Envir~ntal Impact Eeport.

As a result of the work to be c~leted by the consultants, by July of 1992
the 0T’A will have the costs and benefits of alternative designs spelled out and
will h~ve a recommendation from the consultants as to the preferred design for
the Plan of the Ccrridor~ whether an at-grade or depressed railwoy. The /PA will
thus be in a position to adopt the "Plan" and proceed with f~l engineering and
construction, assuming that funding can be secured and that ownership and
operating issues are resolved with the railroads. It remains to be seen whether
the at-grade railway initially envisioned will win out over the environmentally
less ~truslve depressed railway option preferred by the cities with residential
areas along the route.
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Chapter V!

~L OWNEESRTP AND OPERATIONS

¯ Construction of the rail co~Tidor raises a number of issues. Who is 8oing
to make the capital investment, and who will own the resulting i~proved CozTidor?
If the tall Co~idor is to remain in railroad o~nership, ~nat wo~.ld be the
Justification for public investment, or ~m-,id it be necessa~ for the railroad
to m~_~e the capital improvements?

Assuming questions of o~ership are resolved, how~ill the Corridor be
operated? How~ill neutral dlspatc~ng be achieved so that no one railroad has
a cum~etitlve advantage over the others? What entity will be responslble for
dlspatehihg, and for maintenance of the Corridor?

These and related questions concerning operations have been referred to
the three railroads in their role of the Advlsory Eailroad Operational Board of
Control of the CTC Joint Pours Authority. The railroads have been asked to
recommend a plan for opera, ions with at least tentatlve agreement =~_ng
themselves by January o~ 1991.

This Chapter will revlewe~perience of other ports, and the experlence of
the Port of Los Angeles in belt line operations. O~nership options will be
explored, and methods of valuing railroad property will be discussed. Then,
operating issues and alternatives will be analyzed, and recommendations will be
put forward.

E~erience at Other Ports

In the hope of ga~S insight into how the Ports of San Pedro might deal
with the Consolidated Corridor~ a sudsy was made of other major ports in the
Unlted States. As far as could be determined from respondents~ none of them hed
dealt with a situation directly paralleling the pl~ed CTC. There were,
however, ~wo e~amples of railroad operation8 the~ here relevance.

Port o£ Tacoma. Washin~t~

The City of Tacoma owna a "belt llne" railroad that 6styes the Port of
Tacoma and some 70 Industries located along+the Belt Line. -The Taeoma Hunicipal
Belt Line is a tariff railroad ~aich operates autonomously Wi~h its own rates.
O~her railroads deliver and pick up rail cars f~o~ the entity. The Belt Line
operates over 24 miles o£ track and conduc~s approximately $5 million a year in
business.~

Port of Houston. Te~a~

" The Port of Houston is served by the Por~ Te~l Railroad Association,
which is c~osed o~ five member railroads and the Port Authority. The
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Association was fozmed in 1924 to facilitate the flow of rail traffic in and out
of the Port, and now handles 500,000 cars a year. The Association has some 400
employees, and has its own un~on agreements. Hember railroads furnish
locomotives by percentase of usase based on car counts. All railroads deliver
cars to the Port’ e North yard ~here they are classified for makeup into trains
for delivery. Tracks are leased from the Port, ~nd_ the Association is responsible
for m~ntenance and improvements. Monthly costs are computed as a cost per car
and then charsed to each railroad.38

~ort of Los AnK~les Belt-Sine

In the 1920’ s, the Port of Los Angeles fo~med a Harbor Belt Line vith the
three railroads serving the Port. The Board of Control is comprised of members

from t~e Southern Pacific (two members), the Union Pacific, the Santa Fe, and
the Port of Los Angeles. Antual operations alternate monthly between the
Southern Pacific and the-Union Pacific. The Belt Line contracts with the
railroads for maintenance of tracks. The to~al cost of the Belt-Line for each
year is prorated among the railroads based on proportionate number of cars.
Trackage is owned ~ the Port of Los Angeles, the Southern Pacific, and the Union
Pacific -- the Santa Fe owns no trackase,

By mutual agreement, unit trains -- basically trains with all one conznodity
such as petroleum or coke -- are delivered by each railroad directly to the
terminal without usln 8 the Belt Line. The Belt Line handles about 24,000 cars

39a yea~.

The work program of the CTC JPA calls for railroad property valuation
studies to be conducted during 1990. These studies ~uld be required if the JPA
were to acquire the railroad property in the Corridorbyleaee or purchase, which
llkelywold be required if ~he Ports through the /PA are to make the significant
capital improvements envisioned in the Corridor. The Ports would probably be
prohibited by law from ,~Id.ng the Corridor i=provements unless they had an
ownership interest.~

~ne Southern Pacific railroad, which owns the main right-of-~y fo~ ~he
Corridor, had early taken the position that it would not set a lease or purchase
price for its right-of-way but ~uld expect to be made an offer. Determining
the -mount of such an offer is not a simple task since there are a variety of
methods for estimating the value of railroad properties. 41 The smaller sesments
of right-of-way in the Corridor owned by ~he Santa Ye and "the Union Pacific
~uld, of couree~ be included in the valuation studies.

t~ilroad rights-of-way are unusual properties since they are bynature long
and th±n strips of real estatenot readily sultable for mostkinds of development
and u+e, Yet, as urban transportation corridors they may have uniquely hish
value. If the JPA is notable to amicably negotiate an asreemant to acquire the
rlghts-of-way, there ~uld be the possibility of condemnation by the /PAw h lob
would require solid Justlficationof the dollar amount of compensation to be paid



to the railroads. A~rival at the lease or purchase value of the rights-of-way
thus could be crucial to the Imp!ementanion of the Corridor.

Eailroad line valuatlonhas a long histozT, Includln 8 an elsborate set of
valu~tlons done by the Interstate C~--~rce Co~ssion early in this century.
These valuations and court ca~es have made the task of arriving at defensible
valuations tec~4caliy and legally complex. The followin K discussion of
valuation methods relies heavily on the ~rk o£ Tra~_~portation Harketing
Services, Inc. in thelr 1988 Consolidated Rail Corridor Strategic Pl~nin~nlch
they rec~.-~=~nded use 0£ all of the follo~rlngme~hodso

Net Liquidated Value

The Net Liquidated Value (NLV) assumes abandonment of the railway, sale
of the hardware, and separate sale of the real estate. The Southe~nPacific is
nor, of course, -going Co ab~andon the llne, but i~ might argue that the fair
market value of the rlght-of-way for non-rail uses wc~id e~ceed its value for
tall uses. The total ~unt of !-~d represented by the right-of-way is
considerable, yet ~he na=r~wness of ¢~he strip ~Ald i~ the types of
development that could be undertaken, thus decreasing the market value of the
land even though it is in an urban area.

Ori¢inal Cost 5ess Depreciation

Book value, or original cost less depreciation, is a method of valuation
~hichmay have little relevance to the cuzTent market since acqu/sition o~ land
~_n4 construction of the railway took place Ins much earlier time,hen costs~re
far lower ~han at present. Arriving a~ such a valuation i8 made difficult by
the fact that the railroads are likely to refu~e .to open their books for
¯ ~pection. An approximation of book value might be gained, however, by using
the S~ate Board of Equalization, s assessed value o~ the rail lines.

Goin~ Concern Value

Perhaps the most realistic method of valuation- of the rail lines is to
treat them as if they ware to continue in~ailuse fo~ freight and to calculate
the "Going Conce~nVslu~." This value, as for any ~usiness, wold represent the
discounted present value of the potential ear~nSs of ~hebusiness. Indeed, the
projections by ~he Ports indicate-increased trafflconinto the future and hence
a~ increasing earnings value,

A~aJor technical problem lnapplying thlsm~ho~ is ho~to ~ete~ne how
much of the total Port related ~evenues of ~he rail~oads should be ~llocated to
~he ~elatively short corridor segment of the total rail carrier’s system° One
possible approach is to determine the mar~t value of each of ~he railroads and
then apportion back to the corridor ~he applicable ~r=ction of ~he to~al. The
railroads, of course, could argue ~hat the corridor value exceeds the average
per mile value of the ~o~al system mileage. In any case, ~his method of
valuation will require an appraiser who is thoroughly knowledgeable of rail
revenues, costs, and marhet value.



tom=arable Sales

It is common practice to appraise commercial and residential real estate
on t~ blsis of the sales price of comparable properties. This provides a
realistic est~mte of ~t price a particular property will brin 8 when placed
on the market. C~ared to typical resldentialand commercial property, h~wever,
sales of railroad prope~ies t-__~ place in dissimilar urban markets and vary
considerably in the characteristics of the proper~y sold. Nevertheless, sales
of railroad property ccaparable to the coxTido~ do take place around the country
and offer an ~icatlon of marketplace values contramted with ~ abstract
calculations of value. The appraiser, of course, must be.competen~ to adjust
for dissimilarities in arriving ate valuation for the corridor.

With the several est~-~tes of value in h~nd, the /PAw i i i be in a position
to negotiate knowledseably for acquisition of the risht-of-way, whether by sale
or issue. The railroads will, of course, seek the highest possible price while
the/PAw ill seek a more economical price below the hishest of their valuations.

The simple fact that the /PA has had professional valuations of the property
made ~iI give credibility in the negotiations. If an agreeable transaction is
not achieved throush negotiations, the /PA ~AII have the option to proceed to
exercise eminent domain and rake the property ~hrougha condemnation proceeding
where the court will determine the compensation to be paid to the railroads.
In thJLt case, the valuation studies prepared for the /PA can be entered in
evlde~eand are llkelyto be 4=Fluentialwith the court. At its meeting of July
12, 1990, the ~A considered proceeding with a valuation study to provide the
needed information.42

Railroad Issues and ODeratin£ Alternatives

At the time of preparation of the Consolidated E all CorrSdor Strategic Plan
in 1988, staff of TransportatlonMarketing services Inc. (TMS) explored with each
of ~he three railroads their views and concerns conceding the Corridor, and
their ideas as to operation of the Corridor. The railroads had been engaged in
discussions of the Corridor since the Southern California Association of
Governments, original study in 1984. The Santa Fe and the Union Pacific early
gave cautiou~ suppor~ to the concept, ~hile the Southern Pacific carefully
~Ithheld approval of the concept.

Railroad Issues

By 1988, both the Santa Fe and the Union Pacific railroads were generally
favorable to the Co~Tidor proposal, but e:~ressed several concerns. Both
railroads considered it essential for all three railroads to have equal access
to all future Port term/nals, rather than to be restricted by the historical
e~ension of trackage into the Ports. The Southern Pacific, in turn was
c~nce~ed t~at the Corridor might take away bns:Lness from the Intermodal
Container Transfer Facility (~CTF) which had proven a huge success. The ICTF
handled 315,000 containers in 1987, approachin 8 design capacity of 350,000



containers so rapidly that ~he Southern Pacific beg~n a major expansion of the
facility in that year.

In addition to emphasizing equal "access to all future ~e~minals, both the
Santa Pe and the Union Pacific called for an i_~-~artial operatln8 authority to
control movemRnts of all three railroade in a n~ out of the Ports, and preferably
also to connrol ship movements° Neither railroad ~nned to be in the position
of bein 8 a tenant of ~he Southern Pacific. The Santa Fe identified the need for
holding capacity in the Poz~ areas for e~ry equipment, and the need for a
solution t:o interference from Amtrack operationo43

Southern Pacific management in 1988 expressed s~pClcism about the’Corridor
and voiced a ~u~ber of oonce~ ¯ A major concern was that the Corridor miKht
tR_%e business away from the Intez~odal Container Transfer Facility (7CTF). The
Southern Pacific naturally ~mnts to protect azistlng and future inveetmenns in
th~ ICTF.

Southern Pacific management had a number of other concerns. They ~re
skeptical of the reasonableness and reliability of the assumptions underlylng
the traffic forecasts sho~ in the 2020 Plan. The Ports, however~ had
o~issloned an updatln 8 of ~hese forecasts in 1988 and confirmed ~he earlier
forecasts. In addition9 durin 8 the 1980. s growth in trafflc through ~he Po~ts
was somewhat ahead of forecasts so ~hat ~l~h the passaEe of ~ime, ~he forecasts
appear increasinsly reasonable.

Southez~nPacificwas, of course, especiall~in~erestedinthe terms of sale
of Corridor property, and requested ~het any proposed a~reeman~ submitted to it
include a price for ~he property to be acquired as i~ "~ld no~ set an as_k~
price. The valuation s~udy to be made by ~he CTC JPA in 1990 will provide the
/PA with the information necessary to determine ~he price of an offer to the
railroads, and will aid ~he /PA in decidln~ whether ~o seek a lease of ~i~hts-
of-way or outright purchase. Further, the Southern Pacific also-asked that any
proposed a~reement suh~itted to it include whether the railroads ~uld be
e~ected to contribute capital for Corridor construction. ~ The ~ork program
for ~heJPA plans for a prel~m~naryfinanciai plan lnJanuaryof 1991, concu~ent
with a preilm~nary opara~in~ a~reement with the railroads~ at which time shares
of capital costs for the Corridor will be addressed.

Southern Pacific al~o questioned whether the rail facili~ie~ within ~he
Por~s area were sufficient ~o handle switchins, stasin~, and marshallin8 of the
projected volume of traffic. The capaciry s~udies bein~conduc~edin1990~ alon~
withthe facilities study of 1988wili either confirm sufficient capacity or lead
to revisions ~o ~he plan 9 to acco~date ~raffic ~hroush. the Corridor and the
Ports. Finally, Southern Pacific ~an~ed assurance that they would have ~he
con~Inuln 8 ability to serve current and future shippers along the San Pedro
branch. This concern is being addressed in the design for the CozTidor by
providln E a local track ~o serve businessee alon 8 the line in addition ~o the
~wo through ~racks of ~he Co~idor.

Despi~e concerns raised by ~he railroads, their ability to share in the
~row~h of Poz~ busines~ provides ~hem a stron~ reason to cooperate. In ~he
absence of rail improvements like those to be provide~ by the Corridor, i~ i~
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lilly t~t ~he Por~s of San Pedro would have lessened ability to c~ete ~rA~h
other vest coast ports for increased business. The overburdened highway and
street system could not efficiently absorb the number of trucks that would be
required ~o move increased container traffic re downtown Los Angeles. Similarly,
increasing rail traffic on the existing branches I=o the levels projected for the
year ~’~020 would entail far 8rester Investments in mltisation measures such as
grade separations, noise walls and rail facilities !_~rovemenrs.

During ~he course of the TMS study in 1988, the Southern Pacific did agree
wi~h the other railroads on the principle of equal access by all three railroads
to fut;ure te~mlnals or facilities constructed to handle traffic to and from the
Ports. 45 This agreement resolved one of the major iseuas om~ng the railroads.

The Santa Feand the Union Pacifichad raised the second meJor issue, which
was the need for an impartial operating authority to control movements of all
three railroads into and out of the Ports.

Ownershi~ Alternatives

Of strong interest to the railroads as well as to the Ports are the issues
of o~rship of the Corridor and its operation. The schedule for the /PAwork
program calls for these issues ~o be resolved through negotiations during the
first ten months of 1991, with the intention that the railroads ~mAld initially
propose a plan for ownership and operations by January of 1991.

The TMS study in 1988 addressed these issues and conducted intervie~wwith
the Por~s an~ the railroads before arriving a~ their recommendations. TMS
c~sideredthree alternative schemes of ownership. One possibility would be ~o
have the railroads retain existing ownership and lease trackage rights to each
other, which could require the railroads re make all capital improvements.
Instead of leasing trackage from oneanother, the railroads could-~ereciprocal
trackage agreements trading trackage rights at other points in their system8 to
achieve an agreement. ~ This could be a complex arrangement which TMS found to
be of little attraction to ~he railroads.

The second alternative ~ould be for ~he ~hree railroads to form a Jointly
owned company with shared responsibility for capital improvements, maintenance
and operating costs. A~ various locations in the U.S., railroads have foz~d
such c0~panias for operations of terminals and o~her facilirieSo Such an
arrangement has worked will for the Port of Houston t for example. On a much
smaller scale~ ~he Port of Los Angeles Belt Line has been operating moderately
well ~r decades. THS found little enthusiasm on the part of ~he railroad~ for
such~ arrangement, perhaps partly because of the possibility of shar~ capital
costs~ and because of dissatisfaction wi~h Joint companies elsewhere.

~hethirdalrernative form of ownership, viewed with favor by the railroads
and recommended by TMS, was for the Ports to form an independent organization
to acquire ~he proper~yand to accomplish construction of necessary improvements.
Foz~aa~:Lon of ~he CTC ~PA was a major step in this direction, and the valuation
s~udy ~ill establish the basis for ~he /PA to lease or purchase the railroad
proper~o ~f ~he JPA does decide to acquire the railroad property, it will



g~ea~iy s~!ify coordination of conBtructlon of the various el~ncs of the
Corridor as contrasted~rlth the railroads seperately nmktng capital improvements
while construction of the grade separatic~s and widening of Alameda Street~re
being done by the JPAo If ~he /PA be~a-~ o~ner of the Corridor, it could,~
the necessary improvements and then lease back the Corridor to an entity formed
by the railroads for operati~ns~ or pr~ide for operatlons itself.

O~eratin~ Altern~tives

The question of ~.at entity should operate the Corridor once coust~ucted
was also addressed by the TI~S study. Based on dlscussions with the railroads,
TMS concluded that Corrldoropera~ionrequlred several characterls~ics. Overall

operation, especially train scheduling and dispatchlug, ~r be neutral as ro
the three railroads. T~%s issue is especially impor~ant to the railroads because
timely delivery of cargo has become criticallyimpor~ant now that container ships
may be in Port for only 8-10 hours. ~ Thu~, none of the railroads want to ta~e

the chance that another railroad might give priorisy to Its own ~raffic re the
detriment of others.

The second required characteristic~as that rtethree railroads have equal
access to the Corridor, equal in terms of usage costs as well as to priority of
use. S~-~Ip put, the railroads did not want any railroad ~o gain a cc~petirive
advantage fr~nrhe Corridor. A closely rela~ed requlremenr~as rha~ each of the
railroads mus~ have equal access to the new termln~l facilities constructed by
~he Por~s and thus equal opportunity ro participate in marker gr~h.

TMS considered, and discussed ~ith the railroads, three alternatives for
opera~ion of the Corridor. The railroads preferred, and T~S recommended, the
formation of an independent operating au~hori~yunder the auspices of ~he Pours.
The new operating authority would control all through movements of the three
railroads as well as local Southern Pacific ~rain mevemenrs in ~he Corridor.
Close coordination would be needed ~ith Por~ ~e~l opera, ors ~o reorders
train movements with ship movements, as well as close coordination with main
line dispatchers of the three railroads. Close coordlnarion~uld also be needed
wi~h maintenance of the Corridor trackage and signal system.~8

Two options rejected by ~he TMS s~udy-~re creation of an operating en~ity~
Jointly owned by the railroads~ and an arrangemen~ ~he~e the railroads ~uid
grant trackage rights to each other, re~a~g dispatching° Although ~hese~ere
rejected in 1988, it is possible for the rail~oads to propose either of ~hese
alternatives to the /~A in January of 1991. For ~ple, i~ ~Id be possible
for the/PA ~o acquire o~nershlp of the~rackage, c~nst~acr needed lmpr~vemen~s,
and then lease the Corridor to an°entity owned by ~he railroads ~nlch ~)uld
accomplish operations by engaging a neutral third-p&r~y contractor. Or, the
existing Pour of Long ~each Bel~ Line ceuld be s~rengthened and expanded ro
become the ~eraror of the Coz"~idor,

Cooperation of the railroad clearly is essen~ia! ro success of the
Corridor, no marrer~hlchm~thods of e~nership and epera~ion are chosen. During
~he 1980’s, T~e Santa Fe and ~he Union Pacific ~ere cautious in their support
of the concep~ of the CTC, ~ni!e ~he Southern Pacific carefully wiEhheld its



approval of the Corridor. Gradually, in the late 1980. s the Southern Pacific
appeared to be accepting the inevitability of the CTC. Finally, speaking to the
Long ])each Chamber of Commerce ~eting on December 8, 1989, D. Michael Mohan,
the President of the Southern Pacific Transportation Company, said his railroad
¯ ~uld cooperate in the project to shift all waterfront rail traffic to Southern
Pacific’ s Alameda Street Line. He did stipulate that Southern Pacific expected
to receive full and fair compensation for its property and cou~etitive position.
An the same meeting, senior executives of the Santa Fe and the Union Pacific
affi~nBd that they supported the consolidation. 49 Even so, by mid-1990, ~he
_R~_ilroad A~vlsory Board of the JPA had not met and there was no evidence to
suggest that the railroads were ready to take the lead in developing a plan for
the ovmership or operation of the Corridor. To be sure, the proposed CTC is
only a tiny seamen, of the thousands of miles of tracks operated by the three
railroads and surely not on the priority list of any of them. Whether the
railroads will come up wi~h a proposal ~ the JPA~ s target of January 1991 is
questionable, but still possible. It is also possible that the Federal Railway
Administration could facilitate discussions-to avoid any possible violation of
the Antitrust Act.5°

Recommendations

Although closely related, the questions of ownership an d operations involve
separate considerations and are best addressed independently.

The 1988 recommendation that an entity of the Ports acquire the Corridor
right-of-way and construct all i=provements appears to be the best resolution
of ~he ownership question. The /PA is the requisite entity and possesses the
necessary powers. The JPA should also acquire all trackage within the Ports so
that a totally efficient system can be constructed to interface with the main
yards and lines of the three railroads. The preferred form of ownerships is

outright purchase rather than lease as the corridor will be essential to Port
operations for the foreseeable future. Through ownership the /PAw ill not only
£acilitate efficient and compatible construction of the elements of the CTC, but
also~ll be able to ensure equal access by the railroads to all Port terminals.

9~erati6ns

C~ne~hip of the CTC by the /PA does not necessarily require operation by
the /PA even though that was the recommendation of TMS in I988 based on
preferences of the railroads at that time. There is no evident compelling reason
for the Ports themselves, or their entity the JPA~ to go into the railroad
business by operating the CTC.

This author recommends the Ports, the OPA and the railroads thoroughly
consider the success of the Po~ of Houston and its five serving railroads in
forming a Jointly owned Association to handle all Port related rail operations.
,As was done in Houston, the 3PA could lease the Corridor trackage to an
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Association of the ~h~ee Railroads, charging enough to ~ecoup acquisi~:ion ~
cons~rucClon costs, and allowing ~he Association CO handle schedullng,
dispatching, switc ~h~_ng, and mainte~_a~¢s. The /PA would build and lease the
necesaaz’y "operations centre! =enter and systems to mast the operating needs of
~hJ railroads. While in Hc~mron the Association p~ovides crews and directly
coDducts ope~atlons, a s’l~lar AasociRtion fo= Eh~ CTC could contract wi~h a
~hird par~y ope=aEor fo~ bot.h operations and maintenance, thus gaining ~he
~peranional neu~r&llty sought by the r&ilroada.

It seems unllkaly that the railroads will voluntarily take the Initi&~ive
in resolvlng the lasts of Co~£dor c~ncrshlp, financial, constru¢tlon a:d
operations. The ~rk program and schedule of ~he CTC JPA envisions ~esolurion
of these issues in the first half of 1991, wi~h ~:he implicit assumption that the
Railroad ~viso~ Board of the /PA will come up ~rl~h ar least ~he ini~i~l p!-_n
and agreement among the railroads.

The most straighrfo~rd approach may be for the JPA to move prompt:lp ~’lth
valuation studies, acquire the necessary railroad proper~y, and p~ooeed ~i~h
oon~truction of the C~C while continuing to press ~he rai!~oads to create the
~peratlng entity and agree~nts. ~f the ~:ailroads are un~illing or unable to
do so, the CTC /PA could cc~trac~ ~l~..h a third par~y ~perator to operate and
maintain the CTC, cha~glng the ~ailroads on a per-ca~ basis to recover capital
investments and ¢:~erat:~.~g costs.
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Chapter VII

FINANCING TSE COREZDOE

Over the years beginning ~lth the SCAG study in 1984, cost estimates for
the CTC have been revised steadily upward. Beginning from an 1-~tial figure of
$220 a~Lllion, by May of 1990 JPA estimated had risen to $502 million for the
Corridor itself, plus an est~m=ted $297 million for ~rovements wi~hln the Po~s
themselves including grade . s~parations, rail Improvements, and ~ highway
~__=~rovemenns. At no-time since orlginatlon of the Corridor concept has there
been a financial plan for these substantial costs. In the work program of the
/PA (Figure 4), a preliminary financial plan is called for in January of 1991,
with subsequent refinements to be accomplished when more detailed cost estimates
are available from ~.he design engineering to be completed in 1991, and ~hereafter
when ~:’,he final engineering studies are completed.

In the cost estimates referred to above, the cost of acquiring railroad
property in the CozTidor has not been included, pending conduct of valuation
studies and a policy decision that the /PA will in fact acquire Corridor
ownership.

The JPA agreement 8ires the JPA the authority to issue revenue bonds
(subject to approval of the cities of Long Beach and Los Angeles). Repayment
of the bonds is anticipated from revenue generated by the CTC, or by pledges of
revenues from the Ports or. other asencieso Until revenue bonds can be issued,
the /PA agreement provides for staff and consulting contract costs to be loaned
to the JPAWIth repayment made to the Ports at such time as revenue bonds are
issued.

At this time, major financing issues are unresolved. Who should pay for
the construction of the CTC? Is it a federal, s~ate or local responsibility?
Should the railroads mA~e capital investments in therall facilities? What part
of ~he costs should be borne by users of the Ports? To the extent possible at
rhle tlme, this Chapter will examine these and rela~ed issues and suggest
dlrections that may be taken by the /EA.

Investment Interests

¯ T~e Ports of Sa~Pedro do not Just serve the cities of Long Beach and Los
Angele6, bu~ provide important services tO the entire Los Angeles metropolltan
¯ reglon, the State of Califor~La, the western states, and to a large degree, the
,entire country. Thus there are ~ultlple interests in the future of the Ports.

~he National Interest

~proxlmately fifty percent of the container cargo that comes through the
Ports is destined for points east of the Rockies, as far away as the east coast.
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Container traffic is the fastest growing se~nent of Port activity, and a
siEnlflcant element of the requirement for port expansion.

Businesses and c~:~rs throughout the United States benefit from the
import and export: activities of the Ports of San Pedro t and the national economy
is l~d to inre~narlonal trade, ~-~_h of which moves through the largest and
busiest of the nation, s po~s, the Ports o£ San Pedro. Thus there is a national
interest in the oonrlnu~d growth and develc~nenr of the Po~s.

One measure of the Port, s siEnlflcance is in cusr~ revenues derived from
Port activity. In 1989, the Los Angeles Disrrlo~ of the U.$. Customs Service
collected $3,487,560,402, by far the largest part collected at the Ports of San
Pedro, with a smaller part collected at the airports in the region. 51 If Port
forecasts are correot~ Port acrlvity will more ~han double by the year 2020~
providing necessary capital investments are m~de, thus producing a gain of
approximately $3 billion a year in increased customs revenue. The federal
government could ~ii afford I:o -~ce an investmanr of-$892 million to finance
~he CTC as a means of gaining an A~uel increased income of $3 billion.

It may be argued thor the federal gover~=nr need ~a~e no investment in
the Ports of San Pedro and rely instead on the hope chat the Ports, or o~her
ports on ~e ~sC ooas~, will find the necessary fuud8 to m~et the deu~nds of
increasing International trade. Yet the seaports are essential to the national
economy, cerralnly as essential as the interstate highway sysrem~ or any other
of the objects of federal investment in infrastructure construction° This author
is nor suggesting that the enrlre cost of the Por~, s 2020 p!=~ be funded by the
federal gove~nr~ although rhar ~Ight well be appropriate. The suggestion that
is made is that the federal gover~-~_n~ fund a major pax of the CTC, especially
the ~rade separations and ~. Ebb, my improvements rha~ integrate landside truck
rranspor~atlon with the highway systems of the region an~ nation.

The robust end 8rowing economy of the Stare of California also depends on
international trade, and the Ports of San Pedro are by far ~he largest por~s in
the State. Estimates are that one million jobs in tholes Angeles region depend
on the Ports. While estlmares for ~he rest of the Sra~e are not available, an
important number are supported in the large agricultural businesses throughout
the stare ~har e~por~ ~h~ough ~he ~orrs of Sen Pedro. Consumer in the State
benefit from imports, of course, while businesses benefit both from imports and
exports. Because the economic benefits provided by ~he Ports ar~ widely
dispersed throughout the region and the SCate~ there is good reason for the State
of California re in~esr capital in ~he rranspo~anion ~u~raetructuze needed ~o
integrate Por~ traffic into the transportation system® While no es~:b~res are
available of ~he revenues the Stare gains from Port activity, ~he Stare has a
personal and corporate incom~ tax ~hat produces significant revenues from the
Jobs and businesses d~penden~ on the Ports.
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Local Interests

The Cities of Long Beach and Los Angeles, the owners of the Ports do not
gain any revenue d£rectly from the Ports. Instead, the Ports operate as non-
profit entities generating su£ficient revenues from operations to pay their
onKo~ K costs and to meet ordixmryneeds for investments to accommodate grc~h.
Long Eeach andLosAngeles, saw ell as the other cities in the region, do benefit
indirectly through the Jobs and businesses made possible by Por~ activities.

The CTC Joint Powers Authority estlmates the Corridor, by allowing the
POrts to implement the 2020 Plan, will result in an estimated increase o£ $46
billion in. economic output (gross sales) in the five county region over the
period 2000 to 2020. By the year 2020, it is estimated that the CTC will have
gene~atedanaddltlonal 37,000 international trade related Jobs, and that In the
year 2020, the CTC will generate an estimated $966 million in addltionalwages,
and $2,9 billion in additional economic output. Some 5~000 Jobs will be
generated during the years of construction of the Corridor.5z

port Users’ Interests

The private sector users of the Ports have a direct interest in Port
capacity expansion, including the maritime industry as well as the trucking and
rail transpo~ation industries, and all the importers and exporters served by
those industries. In the normal course of business, these private businesses
pay ~he costs of the Ports through a somewhat intricate system of fees, charges
and leases administered by the Ports. The Ports lease terminals and facilities
to pr±vate firms, and in addition assess chardes against shlpsand the movement
of cargo. The revenues collected by the Ports from private firms provide the
means not only of paying for ongoing operations, but also the revenues needed
to pay off revenue bonds used to finance major capital improvements. There is
no available estimate of the benefits gained by private businesses from Port
activities, except in the contrlbutions by the Ports to Sross economic activity
cited above. Obviously, the profitability of the many businesses operative at
the Ports, or dependent on the Ports will be enhanced by the gr0~h in Port
activi’~y made possible by the CTC.

Costs l:o Be Financed

I~ile differen~ cost estimates for construction of the CTChave been given

heretofore, it will be useful to enumerate here the estimated costs of
constn~ctin 8 the ~orridor, including a purely speculative number for ~he cost
Of acq~rlng the right-of-way from the railroads on the assumption thet the/PA
will conclude that ownership of the CTC is the best option. These °cost
estimates, while being used by the CTC /PA, may undergo substantlal revision -
- probably upward -- when more precise estimates are provided from the detailed
engineering studies to be made in the future.
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For present purposes, the cost estimates are she~ in the following table:

CONSOLIDATED TrANsPOrTATION COREIDOE
PROJECT COST ESTIMATES

(MILLIONS OF 1989 DOT.T~)

Consolidated TransDo~ation Corridor
Track and Signal In~rovemsnts
16 Grade Separations @ $13 ~Lllion
Alameda Street Widenin K, N of SE 91

Subcot~s~,.
20Z Contingency
Construction Costs

$100
208
50

$35S

$430

Engineering, EIR study, and
Constz~ctionHanagement Costs

Subtotal $502

Port In~rast~ucCure I~ovements
Grade Separations, Rail Improvements,
Highway Improvements in H arbor Areas

TOTAL
S297
$799

Source: CTC JPA $~uthe~n California Consolidated Transportation Corridor. May
1990. P. II.

It my be retailed t~t ~e $Z97 million in Port Infrastructure
Improvements are needed to effectively and efficiently merge FOrt rail and
highway access to ~heCorridor as recou--~.ended by the 19880~erations. Facilities
and Infrastructure study. To the total of $799 million we need co add a
speculative esC~ce of $100milllon for purchase of the rights-of-way from the
railroads, bringing the total to be funded up to $899 million in 1989 dollars.

There is no single source of funding for the Corridor ~rovemencs.
Conceivably, Important funding could be obtained from the federal gave~ent,
the state gover~ment~ private capital markets through revenue bonds issued by

the !PA, the railroads~ and possibly Co~idor cities to match federa~l and scats
funding. It wilt be useful to give special a~ention to federal, state and
capiCal~arket fi~-ncing before suggesting an overall financing plan.

Federal Fundin= Sources and Prospects

Directly relacedwidenin S of Alameda Street, connecting CheTerminal Island
Freeway (SR 47) Co the San Diego Freeway (I-405) font miles to the north, was
funded through the federal Surface Transportation A~sistance Act of 1982. A
second phase of Chat project was funded by Congress in 1987 to ~end the



widening of Alameda Street north to the Artesia Freeway (SP,-91)o Total funding
for the two phases added up to $117 million. 53 These Ports Access Demonstration
Projects were awarded by the U.S. Department of Transportation, which ad~J_nisters
the SurfaQe Tr-~-portation Assistance Acts.

’.~.e to the importance of the Ports in international trade, the federal
gove~nt is a hlghly likely source of funding for the development of the CTC.
In April of 1990, representatives of the CTC JPA and elected officials of the
Long Beach and Los Angeles City Councils traveled to Washlngton, D.C. to meet
with officials of the Department of Transportation and their congressic~_a_!
delegatlons. An ~=-?ortant part of the local delegation, s proposal was a request
for $3’.22 million in federal assistance through reauthorization of the ~ Surface
Transportation Assistance Act scheduled for 1991, with funds to become available
in 1992. 54 If this sum is provided by the federal gove~mnt, it ~ald pay for
subst~Itially all of the estimated costs of widening Ala-~_da Street and
const~zcting the grade separations along the Corridor, including contlngencies,
stain@sting, and construction management costs. This would leave rail
improvements, and improvements ~ith~ the areas of the Ports, to be otherwise
funded.

~ federal budget deficit reduction efforts pose ~:,he greatest threat to
potential federal funding of the Corridor. Even with program cuts to reduce the
deficit, funding of transportation projects like the Corridor may well continue,
given the dedication of gasoline tax revenues to the High,my Trust Fund, and the
substantial influence of the California congressional delegation in the funding
process.

A~ discussed in the study appended as Appendix C, there are other potential
funding program- administered by the Department of Transportation~ but a grant
of $332 million would likely preclude receiving the smeller amounts available
through the more restrictive programs. The anticipated federal grant would
require matching funds, which requirement would be met in the overall financing
plan for the Corridor.

State Fundin~ P~os=ects

In June of 1990 the voters of the State of California approved several
bailer :£ssues that provide bond funding authority for transportation projects.
The somewhat complex set of Propositions will provide $80 million for Alameda
Street grade, separationswithin the Corridor, and $25 million for widening of
a segme~ of.Alameda Street. This $115millionwillalso serve to meet~atohlng
fund requirements asstuning the requested $322 million in federal fundlngis
approved, bringing total federal and state,funding to $437million. 55 This sum,
barring effects of inflation, should be sufficient to fund the Alameda Street
widening and grade separations, leaving rail improvements tO be funded along wi~h
~:ail and highway In~rovements within the Ports, ~ich are essential ~o the
Corridor, but not part of the responsibility of the JPAo
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Revenue Bonds

The Ports typically pay for facilities and infrastructure out of Port
revenues~-either by accumulating the necessary investment funds,or by issuing
revenue bonds in the capital m~rkets to consr~c ~he improvements and then
paying off "~he bonds from Port revenues derived from charges from dockage,
wharfage~ demu~Tage, and lease of facilities. The Pox of Long Beanh is
c~tted Co a "mltlgatlonfee" ro be charged to each ton of cargo movingthroug,~h
the Ports for the purpose of paying costs of mitigating ~acts of landslde
transpo~atlon by const2%icting the CTCo Thus far, the fee has been collected
only on conralners, at a ~Ce of $2 a contad~er, but in the future may be
increased and levlad against all cargo. It is important to terminal operators
that both Po~ts assess the s:~e_ fees,.~alch rill require a cooperative effo~
by the Ports tQ establish, collect and dedicate such ~ees.56

A~s~m~$ chat the /PA takes "d~e stralghcfor~ard option of buying the
Corridor righr-of-~y, constructing the d__~m~rovemencs~ and.leasing the Co~idor
back ~o an Association formed by the three railroads for operarlons a~_~_
malnten:~ce, there ~id be a funding need of about $200 million dollars in
capital investment. This investment In railroads would not be eligible for any
federal or stare funding known to the author, and hence would most likely be
financed through revenue bonds Co be paid off by a charge levied against ~he
users on a carload heels.

The Ports have used revenue bonds in the pasc~ and have e~perrise in the
les,,=~ce and repayment of such bonds. Joint Powers Authorities such as the CTC
JPAhave authority co 18sue revenue bonds in the Stats of Callforniae and local
JPAgs have made revenue bond issues In excess of $~00 million.57

If no federal funding is forthcc~_~g, ir ~uid still be possible for the
Ports and the /PA co finance the Corridor through the iss-=~ce of revenue bonds
and increasing fees on cargo to pay off the bonds. 5~ ~h~c~huse of mitigation
fees assessed against all cargos to pay off the bonds~ costs of the Corridor
would be passed on to businesses and consumers throughout the Nation and
overseas. While thlswouid be an equitable arrangement in the abstract, it would
tend tq raise costs at the PoEts of San Pedro in co~arlson to other west coast
ports, putting them and their te~nlnal operators aca competitive disadvantage.

Recc~nended Financin~Plan

While" there are a ~rAds variety of potential funding sources of varying
compl~T~Cyandsize, the reco.-~-.~nded fin~nclng, planls to concenCrateonseveral
major elements, including chose already being pursued by the Ports and the JTA.
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Table 4
EECOMMENDED FINANCING PLAN

CONSOLIDATED TEANSPOETATION COEEIDOE

Consolidated Transportation Co~rldor

State Bond Issue Funds

Federal Surface Transportation
~sistance ~t of 1991

Subtotal available for grade separarlons
-~d AlamedaStreet widening

/PA Revenue Bond issue for railroad
ROW purchase and improvements

Port Infrastructure Improvements

SUBTOTAL

Isle by the two Ports of revenue
bonds for street and rail improvements
~rlthln the Ports.

TOTAL

$105

$437

The foregoing financing "plan does not call for contributions by the
Corridor cities due to the fact that the principal benefit of the Corridor is
to partially, although-not entirely, alleviate the adverse impacts of Port
generated traffic on the local communities. The improved Alameda Street will
b~ing some benefits to the cc~-Jrclal areas of the cities, but not enough to
~rran~ financing any significant part of the corridor costs.

The Consolidated Transportation Corridor and related rail and h/ghway
4mprovements within the~Ports will cost on the order-of $899 million in 1989
dollar4~. The -~mp. ortant: role the Ports play in the national economy warrants
siEnificant investment by the federal government in the Corridor. The amount
sought by the /PA is $322million. The State of Califo~a, which also benefits
form Port economic contributions, is slated to proved $105 million in funding,
The balancewill likely be financed through issuance of revenue bonds to be paid
off fr¢~user fees administered by the JTAand the Po~s.

~e funding discussed in this Chapter is by no means assured, with even
the State funds necessarily going through a formal funding process, and the
federal funds subject to the interplay of powerful forces in the U.S. Congress.
If the entire project were to be funded through revenue bonds, the attendant
increase in charges to users of the Ports could lessen the competitive position
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of the Ports of San Pedro and in the long ~An c~use a shift in traffic to
northern west coast ports. Further9 use of revenue bonds to fund the ennire
project costs ~m~id subtrac~ from the bonding po~r of the Ports needed to
finance other elements of construction under the 2020 Plan,

Th~ ~nile financing is by no me~- assu~ed, it does appear ar this point
~hat there a~e accessible s~ces of funding ~o c~truct ~he Cc~o~olldated
Tr=~po~a~ion Corridor.
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Chapter VIII

TOWARD MOEE RATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

This study has intentionally focussed on the long te~m planning and
development of the Ports of San Pedro, the busiest port complex in the United
States. It may be useful as well, to give some thought to the future of the
Ports of San Pedro beyond the yea~ 2020, and to the circumstances faced by them
and other po~s throughout ~he nation.

A variety of siEnificant policy questions come to mind. What is the total
national require-~nt for por~ capacity through the year 202 and through 2050?
To hat ~ent does that capacity currently exist, or is under development? How
will the sho~fall, if any, be mat? Assuming that there is a shortfall in
capacity, which ports should be expanded? To what extent can the existinK .rail
and highway system8 accommodate such expansion, and ~nat new landside
transportation improvements are needed? Who will coordinate these developments
to prevent !_n~__dequate capacities or wasteful duplication and to ensure that needs
of th,~ U.S. economy are met?

None of these Importantquestlons will be definitively ans~red in this
Chapter, but some of them will be explored for further consideration by the
reader, and a rec~ndatlonwill be made for future research and action.

Pra~mtation of Pl~nln~

By the year 2020, it is quite likely that the Ports of San Pedrowillhave
completed the capacity developments called for in their 2020 Plan, including the
attendant Consolidated Transportation Corridor, and will be handling more than
double their 1990 traffic. The question arises, with the Ports operating at
capacity, how will the next year, s growth be handled? And~mt about the years
after that? Will there be a 2060 plan for future expansion? We must keep in
mind that the Ports and ~he CTC are located in an urban area that will be even
more densely developed in the year 2020 than it is today. ~?nile expansion of
Port facilities into the ocean through additional landfill creation my be
possible~ there is no easy way to expand landside transportation. The CTC is
not being designed to accommodate future addition of railroad tracks or lanes
of h/glhway. Nor is therean0ther route that could readily be developed as a new
transportation corridor. The best that could be done~ntld be to develop ano-ther
rail~oad, s ~idht-of-wayi~to dual trackswith grade separations throughout. That
option would be far more expensive th-~ the current CTC and have far greater
adverse impacts on residential areas~ even if political authorization could be
gained and financing secured. It is perhaps more likely that the Ports of San
Pedro would gradually concentrate on searing California while alloying freight
bound for points east of the Rockies to be handled by other ~st coast ports -
- assuming, of course, that other ports are willing and able to handle the
growth.
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This is not to take away from the farsighted planning and development
initiatives beinS taken by the Ports of San Pedro. The basic difficul~y is that
each seaport plans independently of all others -- or, rather, may plan, for not
all are noted for long range planning. In a sense, that planning is done in a
vac~_~, not kno~ln8 the pl-~ of c~etln Z por~s in ~y cases, and not
the systemwlde plans of the railroads. Since the po~s are public bodies, their
approved plans do be¢~ public doc~nts, A~_ a diligent pox plan~_er can
acquire the publlshed pl~-~ of its competltcrs. Nevertheless, chose
Independently conceived seaport p1~ do no~ necessarily add up to a rati~1
p!-~ for meeting the nation, s needs for seapoz~ and rel~ted ~ecessary tall and
highway development. This is eepeclally true since s~ of the smaller po~s
located-in less dense urban areas may lack ~he sophisticated planning capabillty
needed to pro~ect future U.S. d~d for ~orts and exports and allocate that
to ~heir own porr, s potential. An even if they see the potential, they may lack
the f4~m~cial ability ro undertake the massive investments that are often nee~d
lot sisniflcanr por~ capacity ezpan~ion.

The Case fo= Federal Plsnnin~

At the risk of draying too broad a conclu~ion£roma single case, it should
be evident that one could expect greater efficiency if there ~re a national
forecast of cargo handling capacity requlrements available to all seaports and
rail and truck carriers for u~e in their own plA~8. It would be reasonable
for the federal gove~-~--~n~ to encourage long range planning to maet future
capaci~yrequir~_nts, perhaps through a State program to fund conceptual plans,
perhaps one 40 year horlzonto be updated every ten years. These plans, still
individually prepared by the ports and taking into account the needs to interface
with hiKh~Tays and railroads, could ~hen be revised to determine ~he~her the
aggregate needs of the nati~n~c~Ald be me~ by theiuimplementation. If the plans
taken together proposed grea~er capacity t~_h~nneeded, then cost-benefit studies
could be made to determine which of the po~s should be developed and to what
degree.

The U.S. Department of Tra~poz~ation t~s th~ complacent vlew Chat.past
practices have p~ovided nearly all the capacity needed for international trade
and fails to recoEnlze that meeting the needs of th~ n~t century ~il! be a far
more difficult and complex unde~tak4_~ S ~ meeting ~he needs of the last
century. 5~ With a more solid comprehension of the situation, the ~A~-~rican
Association of State ~LIsh~ay and Transportation Officials Tecently took the
position that "~A-~TO urges the Federal Government to develop a National Port
and Waterways System ~nlch intestates ~ater ~ranspo~tatlon ~ith its n~cegsa~y
intermodal connectlons i~to a surface transportation system."60

Assuming a program of long range planning incentives were in operation,
the U.S. Depar~m~.nt of Transportation could provide ~n~In~for port development
based on studies of cost and benefits to ~he nation as a ~hole, ra~her than on
the curren~ ad hoc bs~is. It should be ?ossible, under such circumstances, to
brin~ about an efficient meshing of the total transportation requirements for
inte~natio~! trade, the seapo~s and "che requisite hi~hwey and railroad
~rastruc~u~es. ~?nile such a program Of planning ~Id c~nstruc~ion incentives
might not be large in comparlsonto highway program-, i~ could play an important



part ~n assuring future U.$. capacity for participating in international trade
gro~:h.

As the transportatic~industrTis in theprooess of developing and putting
forth its proposals to ~he federal govern~-m__~nt for a "2020" policy plan, it would
be appropriate for the U.S. Depar~nent of Transportation to fund a study aimed
at dete~-~_~_~_ing the relative merit of a national port planning and develc~_~nt
progr~, compared to the present practice of ad hoc pox pl-~$. Such e study
should give careful consideration to* the accompllshments under the presen~
decentralized system of individual ~tlatives and not propose a new national
progr~ -~less there is strong evidence to suggest such a program ~uld be a
significant ~rovement over the present method. The view of port directors
and pl~ers, as well as hlghway and railroad experts and experts from the UoS.
Army, 8 Corps of Engineers should also be solicited and given conslderablewelght
before arrlving at conclusions and reco.~-~-endatlons.

~e Ports of Long 5eachandLosAngeies, the t~ largest ports on the.west
coast, have shown remarkable foresight and demcnstrated unusual cooperation in
developing the 2020 plan for port devel~ent, and in their roles in meeting
landslde requirements through the innovative Consolldated Tr-~portation
Corridor. It appears likely ~hat the construcrlon envisioned under these plans
will be ca~ied out, greatly modernizing and increasing the capacity of. the
nation, s busiest port ~omplex. These capacity increases will play an important
’part irk enabling the continued gro~h of U.S. international trade, se~-~ing
businesses and consumers throughout the United States°

~henher this growth incapacity could more cost-beneficiallyheve been met
’~hrough development of other west coast ports and their attendant landside
:Lufras~ructure will probably never be known° It is suggested that a program of
national planning for port development needs, which could be locally carried out,
~ould be advantageous in allocating demand among ports so that federal funding
priority could 5e given to,hose development proJects which~ould provide needed
~apaclty at the lowest net cost, including the costs of mitigatlonmeasures as
~ii as impacts on the hlgh~ay and rail networks.
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Signature Copy

Aug... ~.t f. ~ ~8 9

JOINT EXERCISE OF POWERS AGREEME)(T BETI(EE)¢ 
CITY OF LOX6 BEACH AND THE CITY OF LOS AN6ELE$

TO BE KNO~ AS
CONSOLIDATE]) TRANSPORTATION CORRIDOR

JOIHT POWERS AUTHORITY

This AGREEMEHT, dated , 1989, is between the CITY
OF LONG BEACH, a municipal corporation, duly organized and existing under a.
freeholders’ charter-and the Constitution and laws of the State of California,
hereinafter referred to as "Long Beach," and the CITY OF LOS A@CGELES, a municipal
corporation, duly organized and existing under a freeholders’ charter and the
Constitution and laws of the State of California, hereinafter referred to as
"Los Angeles’;

WHEREAS, Long Beach and Los Angeles, acting by and through their
respective Board of Harbor Commissioners, to more effectively operate their
existing wharf and dock facilities for the promotion and accommodation of
commerce, navigation and fishery, and in recognition of their concerns for the
movement of commerce and its impact on the communities, require the development
of a consolidated transportation corridor and other facilities related thereto;
and

WHEREAS, Long Beach and Los Angeles are each empowered by law to
acquire, construct, maintain, operate and lease such a corridor and such related.
facilities; and

WHEREAS, Long Beach and Los Angeles are of the opinion that the street
and railroad rights of way areas along Alameda Street between southerly of the
Santa Monica Freeway and the San Pedro Bay ports complex hereby made a part
hereof, the property should be developed as a comprehensive transportation
corridor and all related facilities linking the Port of Long Beach and the Port
of Los Angeles to the central Los Angeles area, through an improved railroad and
highway network, which may include but is not limited to:

I. The acquisition by purchase, lease, or other appropriate means
the railroad right(s)-of-way of an area approximately 150 feet wide and
approximately 20 miles long from the central Los Angeles area to the Port
of Long Beach and the Port of Los Angeles;

2. The acquisition by purchase, lease, or other appropriate means
the railroad right(s)-of°way of an area approximately IS0 feet wide with
approximately 70 miles of tracks, located within the Port of Long Beach
and the Port of Los Angeles;

3. The improvement of railroad tracks and related equipment within
and adjoining the right(s}-of-way;



4. The construction of additional railroad tracks;

S. The construction of highway/rail grade separations or depressed
railways and the acquisition of related equipment;

6. The providing of site paving, drainage, lighting, fencing and
utility systems within and adjoining the right(s)-of-way;

7. The improvement of Alameda Street between State Route gl and
Interstate I0 and adjoining intersections and related public streets to
the specifications and requirements of appropriate governmental entities;
and

8. The acquisition, construction and installation bypurchase, lease
or other appropriate means of other properties, real or personal,
functionally related and subordinated thereto.

All such facilities shall be collectively within the Consolidated
Transportation Corridor {the "CTC’) and shall be contained and specified
in the Plan of the Consolidated Transportation Corridor (the "Plan of the
CTC’).

WHEREAS, Long Beach and Los Angeles recognize that while other
!government entities, the Southern Pacific Transportation Company, the Union
Pacific Railroad and the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Company will be
~responsible for the funding and construction of certain aspects of the CTC, it
is the intention of Long Beach and Los Angeles to coordinate these aspects of
the CTC; and

WHEREAS, Long Beach and Los Angeles recognize that the cities
contiguous to the CTC and the railroads serving the Long Beach and Los Angeles
area have certain concerns and interests in the CTC which must be considered and
addressed by the Authority; and

WHEREAS, Long Beach and Los Angeles recognize the environmental
importance of the CTC to potentially reducing vehicular traffic on existing
freeway systems and improving air quality in the Southern California region; and

WHEREAS, it is deemed advisable for Long Beach and Los Angeles to
enter into an agreement which will then ensure the implementation of the CTCby
the preparation of the Plan of the CTC, exploring alternative methods.of
financing, acquisition, if necessary, construction, coordination of other
governmental efforts and possible operation of the CTC and related facilities.

NOW, THEREFORE, it i s agreed as fol I owe:

Section I. DEFINITIONS°

Except where the context otherwise clearly requires, the capitalized
terms in this Joint Powers Agreement shall have the meanings specified in
Schedule A attached hereto.
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Section 2. PURPOS______EE.

This Agreement is made pursuant to the provisions of Article I, Chapter
S, Division 7, Title I of the Government Code of the State of California
(commencing with Section 6500, hereinafter called "Act’) relating to the joint
exercise of powers co~n to Long Beach and Los Angeles. Long Beach and Los
Angeles each possess the powers referred to in the recitals hereof. The purpose
of this AgreeMent is to exercise such powers for the imlemntation of the CTC
by exploring alternative methods of financing and developing existing property,
coordinating other governmental efforts, and possibly acquiring, constructing,
maintaining, operating and leasing of the CTC and related facilities. Suc~
purposes will be accomplished, and said comon powers exercised, in the manner
hereinafter set forth.

Section 3. TE___~.

The term of this Agreement shall be fifty {SO) years from the date
the last party executes this Agreement.

Section 4. ~.

A. Creation of Authority.

Pursuant to Section 6502 of the Act, there is hereby created a public
entity separate and independent from the parties hereto, to be known as the
"Consolidated Transportation Corridor Joint Powers Authority" (the "Authority’)
and the Authority shall be a public entity separate and apart from Long Beach
and Los Angeles.

B. Governina Board.

The Authority shall be administered by a governing board of fourteen
{14) mmbers, each serving in their individual capacities and shall be called
the "Governing Board of the Consolidated Transportation Corridor Joint Powers
Authority ~ (the "Governing Board’). Two mmbers are to be appointed by the Board
of Harbor Comi~sioners of the City of Long Beach, and two members are to be
appointed bythe Board of Harbor Co~issionersof the City of Los Angeles. The
fifth member shall be the councilperson representing the Harbor District of Los
Angeles. The ~Ixth me)bar shall be a councilperson from Long Beach and shall
be appointed by the Mayor of Long Beach. The seventh member shall be appointed
by the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors and shall be a member of the Board
of Supervisors with an alternative member also appointed by the Board of
Supervisors. The eighth member shall be appointed by the Los Angeles County
Transportation Commission. The representative of the Los Angeles County
Transportation Commission appointed to the Governing Board shall not be a member



of or represent any other appointing authority to the Governing Board. The
remaining six members shall be a councilperson appointed byand representing the
city councils of the City of Vernon, the City of Huntington Park, the City of
Lynwood, the City of South Gate, the City of Compton and the City of Carson, each
city selecting one member.

Each member shall serve the terms below specified, at the pleasure of
the appointing authority with the exception of the fifth somber. Each member
of the Governing Board shall serve a five (5) year term, except that the initial
(i) terms of members appointed by the Board of Harbor Commissioners of Long Beach
shall be a two (2) year term and a three (3) year term as determined by 
Board; (ii) terms of members appointed by the Board of Harbor Commissioners 
Los Angeles shall be a one (I) year term and four (4) year term as determined
by that Board; (iii) the term of the fifth member shall continue so long as that
member is the councllperson for the Harbor District of Los Angeles; (iv) terms
of the sixth, seventh and eighth members shall be a three (3) year term, a four
(4) year term and a five (5) year term to be determined by lot during the first
meeting following their appointment; and (v) the terms of the re~aining six
members shall be a one (I), two {2), three (3), four (4) and two five (5) 
terms to be determined by a lot during the first meeting following their
appointment. Vacancies during a term and successors following expiration of the
term of any member shall be filled in the same manner as the original
appointments.

Hembers shall receive $50.00 per Governing Board meeting as
compensation. Compensation for meetings shall be accumulated and will be paid
with Authority’s Revenues.

There shall be a three {3) member Finance Committee with one member
appointed by the Long Beach Board of Harbor Commissioners from its two members,
one member appointed by the Los Angeles Board of Harbor Commissioners from its
two ~embers, and the third member shall be the appointed member of the Los
Angeles County Transportation Commission. The Finance Committee shall review
and approve, by a mjority vote, all matters involving the expenditure of funds
provided by the Ports and/or funds from proceeds of bond issue{s) or other forms
of indebtedness incurred or guaranteed directly or indirectly by the Ports prior
to any action being taken b) the Governing Boa~with respect to the use of those
funds. Any decision of the Finance Committee regarding the expenditure of funds
shall also be approved by the Governing Board. Funding received from any other
source will not require review by the Finance Committee prior to consideration
by the Governing Board. All funds received for implementation of the CTC can
only be authorized and allocated in accordance with the Plan of the CTC.

The Governing Board shall authorize the expenditure of any and all
Revenues of the CTC. Authorized expenditures shall include payments toward
incurred debt, operations and maintenance of the CTC, expansion and construction
of the facilities identified in the Plan of the CTC, reimbursements of member
contributions, and other obligations.



C. Meetings of the Gove~nlna Board.

(I} Reaular MeetinQs.

The Governing Board shall provide for its regular, adjourned
regular and special meetings; provided, however, it shall hold at least
one regular meeting in each year. The dates upon which, and the hour and
place at which, any regular meeting shall be held shall be fixed by
resolution and a copy of such resolution shall be filed with each member
of the Governing Boa~, the Boards of Harbor Comissioners of Long Beach
and Los Angeles, the Los Angeles County Beard of Supervisors, the Los
Angeles County Transportation Comission and the Mayors of Long Beach, Los
Angeles, Vernon, Huntington Park, SouthGate, Lynwood, Compton and Carson.

(2) Raloh M. Brown Ac@..

All meetings of the Governing BOard, including without limitation,
regular, adjourned regular and special meetings, shall be called, noticed,
held and conducted in accordance with the provisions of the Ralph M. Brown
Act (commencing with Section 54950 of the Governmnt Code).

{3)

The Secretary of the Governing Board shall cause to be kept
minutes of the meetings, and any notices thereof, both regular, adjourned
regular and special, and shall, as soon as possible after each =eeting,
cause a copy of the minutes to be forwarded to each member of the Governing
Board, to the Boards of Harbor Commissioners of Long Beach and Los Angeles,
to the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors, to the Los AngelesCounty
Transportation Co=ission and to the Mayors of Long Beach, Los Angeles,
Vernon, Huntington Park, South Gate, Lynwood, Compton and Carson.

A majority of the Governing Board shall constitute a quorum for
the transaction of business, and a majority of the quorum present is
required to take any action, except that less than a quorum may adjourn.

The-Governing Board shall elect one member the Chairman of said board
and one member the Vice-chairman for its first year of operation or portion
thereof and thereafter as of each successive Ju)y 1, the Governing Board shall
elect a Chairman and Vice-chairman. The Governing Board shall appoint a
Secretary Who shall keep the official records and correspondence of the
Authority. The Treasurer of the Authority and the Auditor/Controller of the
Authority shall be selected in accordance with Section 650B.S and Section 6505.6
of the Government Code. The Governing Board shall appoint an Executive Officer
from the staffs of either Port who shall be responsible for the administration
of the Authority and a General Counsel from the City Attorney’s Office of Long
Beach and/or Los Angeles who shall provide legal advice to the Authority. The
Port of Long Beach or the Port of Los Angeles shall provide the staffs for and



to the Executive Officer, Treasurer, Auditor, Controller, Secretary and General
Counsel positions until such time as the Authority has sufficient financial
resources through its own Revenues, at which time these positions may be filled
by st;iffs of any agency represented on the Governing Board.

E. Railroad Advisory Board.

The Authority shall establish an advisory board which will consider
and sake recommendations to the Governing Board on matters pertaining to
development of the Plan of the CTC and implementation of the CTC. The advisory
board shall be designated the Advisory Railroad Operational Board of Control
(’AROI~C’). AROBOC will assist in the development of the Plan of the CTC and
provide for the =anagement, coordination and scheduling of operations of the rail
aspects of the CTC. AROBOC shall consist of three (3) members, one =ember
appointed by the Southern Pacific Transportatlon Company, one member appointed
by the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe RaiIway Cempany, and one =ember appointed by
the Union Pacific Railroad and any successors to the three railroads presently
serving the Port of Long Beach and the Port of Los Angeles° AROBOC shall advise
and lake recommendations to and work closely with the Authority concerning all
rail aspects of the CTC, prepare rail schedules and rail tariffs and resolve
conflicts between the various railroads and make recommendations concerning
possible contract operations.

Section 5. POWERS.

The Authority shall have the powers common to Long Beach and Los
Angeles necessary for the development of the Plan of the CTC and the
implementation of the CTC and related facilities and any other powers authorized
by the Act, to wit: acquiring, constructing, reconstructing, rehabilitating,
maintaining in whole or in part, and leasing or selling, in whole or in part,
land, facilities and appurtenances necessary or convenient for the development
and operation of a CTC, including the acquisition of such land, facilities, or
appurtenances by lease, contract, or purchase or disposal of land by lease of
any property of Authority; and to incur debts, liabilities or obligations
requirq)d by the exercise of these powers which do not constitute debts,
liabil’ities or obligations of Long Beach or Los Angeles, and to sue and be sued
in its own name. The Authority shall further have the power to operate or cause
to be operated facilities which have been acquired or constructed or caused to
be acquired or constructed in whole or in part by the Authority together with
the buildlng~ and appurtenances necessary thereto. Said powers shall be
exercised in the manner provided in said Act and, except as expressly set forth
herein, subject only to such restrictions upon the manner of exercising such
powers as are imposed upon the City of Los Angeles in the exercise of similar
powers. The Authority may also issue revenue bonds or other evidence of
indebtedness, pursuant to Article 2, Chapter 5, Dlvision 7, Title I of the
Government Code of the State of California {commencing with Section 65(0,
hereinafter called the "Bond Act’) and any other applicable laws of the State
of California, whether heretofore or hereafter enacted or amended.



Section 6. FISCAL YEAR.

The term "Fiscal Year" shall ~an the Fiscal Year of the Authority as
established from time to time by the Governing Board, being at the date of this
Agreement the period from July I to and including the following June 30.

Section 7o DISPOSITION OF ASSETS.

At the end of the term hereof or upon the earlier termination of this
Agreement, after three hundred ()00) days’written notice of intent to terminate
given by either party to the other and to the Authority, all real and personal
property of the Authority, which is not removed by any third party operator of
CTC or member of Authority who provided or contributed the real or personal
property shall be sold by the Authority to the highest bidder with either party
or member of the Authority having the right of first refusal based on the
appraisal process set forth herein prior to the bidding process.

At least two hundred and seventy (270) days prior to the end of the
term (whether by lapse of time or otherwise), each party shall appoint 
appraiser and give notice to the other.party of the appraiser appointed. The
two appraisers shall appoint a third. If either party shall not have notified
the other in writing of the appointment of its appraiser, the presiding judge
of the Superior Court of the State of California for the County of Los Angeles
shall, upon the request of either party, appoint the appraiser for the other
party so in default. If the two appraisers so chosen shall be unable to agree
upon this third appraiser within ten (I0) days after the appointment of the
second appraiser, the third sppraiser shall be appointsdbythe presiding judge.
Any vacancy shall be filled by the party who made the original appointment to
the vacant place.

The appraisers shall file their opinions concer~ing the value of all
real and personal property in writing with the parties within ninety (90) days
after the appointment of the third appraiser. Such opinion shall take into
consideration all of the factors and data relating to such value which may
properly be considered in determining the fair value of all real property under
the laws of eminent domain in the State of Califo~ia. In the event any
appraiser fails to file his opinion within said ninety (go) days, a new appraiser
shall be appointed in the manner prescribed above. Upon the filing of the three
opinions, the’parties shall properly set a date for, and on said date, hold a
public hearing. At such hearing, said opihiohs-snd such other evidence of the
fair market value of all real and personal property as may be pre)ented by the
parties or others shall be received and considered. Based upon such evidence,
the value of all real and personal property and the division of the other
property of the Authority shall be fixed bythe appraisers. This appraisal shall
then be used by the parties as the basis for disposition of assets by sale to
one party or the other or the sale of parts to one party or the other.

Each party shall pay the costs and expenses of the appraiser appointed
by it together with fifty percent (50%) of the costs and expenses of the third
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appraii ser.

If for any reason neither party nor member of Governing Board elects
to purchase the assets or any part thereof within the time period specified
above, all real and personal property shall then be sold to the highest bidder
or bidders. Any sale to a third party shall reserve for the benefit of the Ports
of Long Beach and Los Angeles, the railroads then serving said Ports and the
members of the Authority, such trackage rights as may be deemed reasonably
required to assure that the purposes for which the Authority was created will
be protected and implemented in perpetuity. Prior to such sale any real and
personal property contributed by a party and the members of the Authority shall
be returned to that party or members of the Authority. Any surplus cash after
liquidation of all debts shall be distributed proportionately to the party or
the member of the Governing Board contributing cash to the Authority.

Section 8. PLAN OF THE CTC, OESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION.

The Authority shall be responsible for the preparation of, coordination
for, and approval of the Plan of the CTC. This plan shall address and analyze
all practical aspects of how the CTC should be designed and operated including
alternative rail, highway routings and prioritizatlon of the plan’s elements.

The Authority upon approval of the Plan of the CTC may comence the
implementation of it in such phases as desired for implementation and
construction of the CTC. However, said design plans for development must be in
accordance with the certified environmental documents prepared in accordance with
the California Environmental Quality Act, and orthe National Environmental
Policy Act and guidelines thereto for the development of the CTC. The Authority
shall complete said design plans in accordance with the Plan of the CTC and then
provide for the construction of the CTC and any ancillary structure or structures
and site improvements shown on said plans. The Authority may also have design
plans ]prepared for subsequent use, bid and award of one or more construction
contracts by other authorized governmental entities.

The construction dbcuments including design plans for the CTC and any
ancillary structure or structures and site improvements shall be approved bythe
Authority if said improvements are to be constructed, through contracts awarded
by the Authority. The Authority shall call for competitive bids to let
construction contracts for the CTC.

The construction contracts awarded, by the Authority shall be
administenedby the Authority or its designee. The Authority shall establish
procedures for the administration of such contract or contracts, the inspection
and testing of materials and other contractual construction procedures.

The Authority shall reserve the right to make changes in the work in
any construction contract or contracts. Said changes shall be made in the
following manner:

A. By wriLten modification of the construction contracts or contracts
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ordered by the Authority.

B. By written change order signed by the Authority, its Executive
Officer or designee.

Co Any change order issued by the Authority’s Executive Officer or
designee for changes in the work shall be limited to the extent permitted by
law, but in no event exceed II00,000 or ten percent {I0%) of the original
contract amount, whichever is less. Any change order exceeding $I00,000 must
receive authorization from the Authority.

Section g. REVENUE BONDS.

The Authority may issue revenue bonds in accordance with the Bond Act
or other applicable law for the issuance of such bonds or other evidence of
indebtedness {the "bonds") for the purpose of exercising its powers including
refunding all or any of the bonds issued and raising funds necessary to carry
out its obligations under this Agreement. S~id bonds may be issued in one or
more series to match construction phases, for refunded purposes or may be
authorized in different amounts at different times°

The sale and issuance of such bonds bythe Authority and any resolution
authorizing such issuance shall be subject to the prior approval by resolution
or ordinance of the Council of the City of Long Beach and the Council of the City
of Los Angeles upon request by their respective Boards of Harbor Commissioners
pursuant to Section 6547 of the Government Code. The refunding of any such bonds
shall only require the approval of the Authority.

It is anticipated that such bonds will be payable from Revenues
generated from the CTC, from one or more pledges of revenues from the Board of
Harbor Commissioners of Long Beach and Los Angeles or pledges of revenues from
other responsible agencies or, in addition, from any other legally available
funds.

Section 10. CONTRIBUTIONS.

Durihg the planning and organizat)on?of, the Authority and after the
formation of th~ Authority, the Ports have Indwlll use public funds, personnel
and equipment in furtherance of the objectives~and purposes set forth in this
Agreement.. Pursuant to Government Code Sections 6B04, 6512.1 and related
provisions, the Authority is empowered after issuance of the bonds or after the
receipt of monies from any other source to reimburse the Ports or other members
of the Governing Board for all reasonable payments, advances, use of personnel
and equipment which were provided prior to and after the issuance of the bonds
or after receipt of monies from any other source. Such costs for personnel shall
include actual costs of all services performed by officers and employees of Long
Beach and Los Angeles, including burden and overhead costs, computed in
accordance with the standard overhead rate procedure provisions of the Ports for
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all officers and employees performing such services.

Any contracts of Long Beach and/or Los Angeles with bond counsel,
financial consultants, engineers, architects, and other consultants and advisors
working on the CTC and/or its financing shall be binding on the Authority.
Subject to limitations imposed bylaw, including but not limited to, the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, and any rules and regulations promulgated
thereunder, the fees and expenses of such bond counsel, financial consultants,
engineers, architects and other consultants and advisors incurred by Long Beach
and/or Los Angeles before or after issuance of the bonds may be paid or
reimbursed from the proceeds of such issue or from the receipt of monies from
any other source.

Section 12. ~.

The Authority shall request from the Port of Long Beach and/or the
Port of Los Angeles the services of their personnel to serve the Authority ex-
officio as may be necessary to carryout this Agreement and shall have the power
to employ professional and technical assistance for the performance of this
Agreement provided that adequate sources of funds are assured therefor. The cost
of such personnel used by the Authority shall be reimbursed by the Authority in
accordance with Section I0.

Section 13. AqCOUNTS AND R~PORTS°

To the extent not covered by the duties assigned to any trustee, the
Treasurer of the Authority shall establish and maintain such funds and accounts
as may be required by good accounting practice or by any provision of any
resolution of the Authority securing its bonds. The books and records of the
Authority in the hands of the trustee or the Treasurer shall be open to
inspection at al~ reasonable times. The Authority shall cause to be prepared
annually a f.inancial and operating report which shall be submitted to each member
of the-Governing Board, to the Boards of Harbor Commissioners of Long Beach and
Los Angeles, to the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors, to the Los Angeles
County Transportation Commission and to the Mayors of Long Beach, Los Angeles,
Vernon, Hunt!ngton Park, South Gate, Lynwood, Compton and Carson. The Authority,
within 120 days after the close of each fiscal year, shall give a complete
written report of all financial activities for such fiscal year to each member
of the Governing Board, to the Boards of Harbor Commissioners of Long Beach and
Los Angeles, to the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors, to the Los Angeles
County Transportation Commission and to the Mayors of Long Beach, Los Angeles,
Vernon, Huntington Park, South Gate, Lynwood, Compton and Carson. The
Auditor/Controller of the Authority shall cause an annual independent audit of
the accounts and records of the Authority to be made by a certified public
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accountant, all in accordance with and at the tim or times required by law.
Any trustee appointed under any resolution of issuance of the bonds of the
Authority shall establish suitable f,Jnds, furnish financial ~ports and provide
suitable accounting procedures to carry out the provisions of said resolution.
Said trustee may be given such duties in said resolution as may be desirable to
carry out this Agre~nt.

Section I4. FUNJ.

Subject to the applicable provisions of any indenture or financing
agreement, which lay provide for a trustee to receive, have custody of, and
disburse Authority funds, the Treasurer of the Authority shall: {i) have the
custody of and disburse Authority funds pursuant to the accounting procedures
developed under Section 12 hereof, and (Ii) as nearly as possible in accordance
with generally accepted accounting procedures, make the disburse~nts required
by this Agreement or to carry out any of the p~vislons or purposes of this
Agreement.

Section IS° CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT AND
NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT COMPLIANCE
IS A CONDITION PRECEDERT TO THE CTC.

This Agreement describes a proposed Consolidated Transportation
Corridor project and allocates responsibilities for its implementation. Entering
into this Agreement does not constitute an adoption of the project or a
commitment to carry out the project as those tens are used in the California
Environmental Quality Act, Public Resources Code Section 21000 et seq. ("CEQA’)
and the National Environmental Policy Act, 42 U.S.C. Section 4)21 et seq.
(’NEPA"). Prior CEQA and NEPA compliance is a condition precedent to any party
being committed to carry out any obligations set forth in this Agreement for
which such compliance is required.

Section 16. ~.

Notices hereunder shall be sufficient if delivered to:

Long Beach Executive Director
Long Beach Harbor Department
P.O. Box 570
Long Beach, CA 90801

11



Los Angeles

Authority

Executive Director
Port of Los Angeles
P.O. Box 151
Los Angeles, CA 90733-0151

Secretary - At such address as Governing Board
shall designate for such purpose.

Section 17. MISCELLANEOUS.

The section headings herein are for convenience only and are not to
be construed as modifying or governing the language in the section referred to.

Whenever in this Agreement any consent or approval is required the
same shall not be unreasonably withheld.

This Agreement is made in the State of California under the
Constitution and laws of such State and is to be so construed.

Section 18. SEVERABILITY.

Should any part, term, portion or provision of this Agreement be by
the courts decided to be illegal or in conflict with any law of the State of
California, or otherwise be rendered unenforceable or ineffectual, the validity
of the remaining parts, terms, portions or provisions shall be deemed severable
and shall not be affected thereby, provided such remaining portions or provisions
can be construed in substance to continue to constitute the agreement that the
partie:s intended to enter into in the first instance.

Section 19. SUCCESSORS.

This Agreement shall be binding upon and shall inure to the benefit
of the successors of the parties.

12



IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Agreement to
be executed and attested by their proper officers thereunder duly authorized,
and their official seals to be hereto affixed, as of the day and year first above
written.

CITY OF LONG BEACH, a municipal
corporation

City Manager

Approved as to form this __ day of

JOHN R. CALHOUN, City Attorney

By
EINAR PETERSEN
Senior Deputy

Ratified and Approved by the Board of Harbor Commissioners of the City
of Long Beach this__day of , 19B9 by Resolution No. HD-___.

BOARD OF HARBORCOMMISSIONERS ’
of the City of Long Beach

By
Acting Executive Director

Long Beach Harbor Department

Attest
Executive Secretary

13



CITY OF LOS ANGELES, a municipal
corporation, acting by and through
its Board of Harbor Comissioners

, 1989
Executive Director

PoX of Los Angeles

Attest
Board Secretary

APPROVED AS TO FORM
, 1989

JAMES K. HAHN, City Attorney

By
GERALD F. SWAN, Assistant

6/s/89
stored: ctc.agt
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SCHEDULE A

shall mean the Joint Exercise of Powers Act of the State of California,
being California Government Code Sections 6500-657g.5, inclusive, as amended
and supplemented.

Aare~nent shall mean the Joint Exercise of Powers Agreement by and between the
Cities as originally executed and as supplemented and amended.

shall mean the Consolidated Transportation Corridor Joint Powers
. Authority, a joint powers authority created byLong Beach and Los Angeles

in accordance with the Joint Powers Agreement and the Act.

shall =ean Long Beach and Los Angeles.

CT¢ shall mean the Consolidated Transportation Corridor which is a program of
a series of public street, railroad and other related construction
improvements to facilitate the movement of both international and domestic
cargoes through the Ports, the movement of people and the lessen impacts
on ~the Members of the Authority of the projected increases in train
movements and track and vehicular traffic.

6overninq Board shall mean the Governing Board of the Authority established
pursuant to the Joint Powers Agreement as constituted from time to time.

Lonq Beach shall n~!an the City of Long Beach, a charter city and municipal
corporation duly organized and existing under, a freeholders~ charter and
the Constitution and laws of the State of California.

Los Anqeles shall mean the City of Los Angeles, a charter city and municipal
corporation duly organized and existing under a freeholders’ charter and
the Constitution and laws of the State of California.

Parties shall mean the Cities.

Plan of the ¢TC {ConsolldaCed Transportation Corridor) shall mean a concise,
comprehensive report with drawings in sufficient detail to indicate ~he
scope and extent of the improvements to be constructed for all elements
within the CTC with said report approved by the Governing Board°

Ports shall mean the port of Long Beach, and the Port’of Los Angeles.

Port of tonq Beach sIiall mean the Harbor Department: the Clty of Long Beach.

Port of Los Anqeles shall mean the Harbor Department, the City of Los Angeles.

Revenues shall mean all receipts, income and other money received by the
Authority from and or for the operation, use, passage or transit of all or
part of the CTC as may be described, assigned or levied by the Governing
Board.
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APPEndIX B

SUEVEY OF RAIL CONSOLIDATION EFFOETS

The Los Angeles/Long Beach rail consolidation effort involves a ~’~t:ure
of gover’~,wm~ agencies wor~g toward a c~---~n_ goal. The declslon--~S
apparatus for the consoiidarlon plan is composed of the cities of Los Angeles
and Long Beach~rklng rhrough rheir respective por~ authorities in cooperation
~l~hvarious ci~les and rail tattlers.

In order to ascertain if ~he consolidarlon plan is unique to the Los
Angeles/Long Beach resion and if other ports across the United Stares are
involved in s~m~ar errors, a survey was ~enr ~o 30 ports across the Unlred
Stare in June of 1989. The survey asked three questlond~

QI. Has your port in the pas~ combined tall service from two or more
lines into a single tall llne? (Yes or No),

Q2. Is your port currently served by t~ or more railroad
or No.)

lines? (Yes

~3. If "yes e to 2 above, are there discussions of plans ro combine tall
service on a single railroad line~ If "Ye~ ~, please describe the plan
briefly...

T~sn~y-five of the 30 surveys were returned for a response ra~e of 83
percenro Table I summarizes port responses ro the sudsy questions.

Follow-up phone calls were made to port officials regarding the survey
responses. Nor all ports were contacted, however. ~or~s which indicated "no"
ro questions one and t~were excluded from~he follow-Up contact. Priority for
the conrac~ was given to ports which indicated "yes" to questions one and t~.

Lower contact Pri0riry ~as assiEned to ports which ~wered eyes" to either
questions one or ~.

The port offi~lal~ ~ere asked durln8 ~he phone inrervie~ro briefly
describe the past and/or ongoing rail consolidation e~forts. Answers varied,
of course, based on 16cal hlsrory and current political c!~re. Exhibi~ I
details the responses siren by ~he port officials inrervie~d.

Interview Conclusions

The interview responses indicate that the Lo~ Angeles/Long Beach rail
consolidation effort is unlque to the Southe~nCalifornla area. Although reasons
for this are not e~_~minsd here~ possible reasons include !coal history, land use
patterns, and rranspor~arionne~rke. These factors have ~luenced ~he events
leadin E up ro ~he rail consolidation effort.

2



Different types of rail consolidation efforts are indicated in the
interviews ~ith port staff. In the Los Angeles, Long Beach plan, the ports are
serving as intermediarle8 In the process. The actual legal agreement is between
the clties of Los Angelesand Long Beach. Each city is uslnslts respective port
authority to facilitate the project.

Other types of rail consolidation efforts by different ports acrosm the
United S~tes include:

-Port operated rail servicez In this type of arrangement, the port owns
and operates its own switching ~arrier. Severalports a~tempted ~o

consolidate rail traffic through their respective belt llne railroads.

-Port contracts wi~h a private switching carrier for ewitchlnZ
responsibility.

-Port ~nd railroads form an Association tO serve switching needs. In
Hous~oa, s case, the Port and five railroads form an Association which meets
switching needs.

None of these examples involve the complexltyof the Los Angeles/LongBeach
effort. They do, however, provide examples of possible institutional
arrangements for consolidation. In most cases, consolidation involved either
using a port-owned belt-line railroad, a prlva~e switch~ S carrier, or an
association of member railroads and the port.



PORT NAME

1 Oakland
2 Sacr~-~_nto
3 Eio~-~_~nd
4 H_~-~oldt
5- San Diego
6 Mi~
7 New OrleJ~
8 Baltimore
9 Detroit
I0 New York and New Jersey
11 Toledo-Lucas County
12 Cleveland-Cuyahoga County
13 Coos Bay
14 Asto=ia
15 Philadelphia
16 Houston
17 Galveston
18 Beaumunt
19 Anacortes
20 Por~ Angeles
21 Seattle
22 Everett
23 Belllngham
24 Olympia
25 Tacoma

Frequency of response=

Percentage of response:

02___!=03=
Yes 8 14 3
No 16 11 10
N/A :1 0 12



EXHIBIT I

SUMMARY OF SELECT POET RAIL PROJECTS IN THE U.S.

Port of Tacoma. WA

~e port of Tacoma, Washington is currently served by a "belt llne"
railroad° The line is owned by the City of Tacoma through their public utilities
author~Lty and serves as a swltchin 8 station for some 70 different industries

which are located on the belt llne property. The Tacoma Municipal Belt Line is
a tariff railroad with its own rates and structure. Other rail carriers do not
operate on the Line. The carrier has its own union contracts and operates
autonomously. Other railroads deliver and pick up rail cars from the entity.

The belt line is made up of 24miles of track, and serves industries includin8
the Poz~t of Tacoma. About four years ago, the Port created a trial merger with
the belt line for rail service to the Port, s industry areas -- Port docks,
~rehouses, etc. The trial merger basis is still active.

~e belt llne currently conducts appror~ima~ely $5 million a year worth of
busines:s. The City of Tacoumrecelves approzimately eight percent of the yearly
gross revenues or $400,000.

~e belt llne was started by the City of Tacoma in 1914 on trackage from
a street car company owned by the City. From there it evolved into a short line
industrial s~itching railroad. In the early 1900’st it was a street car company
with sc~e trackage to take wor~--nfrom the residential area of Tacoma to ~he
port docks where they worked. The street cars gradually went out of existence
but the trackage remained. It gradually evolved into its present position as
an industrial switching carrier.

[Based on interviews with Paul Chilcote, Director of Strategic Planning, Port
of Tacoma, WAand Gary Munson, Assistant Superintendent for the Tacoma Munlcipal
Belt Line, August i, 1989.]

iPhiladelphia Port Corporation. PA

Although the Philadelphia Port Co~poration is not currently involved in
~.ny rail consolidation efforts, it is attempting ~o develop an intermodal yard
with C~ and Conrail. CSX approached the Port officials in the pas~ and
,L~pressed an interest in developing an lntermodal yard. Unfortunately uhePort

land which’ is available for development does not meet:the needs of a ~arge
:Lntermodal yard. Other land which was available is currently owned by Conrail.
According to a Port Official, Conrail has been reluctant to enter into an
agreemant with the Por~ and a competitor (CSX) over the development of a large
intermodal yard. Negotiations are s~ill in progress for the development of the
:Lutermodal facility.

l[Based cmaninterviewwith Daniel Zibman, Marketing Director, Philadelphia Port
Corporai~ion, August 2, 1989.)
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The Toledo-Lucas County Port Authority has discussed the possibility of
a regional se~vlce railroad operating on ~he Por~ Authoriry, s facilities. The
Porn owns about 650 acres ~ich could be used for thls purpose. However, CSX
has ~clusive swltchln~ rights for the prope~y and has been reluctant rc share
these rights with o~her carriers. Carriers vho ~e~nt ro use this property ~-,~r
pay a premium of $305 or $385 per tall car, ~nlchhas kept the cost of opera, ion
~oo high for most cargo. The Poz~ is in the process of discussln 8 with CSX the
possibility of havlng~A~nArborEailroad, a small ser~-ice switching carrier~nlch
has access to all four area railroads, use the PoE~ prope~y for a reKic~al
service railroad. ,The advantase ~o ’the Por~ would be access ~o all four major
tall carriers in the area, greater market share~ ~nd increased efficiency.
Accordin 8 ~o a Port official~ the larger ca~iers tend to be leas efficient~n
it comes to switching and service tall prettily because their largest market
share comes from lot 8 tall hauls. A smaller rail line with a limited service
area and purpose ~uld be able to perform ~he operation more efficiently.
Congesnion wc~dmove off the docks faster, and the operation could be performed
at less cost. Additionally, smaller carriers tend t~ be more careful in their
negotiation of labor contracts~ labor is often less expensive t~_an the larser
carriers.

[Based on anintervlewwi~h ~ohnH. Loftus, Seapor~ Director, Toledo-Lucas County
Port Authorlty, September 6, 1989.]

Port of Houston. TX

The Port of Houston is currently served by the Port Terminal Eailroad
Association. The Association is c~osed of five me~ber railroads and the Port
Authority. The Associarlon provides s~rltchlng on a neutral basis over right-
of-way leased from the Port Authori~y. The Aseociatlonwas fo~med in,he 1920, s
in order to facilitate the flow of rail traffic in and ou~ of the Port. I~
provides equal access to industries in ~he area by the five member railroads.
Assessment for rolling stock is by type and amount of car~o. Each line provides
i~s own maintenance. The Port receives no revenues from the Association.
Accordin~ to a Port official, one of the reasons Houston handles such large
traffic vol,,~s is because of the smooth flow of ~rafflc made possible by the
Association.

[Based on anln~ervlewwith 3e~es Pugh, E~ecu~ive Director, Por~ of Houston, T~,
September 7, 1989.]’ ’

~ort of Beaumont Navigation District of ~effersoD County. TX

The Port of Bea-~ont assumed s~itchlng responsibility from the four
delivering carriers in 1986~ The carriers drop off tall cars in the Por~,s
exchange yard. A contractor e~ployed by the Por~ ~itches the cars to ~he
wharves and docks and back to the e~c~ange yard ~hen flulshed. Prior to 1986,
che carriers had the responsibility of placin 8 their ~ai! cars a~ differen~ areas



around the Port. The current contractor is paid a flat monthly fee for the
switch:tug service; the cost is passed through the Port no the carriers based on
the percent of total cars the carriers have in place. The Port owns the trackage
the contractor uses for switching servlces. Cost savinss was the reason the Port
decide(| to use a contractor for the switching services. The contractor could
provide the service more economically than the carriers. The contract betwen
the Port and the contractor includes track m&inte -n_-nce in addition to the
switch~ng responsibility.

[Based on an interview with Mark L. McAndrews, Marketing Eepresentatlve, Port
of Bea~unont Navisation District of Jefferson County, TX, date of interview not
available]

Port of Baltimore. MD

~though the Port of Baltimore has not been involved in any rail
consolidation activity, sis~ificant private carrier consolidation has occurred
in the region~rlth~n the past five years. The Northeast rail corridor stretches
from Washington, D.C. to Boston° Until several years ago, Am~rack and Conrail
operated on the same trackage. Conrail, s activity mainly involved freight
transpc.rt. Un£ortunately, the mixture of commuter and freight traffic led to
significant congestion. The culmination of the congestion was an accident
bergen Conrail and Amtrack cars several years aKo. Under the direction of the
Federal EailroadAdmlnistration 9 Conrail diverted its freight traffic to CSX tall
lines. The CSX line runs parallel to the Northeast corridor from Washington,
D.C. to Philadelphia. Conrail entered into an agreement with CSX for use of the
trackage. The consolidation of the rail traffic, therefore, was motivated by
congestion and safety considerations based on inco~atlble rail use (co=zuter
versus freight).

[Based on an interview with David Ziolkowski, Manaser of Intermodal Pricing and
Tariffs, Port of Baltimore, November 10, 1989.]

~ort of San Francisco. CA

The Port of San Francisco, s effort at rail consolidation occurred in 1983-
84 when the Port-owned San Francisco Belt Eailroad attempted to consolidate tall

~raffic through the entire City of San Francisco. Three rail carriers were
:involved in the effort, the Southern Pacific, The Santa Fe, and the Western
iPaclfic (now the Union Pacific). The attempt failed, however, because one 
~he carriers would not acquiesce to the agreement. The remainin K two carriers
,~ere willin 8 to participate but only .if all ~hreecarrlers were involved.

[Based on an interview with Lynn Cecil, Executive Vice-President of Kyle

]~ailways, January 18, 1990.]
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EXECUTIVE SU~@IARY
,r

This paper will focus on financing a]ternatives and techniques for

the construction of the consolidated rail transportation corridor project
L

along Alameda Street in Los Angeles County.

The project had its genesis in the early 1980’s, with the

realization that the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach would be

experiencing near exponential growth in cargo traffic, due primarily to

increased trade with the Pacific Rim nations. Advances in container

technology, and the concomitant need for on-dock or near-dock rail

transfer facilities pointed to the need for greater attention being

given to port access issues. In addition, increased citizen awareness

and concern in alternative land uses, environmental concerns, and
I

problems associated with ever-increasing levels of traffic congestion

along Southern California’s freeways led to hard questions about the

role and nature of ports and portaccess. A study conducted by the

Southern California Association of Governments {SCAG) in 1984 evaluated

a number of alternatives for improving rail freight access to the Ports

of Los.Angeles and Long Beach, concluding that the best strategy for

minimizing adverse impactsof Port-generated rail traffic would be to

consolidate the train traffic serving the two facilities onto the

I
Southern Pacific San Pedro rail branch, which parallels Alameda Street.

These three lines-the Southern Pacific, the Santa Fe, and the Union

Pacific-are the nation’s three largest railroads.

In 1987, the Southern Pacific, in joint venture with the Cities of

Los Angeles and Long Beach through their respective harbor comissions,
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constructed the world’s largest intermodal container operation,

referred to as the Intermodal Container Transfer Facility, or ICTF°

The 200 acre facility, now fully developed by the Southern Pacific, is

ilocated approximately 4 miles from the port complexes. This facility

was and remains the most advanced of-its kind, inasmuch as its operations

are almost totally automated from-truck check-in to departure. The

ICTF has been extremely successful, and represents an important step

forward in reducing the number of trucks on Southern California highways

destined to and from the two ports.

From its dedication in 1987, the ICTF has represented an important

innovation in the movement of cargo from truck to rail, by specializing

in container on flat car (COFC) movements only. Its success has not,

however, overshadowed the continuing need for improved configurations

and technology for rail port to loading operations; hence this paper.

This effort will represent an extension of the excellent research

report issued y the California Transportation Commission in February,

19g0, entitled Improvin 9 Access to California’s Ports, which did devote

a substantial and thoughtful portion of its contents to financing

alternatives" for port or port-related projects-statewide. The focus in

this paper, as mentioned previbusly, will be on the proposed consolidated
J

transportation corridor project in Southern California, with the intent

being to provide an overview of alternatives for financing the consolidation

of the physical line facilities of three railroads under the governing

authority of the Consolidated Transportation Corridor/Joint Powers

Authority (hereafter referred to as the CTC/JPA).



Introduction: Structure of the Consolidated Transportation Corridor
Joint Powers Authority

The CTC/JPA was created in 1989 by the Cities of Los Angeles and

Long Beach to take the lead in planning and construction of the Corridor

project. The composition of the CTC/JPA is broad-based; both the two

major corridor cities, through their respective harbor commissions; a

representative of the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors, the

Los Angeles County Transportation ConTnission (LACTC); six additional cities

along the Corridor (Compton, South Gate, Huntington Park, Vernon, Carson,

and Lynwood), and the California Department of Transportation (CALTRANS).2

It should be stressed, however, that the Cities of Long Beach and

Los Angeles comprise the governing nucleus of the CTC/JPA, and as charter

cities, have the greatest ability to access financing through the capital

markets (discussed more fully later in the paper)° Report recommendations

on financing alternatives will be mindful of the challenges of, nevertheless,

coordinating all of these entities, and sensitive to the varying degree that

these entities could potentially contribute to the project from a fiscal
D

¯perspective.

Financing recomendations will be developed through evaluation of:

(I) potential access to the capital markets; (2) federal funding potential;

(3) state funding potentiai; (4) local government contributions; (5) 
o

fees and assessments at the Ports, and (6) rail line contributions.

Portions of the project have already been funded through the Surface

Transportation Assistance Act of 1982, and are nearing completion.

Approximately $58 million was authorized by Congress to widen and

reconstruct Alameda Street connecting the Terminal Island Freeway (SR 47)

to the San Diego Freeway (I-405) four miles to the north. 3 This activity
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represents phase I improvements, whereas phase II funded by Congress in

19B7 in the amount of $59 million, provides for extension of ~he Alameda

Truckway to the Artesia Freeway (SR-91)o Also funded are the widening

of the Gerald Desmond Bridge, widening of Ocean Boulevard on Terminal

Island, and construction of additional i ramps at the Interstate 710 (I-710)/

Ocean Boulevard Interchange.4

In terms of financing the cost of the consolidated transportation

corridor, history may well be in the making. In April, 1990,

representatives of the CTC/JPA and elected officials of the Los Angeles

and Long Beach City Council traveled to Washington, D.C. to meet with

representatives of their respective congressional delegations. An

important part of the local delegation’s proposa] was a request for

$332 million in Federal assistance (through reauthorization of the

Surface Transportation Assistance Act, scheduled for 1991). If the

delegation is successful, the bulk of the $790 million estimated project

co:st will be borne in whole or in part by the Department of Transportation.

Let’s now take a closer look at the project from the standpoint of

geographic location, proposed direct and indirect benefits, and other

factors.

C~kPTER 1: PROJECT DESCRIPTION

As was partially exp]ained in the Executive Summary, the Consolidated

Transportation Corridor is a highly ambitious and complex project to improve

access to the Ports of Long Beach and Los Angeles through the physical

consolidation of the three rail lines that serve the ports along the Ala~da

Street right-of-way, extending from the individual lines’ yards in central

Los Angeles to areas adjacent to the ports, some twenty miles distant.
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The project not only involves physical consolidation into a dual

(two-track) configuration, but also involves physical improvements 

Alameda Street itself, including track and signal upgrades, grade

separations, physical widening of the thoroughfare north of Highway 91,

5and provision of on-street parking, bus sto~s, and driveway access.

Alameda Street is envisioned as expanded from its present four-lane

capability to six lanes. Options will also be developed by the consultant

now under hire to the CTC/JPA to provide for depressed rail lines along

certain portions of the Alameda Street route in accordance with the

wishes of several members of the governing board. 6 Exhibit I indicates

the route of the proposed corridor and also indicates streets already

funded for grade separation, including Carson Street/Alameda Street,

7
Del Amo Boulevard/Alameda Street, and Rosecrans Avenue/Alameda Street.

The future benefits of the corridor project appear multiple and

substantial. For example, in October of 1984, the Southern California

Association of Governments (SCAG) undertook a study of the proposed

consolidation, and found that elimination of sixteen grade crossings and

merger of the three lines (composed of the Santa Fe, Union Pacific, and

Southern Pacific railroads) would ~esult in a savings of 8,200 vehicle

hours of delay per day. 8 By way of illustration, a typical intersection

with 20,000 vehicles equates to 300 hours of delay per°day° Gil Hicks,

manager of transportation planning at the Port of Long Beach, estimates

that successful completion of the corridor project will result in a 90%

reduction in grade crossing delays, and a 48% reduction of impacted (that is,

by adverse existing conditions) population along the route of the projectog
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~ther benefits of the consolidated route included a 36% reduction

in train-weighted noise; a 74% reduction in the number of train stoppages;

a 29% reduction in train-hours of operation with a comparable percentage

reduction in locomotive emissions, I0 and elimination of smaller street

crossings and installation of grade separations, which should increase

traffic safety and reduce accidents.11

There is also a possible indirect benefit in that improved highway

access to and through the Corridor cities (Los Angeles, Long Beach,

Carson, Compton, Lynwood, South Gate, Huntington Park, and Vernon} will

encourage economic activity adjoining Alameda Street, and enhance

redevelopment efforts within these cities. 12 The CTC/JPA itself has

estimated that the Corridor project will generate 5,000 construction-

related jobs; result in an increase of $46 billion in economic output

(gross sales} in the 5-county Southern California area, over a 20-year

period (2000-2020), and generate, by the year 2020, an additional 37,000
(

trade-related jobs, $966 million in additional wages, and $2.9 billion

in additional econ6mic outputo13

Proponents also see significant "spillover" effects to adjacent areas

of Southern California. One viewpoint held is that less truck traffic

will tend to increase overall vehicle safety on the freeways; another, that

concentration of financial resources on one acceptable rail route will

provide the necessary improvements to eliminate the impacts from increased

traffic on other rail routes in the region.14

The projected cost of the transportation corridor in terms of the total

program of improvements is $799 million° The consolidated transportation
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corridor itself is estimated at $502 million, including $100 million for

rail improvements; 16 grade separations at $13 million each; "physical

improvements to Alameda Street (such as widening and laying of asphalt)

at $50 million; $72 million for engineering, and $72 million for

construction contingencies.15

The CTC/JPA has also identified an additional $297 million in

improvements to the ports infrastructure, consisting of $135 million

for improvements such as rail grade separations and various highway and

rail improvements at the Port of Long Beach, and $162 million in similar

16improvements at the Port of Los Angeles.

In terms of scheduled project buildout, it is estimated that the

first three years (1990-1993) will be devoted to developing the necessary

plans, obtaining necessary permits and clearances, preparation.of required

environmental impact reports, and development of an overall project

strategy; whereas the construction period is estimated to extend an

additional three to four years (1993-1996/97). As the CTC/JPA 

envisioned to consist of a relatively lean skeleton staff, with the

predominance of project coordination and construction monitoring expertise

being provided by Ports staff,]there will nevertheless appear to be a

need to closely and accurately monitor overall development and construction

progress, given this ambitious timetable.17

The Request for Proposal recently released by the CTC/JPA asked

interested firms to develop a plan of action for the corridor project that

woJld include, at a minimum, both highway and rail capacity studies;

conceptual design of the highway, grade separations, rail, and depressed
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study will incorporate the comments of all governing board members of the

CTC/JPA, and support the corridor project in totoo Completion of the

project study is targeted for the Fall of 1991o The contract was recently

awarded to DMJM, Inc.

A windshield survey of the project area was conducted in early

March, 1990, encompassing the length of the twenty mile-plus corridor

from the harbor to the downtown i~rain yards in central Los Angeles. This
j

informal survey was conducted foX,familiarization with ~he condition of

pavement, location of grade separations, condition and extent of the

right-of-way, type and frequency of adjacent land uses, traffic

conditions at varying times of bay (surveys were conducted at 7:30 a.m.,

or near peak-hour conditions; 12:30 p.m., and 5i30 p.m.), and the overall

layout and relationships of site characteristics.

The survey revealed an extensive degree of pavement deterioration

and wear; inefficient, ineffective, and outmoded intersections and

turning lanes; poor traffic management techniques (inappropriate or

non-existent signalling); extensive need for rehabilitation or replacement

of grade crossings, and a multiplicity of outmoded, and in many cases,

marginal competing small businesses and industrial uses along the corridor,

i~nclu~ng a large number of "mom-and=pop" operations abutting sleek industrial

parks (for example, in the Rancho Dominguez area of Carson); and highly

congested traffic conditions in many segments of.the corridor, coupled

with confused traffic direction and patterns. Overall visual appeal and

land-use design is extremely poor; for example, some cities have allowed
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new single famiiy residential attached, housing to occur abutting the

Alameda corridor without a buffer, as part of their redevelopment project

efforts. It shou]d be noted that a number of governing boards’ redevelopmen

areas abut the proposed corridor area, such as the Lynwood Redevelopment

Pro~ect Area "A", and the South GateRedevelopment Area #1, which ~ncludes

the HON industries project, federally funded with a Urban Development Action

Grant (UDAG).

Congestion and the need for widening of the Corridor becomes particular

acute upon approach to the Vernon city limits. Noise levels, particularly

in view of increased use of double-stacked trains, appear to be substantial;

consequently, noisewalls will probably be needed throughout the project

area. However, the estimated cost of construction of such barriers along

the Southern Pacific San Pedro corridor alone may be at least $40 million.19

In addition, as the project is completed, and more on-dock and near-dock

rail facilities are constructed, it would appear that the decibel level

now impacting residential areas along the Corridor will increase even

further°20

It has been suggested that purchase of the rail right-of-way should be

included as an integral project cost. It is unknown whether the rail

right-of-way, has been recently appraised, in whole or in part, or what

approach tomarket was used. Because of the difficulty in obtaining

appraisal information from the railroads, there will be no detailed

discussion of right-of-way valuation or condition in this paper. It

should remain a distinct possibility, however, and future consultant

studies should address this issue appropriately. It is the thesis of this
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paper that the railroad’s financial and programmatic support is invaluable

to the success of this project. A fuller discussion of the right-of-way

issue will be covered in the section of this paper pertaining to project

financing.

The proposed corridor project crosses the most congested and.heavily

traveled areas o~ the Southern California basin. There appears to be

little doubt that substantial positive benefits will accrue in terms of

air pollution and traffic control with project buildout; nor is there any

serious disagreement that completion of the rail corridor, because of its

strategic location, will have a positive impact on the Los Angeles economy.

The overriding task ahead for the CTC/JPA is to develop a consistent,

comprehensive, and high-quality marketing plan for the project, and develop

strategic linkages with the investment conTnunity, railroads, and government

funding agencies to complete the Corridor.

Successful completion of the Intermodal Container Transfer Facility

demonstrated conclusively that the rail lines and local government, in

partnership with the capital markets, can work together successfully to

solve the transportation challenges facing Southern California in the next

twenty years. The railroads’-best interests are also served by successful

completion of.the corridor ~rpject, inasmuch as it will greatly enhance

their ability to better share in the phenomenal° growth of port business.

Concomitantly, the Ports of Long Beach and Los Angeles cannot continue their

growth without this ambitious effort. Let us now turn to the structure of

the joint powers authority and the powers accruing to this body as they

relate to financing the corridor project.
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CHAPTER 2~ STRUCTURE OF THE JOINT POWERS AUTHORITY

A joint powers authority established solely for the purpose of

constmJcting a transportation corridor appears unique in the United States.

Indeed, the consolidation plan itself appears to be the only one of its

kind in the united States. In June of 1989, the California State University,

Long Beach, School of Public Policy and Administration initiated a study,

conducted by Mr. Kurt Brodtke, research assistant, to survey 30 ports

21across the United States. Of the three questions included in the survey,

one asked whether the port was in negotiations, or had plans to combine

rail service in a single railroad line. Of the 25 responses received

22(an 83% response rate), none revealed any efforts toward rail consolidation.

In the CTC/JPA plan, the Cities of Long Beach and Los Angeles, through their

respective harbor commissions, will physically plan, administer, and construct

the Corridor, in cooperation and consultation with the other governing board

members and the rail lines. (

By’ way of illustration, other types of rail consolidation efforts by

different ports across the United States include:

o Port operated.rall service: In this type of arrangement, the port
owns and operates its own switching carrier. Several ports have
attempted to consolidate rail traffic through their respective belt
line carriers.

o Port contracts with a private switching carrier for switching
responsibility.

o Port and railroads, form an association to serve switching needs
impartially. In Houston’s case, the Port of Houston and five 23
railroads formed an association which meets their switching needs.

It was found, as a result of the survey, that consolidation involved

a)ither using a port-owned belt line railroad, a private switching carrier,
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24or an association of member railroads and the port° Which option, if any,

would work best in the corridor project remains to be seen; the three lines

serving the Ports of Long Beach and Los Angeles are highly competitive.

Southern Pacific, although supportive of the corridor project, has expressed

concern that completion of the Alameda Corridor may impact ICTF profits’

adversely.

Although there does not appear to be any precedent for a publicly

owned and controlled belt line in Southern California, nor a publicly

owned switching carrier, the successful relationship between the Ports

of Los Angeles and Long Beach and the Southern Pacific in construction

of the ICTF would indicate that the possibility exists for creation of

a privately contracted, neutral switching authority that could efficiently

and fairly assign traffic along the dual track corridor project. However,

let’s now return to the legal basis for the joint powers authority.

Toquote from the "Joint Exercise of Powers Agreement Between the

City of Long Beach and the City of Los Angeles, To Be Known As Consolidated

Transportation Corridor Joint Powers Authority"25"...The Authority shall

have the powers common to Long Beach and Los Angeles necessary for the

development of the PlanTof. the CTC and the implementation of the CTC

and related facilities @rid any other powers authorized by the Act, to wit:

acquiring, constructing, reconstructing, rehabilitating, maintaining in

whole or in part, and leasing or selling, in whole or in part, land,

facilities, and appurtenances necessary or convenient for the development

and operation of a CTC, including the acquisition of such land, facilities,

or appurtenances by lease, contract, or purchase or disposal Of land by
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lease of any property of Authority; and to incur debts, liabilities, or

obligations required by the exercise of these powers which do not constitute

debts, liabilities or obligations of Long Beach or Los Angeles, and to sue

and be sued in its own name."26

)
A joint powers authority, generically speaking, is empowered .by

Section 6500 of. the California Government Code to issue bonds, notes, and
e

comercial paper, and to enter into leases to acquire land and equipment,

or to acquire or construct public facilities. 27 The joint powers authority

may authorize the issuance of revenue bonds by ordinance subject to

referendum, but without a vote of the electors within the public entities

comprising the JPA.28 According to Martha Riley, analyst with the California

Debt Advisory Commission, this means that joint powers authorities could

potentially be challenged by a referendum vote of the electors comprising
J

the jurisdictions represented by the authority, but no election is required

to enable the authority to initiate the issuance of revenue bonds.29 The

Code also provides that’ some, but not all members of a joint powers authority

may participate in a bond issue, and that only those Participants will be

obligated to repay the debt.

Joint powers authorities may alsoissue securities pursuant to a

resolution of the authori.tyobacked by loan agreements and/or bond purchase

agreements with-participating member agencies.30

Therefore, the joint powers authority is a flexible technique of

organization; not all members need participate, authorities are empowered

to finance public improvements utilizing a variety of methods, and an

election is not necessary to issue debt.
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In 1985, the California Legislature enacted the Marks-Roos Local Bond

Pooling Act, which expanded even further the abilities of joint powers

authorities to finance public capital improvements through pools, in three

ways: by allowing public entities with-different powers, such as cities

and ~chool districts, to enter~into JPA agreements; by increasing the types

of debt instruments which JPA’s can utilize; and by expanding the purposes

for which JPA’s can issue debt. 31 The Marks-Roos Act also enabled JPA’s

to incur debt to acquire the debt obligations of local agencies.

The provisions of the Marks®Roos Actwere again expanded by legislation

(AB 1496, Peace), which became effective January i, 1988. The bill expandedI

the agencies that may receive financing from a JPA under the Act, from just

members of the authority to any city, county, authority, district, or public

corporation in the State. 32 While these provisions are not directly

applicable to the CTC/JPA at present, they could potentially be utilized if

additiona] agencies, districts, or local governments desire to become

financially and programmatically active in the corridor project in the

future.

The California Debt Advisory Commission defines the CTC/JPA as a

"joint-use facility JPA",ior-one which is formed by public entities with

a common goal or need. JPA members, it is reasoned, can "pool" their

economic and personnel resources to design, develop, and Construct a

joint-use facility, project, or service. 33 Benefits derived from the

project are presumably distributed as equally as possible amont participating

JPA members.
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The first "pools" issued in California were of the joint-use facility

type, primarily to construct capital improvements crossing jurisdictional

lines, such as water and power transmission projects. 34 These pools

overwhelmingly favored the issuance of revenue bonds, because the finished

projects created a revenue "stream" sufficient to pay back th~ bonds. ’"

Jolnt-use facility pools have also successfully issued grant anticipation

notes (GANS) and other types of short-term borrowings, lease-revenue bonds,

and certificates of participation (COPS).35

J6int-use facility pools probably best allow for the coordination of

planning and construction of large-scale projects, such as the Consolidated

Transportation Corridor, by eliminating a piecemeal, narrow focus project

approach. Project costs and benefits can potentially be shared by all

project participants, and the large project also achieves economies of

scaleo

Joint powers authorities using this approach can be staffed and

operated independently from the individual participating agencies, making

jointi~use faciTity projects a primary focus of the authority, where they

might otherwise have lower priority from individual issuers.

"The joint-use pool~ approach will require a high degree of coordination

among participants to develop a project which will achieve the greatest

benefit° For example, the CTC/JPA’s sole legal reason for existence is

construction of the rail corridor project.

lit should not be construed that use of the joint-use approach would

preclude more than one issuance of debt. The heart of the corridor project

is in construction of grade separations, for example. Not all separations
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can be b~ilt concurrently, due to traffic disruptions that would result

along the route. Joint-use facility pools are permitted to issue a series

of bonds for a given purpose.

A Jess advantageous approach for the CTC/JPA would be through use of
!

the dedicated pool (also known as a designated or structured pool).

Dedicated pools are single debt issuances where the participant, projects,

and bond proceeds to be received by each participant are known, and can be

easily identified at the time of issuance. Under this approach, JPA’s may

issue dedicated pools; participate in a JPA created by another association

of public entities which issues dedicated pools for its members; participate

in an existing JPA of public agencies which has previously issued dedicated

pools, and which is willing to issue additional dedicated pools for new

participants; or participate in a pool administered by the State of

Cal i fornia. 36

The primary difference between the joint-use and the dedicated pool

approach is this: under the jointluse approach, the project would be

~tructured out of the one entity, the JPA; whereas under the dedicated

pool approach, bonds would be issued separately by the respective cities

(Los Angeles and Long Beach) comprising the JPA, and their respective

projects would be described separately in the official statement. A

separate-debt and maturity schedule would be calculated for each entity’s.

project amortization.

There are distinct advantages in utilizing the dedicated pool approach,

including lower interest rates, reduced costs of issuance, easier market

access, and ability to obtain credit enhancements. Use of the dedicated

pool, however, would break the corridor project into individual segments-
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those projects of the City of Long Beach and those of Los Angeles. Further,

there do not appear to be any statewide pools in existence or planned with

which the CTC/JPA could "co-venture", or co-issue debt. 37 In addition, one

requirement of the dedicated pool approach is that both cities would have to

have their individual projects ready at the same time to enter i’nto an

obligation with the dedicated pool. 38 For example, bid estimates and

financing documents for each participant in the CTC/JPA would of necessity

have to be in readiness at the same time.

Differences in individual participant’s credit risks would also need to be

examined~ without credit enhancement (in the form of bond insurance issued

by an agency such as AMBAC, the American Municipal Bond Corporation, or a

letter-of-credit) the credit rating and market perception of the pool will

be only as strong as the participantwith the lowest credit rating.

Inasmuch as the project will be in all likelihood constructed in a

relatively compressed time schedule, and only by the two cities comprising

the legal nucleus of the CTC/JPA, the dedicated pool approach appears

"unnecessary° Los Angeles and Long Beach generally enjoy excellent credit

ratings by the major rating agencies, as do their respective Ports. It

¯ therefore appears that the jointouse facilityapproAch is by far the most

congruent with the .CTC/JPA project philosophy and goals. On that premise,
P

we will nowexamine specific techniques that could be utilized to raise

:project funds in the capital markets for the corridor projec%and examine

the history of port financing, specifically that of Long Beach.
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FINANCING TECHNIQUES

A municipal revenue bond is a familiar concept to most American

investors. The Dictionary of Finance and Investment Terms, published by

Barron’s Financial Guides, defines this issuance as a "bond issued to

finance public works such as bridges or tunnels or sewer systems and

supported directly by the revenues of the project. For instance, if a

municipal revenue bond is issued to build a bridge, the tolls collected

from motorists using the bridge are committed for paying off the bond.

Unless otherwise specified in the indenture, holders of these bonds have

no claims on the issuer’s other resources".

According to the California Debt Advisory Commission’s chief analyst,

Martha Riley, the vast majority of joint-use facility issuances since 1985

have been of the traditional revenue type. 39 In 1986, five pools of this

40
type issued $816,155,000 in revenue, also defined as public purpose bonds.

In 1987, one pool issued $200 m~llion in revenue bonds, and in 1988, one pool

issued $400 million in such bonds141

To illustrate further, the Irvine Ranch Water District Joint Powers

~gency successfully issued $400 million in revenue bonds to finance multiple

capital improvements~ and in 1986~ the Local Government Finance Joint Powers

Authority issued $451 million in certificates of participation (revenue backed)

for multiple capital improvements. The Irvine issue was rated A+ by Standard

and Poor’s, whereas the certificates were unrated (as is true to form for

certificates of participation).42

The Vacaville Public Financing Authority issued $76 million in straight

revenue bonds for capital improvements in 1988, without rating, and in July
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of 1990, ~he Southern California Public Power Authority will issue $40 million

in revenue bonds for power generation and transmission purposes.

California ports have also been active in issuance of revenue bonds. For

example, the Port of Oakland issued $158 million in this form in 1989, in two

series, to refund short-term bond anticipation notes (BANS) issued in }988

{defined more fully later in this paper). The obligations originally issued

were used to finance the acquisition and installation of two new gantry

cranes and other improvements at Oakland Airport. 43 In 1988, the Sacramento-

Yolo Port District also issued refunding revenue bonds in the total amount of

$13 million. Refunding bonds are used to retire the debt arising from prior

issuances, in many cases to take advantage of more favorable interest rates.

In this case, the District’s 1980 Series A revenue bonds were discharged,

theproceeds of which were originallyused to finance the construction of a

44
flat storage bulk warehouse facility and related facilities.

There does, therefore, appear to be precedent for use of revenue bonds

to finance large-scale projects, including port-related activities. Although
t

use of revenue’bonds is but one technique that could be used by the CTC/JPA

to access the capital markets for financingcorridor improvementS, it appears

to be far and away the most important and feasible method to raise large

amounts of funds.

Coupled with the use of a joint-use facility pool approach, revenue

bonds would offer unparalleled flexibility to the CTC/JPA in financing the

corridor project. For example, the CTC/JPA could issue one or several revert

bonds to finance the cost of corridor improvements, allowing construction t

be staggered over a five-to-seven year buildout period.45
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It appears then that the most feasible method for the CTC/JPA to pursue

financing in the capital markets, defined as"markets where capital funds-debt

and equity-are traded’’46, would be through issuance of revenue bonds. This

paper will set forth both a "best-case" scenario, with the bulk of the

financing coming through the Federal Government (explained in greater detail

later), and a "worst-case" scenario, in which there will be subtantial

reliance on other sources of financing corridor improvements. In either

scenario, use of revenue bonds should play an important "lead", or, as the

case may have it, "supporting" role in the project.

The challenge facing any entity contemplating issuance of revenue bonds

is to devise a "revenue stream" sufficient enough to provide debt service

on the bonds. A comfortab|emargin, one accepted by most rating organizations

¯ and bond firms, is a ratio of approximately $1.25-$1.50 of revenue for each

$1.00 of debt.

Some specialists in port.financing suggest an even higher ratio of net

revenues to debt service, such as a rate covenant that requires net revenues

of 1.5 to 1.75 times debt service. 47 The rate covenant sets forth requirements

for the maintenance of rates and charges sufficient to produce adequate cash

48°flow to provide for debt service ~ayments in a timely manner.

" The covenant is an extremely~important aspect of a revenue bond issue.

For example, the rate maintenance covenant for the Sacramento-YoloPort

District provides that the District "covenants and agrees that it will take

such action as may be necessary to maintain rates charged to users of the

Facilities so as to produce...revenues...sufficient to pay operation and

maintenance expenses of...debt service requirements on the Bonds".49
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The District suffered a severe downturn in revenues in the three fiscal

years 1982-1985, when operating expenses greatly exceeded revenues,

necessitating a $3 million draw against operating cash reserves. 50 Rates

must be set high enough to more than meet stated debt requirements in the
i

issue. We wiTl discuss further rate types and the.setting of rates later in

this paper.

The Ports of Long Beach and Los Angeles, on the other hand, are

experiencing phenomenal growth, and appear to enjoy ample cash reserves.

51In the case of Long Beach, approximately $70-80 million is maintained.

The Port of Long Beach is readying a $242 million revenue bond issue as this

paper is being written, to purchase rail property adjacent to the Port and

start dredging and landfill improvements to physically expand the facility. 52

It could probably as easily draw upon its cash reserves to purchase

property, but has chosen instead to issue revenue bonds to meet its financing

requirements. 53 Let us now discuss alternative "revenue streams" to meet

bond financing needs.

Mr. John Kruse, Senior Accountant for the Port of Long Beach, suggests

one scenario for a CTC/JPA "mitigation fee" to finance a prospective corridor

~issue. It may work as follows:-

o Port charges imposed on shippers are based on MRT’s (Metric Revenue
Tons), based on weight or cubic measurement.. For.example, if 
container contains steel balls, it will be assessed a "fee" on
weight; rattan furniture would be assessed more rationally on cubic
volume.

o A premium of 75¢ was assessed until recently on each ton of OCP
(overland common point, or freight bound for destinations east of
the Rockies). For every ton of OCP cargo, the 75¢ "premium" could
be set aside to provide a revenue stream for the corridor project.
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o A problem with this approach has been in keeping track of MRT’s
for OCP destinations; more often than not, shippers do not provide
OCP destination information on shipping documents. An alternative
approach would be use of historical projections to generate the
percentage of TEU’s (twenty-foot e_quivalent u_nits, a container
definition) that are ~CP.

o When this historical approach is used, it appears that 35-40% of
TEU’s are OCP related. Applying this ,percentage in conjunction with
the proposed 75¢ a ton setaside would generate approximately $2 million
annually-for the corridor project°

o Port officials may, of course, decide to adjust the setaside amount
to meet the .financing needs of the corridor project, depending on
what portion of the activity is financed through the capital markets.

Assuming that the bulk of the project’s financing comes through ~he use

of revenue bonds, and the project is currently estimatedtat approximately

$799 million, the $2 million generated through this method would fall short

of meeting hypothetical first year interest requirements alone on a revenue

bond by approximately ’$27 million dollars (assuming a 7% coupon rate and 

twenty year maturity), not to mention additional outlays for principal

payments (if any) in the first year; costs of issuance (3-5% of total bonds,
)

or approximately $2.4 million-$3.g million); and required payments to one or

several~reserve accounts to guarantee payment, to bondholders.

Needless to say,structuring of the fee used to generate sufficient debt

service on any potential issue deserves enormous attention. We will delve

into hypothetical financing.later in the paper, in the "best-case, worst-case"

scenarios.

Another approach to providing a revenue stream may be through gate fees

assessed against all traffic coming into port terminals, most typically motor

carriers. A TEU or other easily understood and quantifiable measurement

could be used as the basis for assessment. Basis of assessment could also
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be by type of cargo or ultimate destination. Gate fees would have the added

advantage of enhancing user fee equity, by spreading a portion of the assessed

fees to the motor carriers.

In a recent interview with Gil Hicks, this idea was advanced; he in

turn pointed outthat development of gate fee assessment information would

be difficult,inasmuch as terminal information is proprietary, or generally

unavailable to the public, and that consideration should be given to

potential resistance to additional fees by motor carrier operators that

apparently now pay a substantial amount in fees already.

Another approach would expand the potential assessment of fees to all

TEU’s through the Port, rather than limiting the fee only to OCP cargo. For

example, the Port of Long Beach generated approximately 1.6 million TEU’s

in the fiscal year 1988-89, Whereas the Port of Los Angeles generated

approximately 1.8 million. Applying a flat fee per TEU, similar in concept

to the ICTF’s assessment of $30 per container load, could conceivably

generate as much as $48 million annually for Long Beach, and approximately

$57 million for the Port of Los Angeles. 54 Present annual debt service on

existing bonds and subordinate lien debt is approximately $34 million

annually, for which there-is ample existing coverage (excluding the proposed

$242 million issue, debt coverage is approximately 7.5 net, or $7.50 of

revenue for each $1.00 of required coveragei. 55 A flat TEU fee should more

than provide sufficient coverage for a "worst-case" issue for the full cost

of providing corridor improvements, or approximately $800 million; an issue
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of this size would roughly require $66-67 million annually in principal and

interest payments.56 Sufficient administrative mechanisms and recordkeeping

would have to be developed, however, to keep track of the assessment; and even

more important, develop the mechanism for assessing the fee in the first

place. It is assumed that the respective Ports’ finance staff would be

closely involved in developing this information and providing the assessment

to the bond fiscal agent On behalf of the JPA.

Another approach to providing a revenue stream for a corridor issue

may be through development of a rail car assessment fee. Again, a

comprehensive study of rail car movements through the Ports, inbound and

outbound, has not been formally prepared. There may be, however, sufficient

available information on movements that could be integrated into an acceptable

form to develop fiscal projections.S7

Again, an equitable basis could be used in development of a rail car

fee, such as tonnage, type of cargo, or a flat fee per car. A fuller

exposition of this possibility will be reserved for the "best-case, worst-case"

scenario concluding this paper.

At this juncture, it may be useful to consider the Ports’ function as

lessor, by analysis of the Port of Long Beach’s operating performance. The

Port operates as a landlord, leasing or assigning all docks~ wharves,

transit sheds, and terminals to shipping or terminal companies and other

private firms for operation of such facilities. 58 The major sources of

income to the Port of Long Beach are shipping services (wharfage, dockage,

and special marine facilities rentals), leases, office and land rentals, and

utility services. 59 Total operating revenues from leasehold income increased
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from $(53.7 million in 1985 to $95.5 million in 1989, a 50% increase,60

whereas operating expenses rose from $24.1 million to $25.5 million in the

same period, representing only a 6% increase. Property agreements within

the Port area for industrial and commercial use constitute the Port’s

largest and most stable source of income. There are ’agreementswithi~F

102 private companies and five governmental agencies. Of these agreements,

21 are preferential assignments, 56 are leases, 31 are revocable permits,

and 30 are area assignments. 61 .Agreements for commercial property are based

either on a flat rental or on a percentage of gross revenues, subject to a

fixed minimum rental. Revenue from the majority of waterfront properties

and facilities is based on tariff charges for wharfage, dockage, storage,

and demurrage, with a guaranteed minimum return. Tariffs are set by the

Board ,of Harbor Commissioners and published periodically,

T1he top ten revenue producers for the Port of Long Beach include:

Long Beach Container, with annual revenue of $13.1 million; California

United, with annual revenue of $9.1 million, and Metropolitan Stevedore,
s

with annual revenue of $7.8 mi]lion. Total annual operating revenue for

the fiscal year 1988-89 was $85.1 million. Other significant producers

include Sea Land Services ($5.8 million) and International Transportation

Services ($7.6 million).62
.’o

Total inbound cargo to the Port increased from 35 million metric revenue

ton (MRT.’s) in 1985 to 49 million in 1989; total outbound cargo increased

from 17.3 million to19.8 million in the same period. Dockage revenue

increased from $1,186 per vessel in 1985 to $1,781 in 1989, a 50% increase.
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increased from $1,186 per vessel in 1985 to $1,781 in 1989, a 50% increase.
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There are six major container terminals at the Port at present:

Sea]and (with spaces ~or 19,112 containers in different configurations);

Maersk Lines (with spaces for 4,260 containers); Long Beach Container

Terminal (with spaces for 16,600 containers); International Transportation

Services (with spaces for 16,800 containers, on-ground and chassis

configuration); Pacific Container (with 12,000 container spaces), 

California United Terminal (with 16,900 spaces). 63 Leasehold growth will

be enhanced even further by future construction of on-dock intermodal

rail yards.

As a final note, minimum future lease/rental income appears to be

substantial, amounting to approximately $35-45 million yearly from

1990-1994 and a total of $331,513,000 for all years thereafter.

The next section of this paper will explore the history of Port capita]

market financings. The aforementioned leasehold information is provided to

set the stage for this analysis, and°to-offer the suggestion that the

possibility exists that in addition to the suggested revenue streams mentioned

in the preceding pages, that sufficient leasehold interest and capacity
L

exists for considering renegotiation or restructuring of existing leases as
J

they come due, to provide another source of funds for a proposed corridor

revenue bond issue. Inasmuch as all Port issues are underpinned by Port
...

gross revenues, a portion of leasehhld revenues could be formally set aside

by the Harbor Commission to further "broad-base" revenue to be used to

finance a Corridor issue.

The Port at present has two series of revenue bonds outstanding, the

1972 Bonds and the 1980 Bonds. The 1972 issue has $3,760,000 outstanding,
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and is scheduled to mature in 1990 and 1991; whereas the 1980 issue is

composed of both serial and term bonds. The serial portion, in the amount

of $2,975~000, is scheduled to mature also in the above two years; whereas

the $78,750,000 in term bonds are scheduled to mature from 1992 to 2003,

and are subject to redemption at the option of the Board of Harbor

Conwnissioners.64 An interesting sidenote to the 1980 issue is that this

bond included a 10 percent term provision due in 2002. The average life

of this maturity will actually be 18 years rather than the 23-year stated

maturity~ because of an active sinking fund which will begin in 1992.65

Simply put, interest-costs savings will be realized by the Port by reducing

the average life of the issue. This technique is especially important in

times of market turbulence, when investors’ preferences for short maturities

can be addressed through the use of rapid paydown of principal on a term
J

maturity through the use of a sinking fund.66

In 1986, the Port additionally issued $19.8 million in Certificates of
/

Participation (explained in greater detail later in the paper) to represent

installmentpurchase payments by the Port for two fire boats and six container

cranes.67k Approximately $18.2 million remains outstanding on these two issues.

To sunwnarize, the Port of Long Beach has enjoyed a successful history

of financings in the capital n~arkets to construct or acquire needed
.’

facilities and equipment. It~ revenue structure appears sound, and

sufficiently broad-based to meet future debt service requirements, including

a partial or full issue for the corridor project, if that should be the

direction of the CTC/JPA. There is every reason to believe that the Port

of Los Angeles possesses an equally sound fiscal and administrative structure,
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and that its revenue picture is as equally bright, in view of recent

diversification of operations at that facility, and equally impressive

cargo tonnage growth occuring..

In this section so far, the use of revenue bonds for financing the

corridor has been analyzed, as have been.potential "revenue streams", or

user fees to meet debt service requirements for a hypothetical issue.

Also analyzed briefly was the history of the Port of Long Beach capital

market financings. Let’s now turn attention to other potential financing

tooIs available in the investment market, including a fuller explanation

of "the potential role of certificates of participation (mentioned previously),

use of industrial development bonds, State bond programs, short-term

borrowing, assessment districts, and other techniques in current use.

These alternatives, it is hypothesized, are less desirable from the

standpoint of raising large amounts of funds for the corridor project, but

could be used successfully in conjunction with a revenue bond issue, or in

combination with proceeds from a revenue issue and other sources of funds,

primarily Federal. A future chapter of this paper will turn attention away

from the capital markets, to sources of public and private funding, and

combinations thereof. In the concluding section, "best-case, worst-case"

scenarios involving a blend of private market financing and ’public funding

will be explored in greater detail.

CHAPTER’4: OTHER FINANCING TECHNIQUES THROUGH THE CAPITAL MARKETS, AND POSSIBLE
USE OF STATE BOND AUTHORITIES

In the preceding chapter, an analysis of potential revenue streams in

the form of user fees or assessments against clients of the Port was set

forth as a possible approach to financing a revenue bond issue for the
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CTC/JPA project. Use of assessments and user fees have specific advantages,

in that they are generally: (I) reliable; (2) quantifiable; (3) equitable-

the cost is ideally borne by all users of the facility, and (4) best fit

the philosophy and covenant requirements of the types of revenue best

suited to pay back revenue bonds°

Of course, use of such potential fees places the onus of responsibility

for generation of revenue for the Corridor project almost entirely on the

Ports. In fact, benefits derived from the Corridor project will accrue

’to motor carriers and the ra lines as well. Broaa-basing the revenue

stream, or using a diversity:of user fees to share the cost of the Corridor

project was therefore stressed.

There are, however, o~her approaches to structuring a financing that
(

may bring in additional "transportation partners" actively into the project.

The CTC/JPA may consider the use of certificates of participation to finance

a portion of the Corridor project, for example. Certificates of participation

can be defined as obligations of a public entity based on a lease or

installment sale agreement. Payments to certificate holders may origi6ate

from the general fund (in the case of a lease) or a special fund (in 

case of an installment sale).68

Certificates have become extremely popular in California because their

¯ use is not subject to Article XVi, Section 18 of the State Constitution,

which requires voter approval for all local government bond issues.69

Certificates are also not subject to other statutory requirements

applicable to bonds, including interest rate limitations, election requirements,
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requirements. Certificates of participation (COPs) allow the public 

purchase (in $5,000 increments) participation in a stream of lease payments,

installlment payments, or loan payments relating to the acquisition or

- constr~Iction of ~ equipment, land, or facilities.70

COPs have been used to acquire or construct major public projects over

the last ten years, including administration buildings, public safety

facilities, courthouses, detention facilities, school buildings, parking

garages;, and recreational facilities. COPs may also be used to finance

qualifying private projects on either a tax-exempt or taxable basis.

In the case of public projects, the obligations are "triple-net",

requiring the public entity obligor to pay all operating and maintenance

71costs, taxes, and insurance on the property.

The principal parties to a COP financing include (1) the public entity

obligor; (2) a private company, private leasing corporation, non-profit

corporation or public agency, including joint powers authorities; and

(3) the trustee (usually the corporate trust department of a commercial

bank)° The legal documents needed to structure a COP issue include (I) 
i

obligation, which can take the form of a lease agreement, ~nstallment sale

agreement, or loan agreement between the two principal parties that describesL

the pa~ent schedule, insurance, abatement provisions (if any), and events 

default; (2) a trust agreement between the trustee and the two principal

parties that describes the use and investment of certificate proceeds and

remedies on default; (3) an assignment a~reement between the public or private

entity and the trustee by which the public or private entity assigns certain
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of its rights and duties to the trustee, including the right to receive

payments and the corresponding obligation to pay certificate holders, and

(4) in the case of a public construction project such as the Corridor,

either a site lease, whereby the obligor leases the site it owns to the

public orprivate entity so that entity can construct the improvements,

or an agency agreement, that provides that the obligor is empowered to

72oversee construction.

There are three types of obligations that can serve as the basis for

COP issues: (1) long-term leases, (2) installment sale agreements, 

(3) non-appropriation leases, of which the latter are generally used 

states other than California that are not permitted by judicial precedent

to structure long-term leases. 73 A California variant is the local

government COP/TRAN issue (Certificates of P articipation/T_ax and Revenue

A__nticipation N_otes), in which local agency tax and revenue anticipation

notes are pooled together and registered in the name of the selected

trustee. The trustee in turn prepares, executes, and delivers to the

underwriter COPs secured by the pooled notes° Four COP/TRAN issues were

completed in the State of California in 1987. For one issue, the trustee

was a traditional bank and trust company. The trustee for. the second issue

was the county in which the:local agencies incurring the TRAN debt were

located. In the COP/TRAN i)sues, the aggregate principal amount of the COPs

is equal to the aggregate principal amount of the TRANSo The COPs, from the

COP/TRAN issues sold in 1987, were deliverable in a maturity of one year.

By further explanation, tax and revenue anticipation notes represent

short-term debt issued by local governments in anticipation of property or
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primarily to smooth out cash-flow for local jurisdictions.

74Los Angeles, for example, uses TRANS extensively.

Potential advantages of using COP/T~N issues include:
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TRANS are used

The City of

(I) reduced

costs of issuance, (2) lower interest rates, (3) other cost savings achieved

through economies of scale, (4} easier market access, and (5) availability

75of more sophisticated financing structures.

In terms of disadvantages, timing of the issue could be a problem,

and loca] agencies may not be equivalent credit risks or have the same

credit rating; although in the case of the CTC/JPA, recent credit assignments

for both the Cities of Los Angeles and Long Beach and their associated Ports

have been excellent. This situation may change with the widening budget

deficit being experienced by the City of Los Angeles, or in the event of

instability in Asian markets, from which the Ports derive the bulk of their

revenue.

A fuller or more detailed discussion of COPs or COP variants is beyond

the scope of this paper. Let’s now turn attention to applicability of’COPs

to financing the consolidated transportation corridor.

As mentioned previously, the Port of Long Beach issued $19.8 million

in certificates of participation in 1986 to finance theacquisition of

capital equipment such as fire boarsand container cranes. Trust agreements

were established between the City of Long Beach through its port, a non-profit

corporation, and a trustee. 76 The Port has therefore successfully used this

financing technique for equipment acquisition; its use for the type of projects

and construction envisioned for the corridor project is uncertain.
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authorities may illustrate some of the difficulties in using certificates of

participation in the Corridor project. Section 6500 of the Code provides

that if the project is not a public facility which generates revenue from

its operationS, the project would usually be leased by the JPA to one or

more parties to the agreemento77 The bonds to finance the project would

be secured by revenue due to the authority under a lease agreement. When

bonds are repaid, the lease terminates, and the agency which had leased

78the project from the JPA obtains title to the project.

This approach was used successfully (although not involving certificates)

to construct the Intermodal Container Transfer Facility. The Ports of

Los Angeles and Long Beach entered into a joint venture with the Southern

Pacific Railroad in 1984, to finance the construction of the facility° The

ICTF, which opened in early 1987, was leased to the Southern Pacific as

tenant; the line has since fully developed the 200 acre site and assumed
I

operational responsibility. The joint venture issued approximately

$54 million in revenue bonds on behalf of the Southern Pacific to construct

the ICTF. On May I, 1989, the joint venture issued $52.3 million in

refunding bonds on behalf of the railroad, to retire the 1984 "bonds.

The bonds are payable solely from payments by the Southern’Pacific

under a long-term lease agreem’.ent for use of the facility~ T~e original

site was owned by the Port of Los Angeles. The nature of the bonds is such

that the long-term indebtedness is that of the railroad, and not of the

79joint venture, or either of the ports.

The joint venture’s source of income is from the tenant, Southern Pacific,

which has assessed a fee of $30.00 per container load entering the ICTF.80
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A different set of facts surrounds the Corridor project. The project

right-of-way is in fact owned outright by the Southern Pacific; Alameda

Street, on the other band, is under public ownership. South of Highway 91,

Alameda Street is considered a State highway, and is part of the State
i

highway system.. Rolling stock, which is comprised of the physical assets

of the Southern Pacific and the two other lines, i.e., locomotives,

double-stack equipment, containers, boxcars; actual laid rail, are either

leased assets of the railroads, or are owned outright by the rail lines.

Use of certificates of participation is dependent on whether the

Corridor project can be defined as a "public entity" capable of generating

revenue; failing that, the California Government Code specifies that the

project would usually be leased by the JPA to one or more parties to the

agre~nent. Inasmuch as the CTC/JPA does not "own" the rail right-of-way,

and if negotiations were successful with the Southern Pacific, it could then

purchase it and "lease-back" the right-of-way to the railroad, which in turn

would make rental payments to the CTC/JPA’s trustee, for payment to investors.

One figure mentioned puts the acquisition of the right-of-way as high as

$100 million°

lln addition, when certificates of participation are used t~ finance

pri~ate projects, the private beneficiary is responsible for all operating

and maintenance costs, taxes and~insurance for the project. BI ~n most

California bond counsels’ view, property that can be made subject to the

lease must be depreciable and transferable. For example, bond counsel has

generally held that street and roadway improvements cannot be subject to a

lease, because they could not be transferred to the lessor in the case of
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default, because the lessee had already granted easements to other public

and private entities 82 Lease agreements generally provide that upon default®

the trustee (as assignee of the lessor) may reenter and take possession of the

leased property, lease the property to a third party, and attempt to recover

any loss in rent from the lessee. However, repossession of public facilities

could be time-consuming and difficult. 83 The point is therefore: certificates

could possibly be used quite successfully in a "reverse participation" role

by acquiring the rail corridor right-of-way, but would in all probability no_tt

be used for improvements such as widening of Alameda Street, or other "public"

improvements, f

The probable tax consequences and advantages/disadvantages of this

approach would require substantial analysis by financial analysts and bond

counsel, particularly in respect to the Southern Pacific. There will therefore

be no further detailed discussion of the legality of this approach in this paper.

For certificates to be feasible, State law and the capital markets would

require fairly stringent security provisions. For example, sufficient

proceeds from the certificates would need to be allocated to pay interest

during construction of the corridor project, with some cushion to allow for

unexpected events. The obligor (JPA) may also be required to obtain

performance and payment bonds during construction, and all risk insurance

for the term of:the obligation, tlnasmuch as leasing of the corridor back to

the Southern Pacific would be long-term in nature, the JPA may also be required

to provide rental interruption insurance. In addition, a reserve fund or

credit enhancement substitute for benefit of certificate owners may be required.84
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But in reality, the JPA’s need for the Corridor is in itself an important

form of security. If the Corridor is used to provide an essential service,

a greater likelihood exists that the CTC/JPA will appropriate the annual

payments to avoid an event of default.

The use of Certificates of participation for rail improvements only, and

engineering costs associated with such improvements, will be included in a

"best-case, worst-case" scenario concluding this paper. A hypothetical

figure of $100 million for purchase of the Southern Pacific right-of-way will

be included in the $790 million estimated cost of completing Corridor

improvements, generating a new project total of $890 million. It should

be noted that when the Southern Pacific "repays" the JPA according to the

lease terms specified in issuing the certificates of participation, the

right-of-way will revert back to the railroad. All payments, of course, Will

be in fact handled by the trustee, who will use the lease proceeds to pay

back the holders of the certificates. This approach could be tried with

success, but with the overall complexity of the transaction, and given the

possib!e additional participation of two other rail lines, it may nevertheless

be a less desirable capital markets technique than use of revenue bonds.

The 1986 Tax Reform Act put severe limits on the use of traditional
t~

industrial development bonds to finance public improvements, and wilt not be

expl~red further in this section. The financing requirements of the magnitude

of the Corridor project would negate the use of such a technique. Existing

State-financed pools for borrowing funds to defray a portion of the cost of

Corridor improvements are not realistic, inasmuch as the available funds are

quite small in relation to the project, and pools are already dedicated to

85funding of health care and educational improvements.
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Dedicated pools formed by organizations such as the League for California

Cities will also not be discussed in this paper, due to limited capitalization

of such pools, and stringent borrowing requirements imposed on local entities.

Of greater interest is an industrial development bond pool program
T

recently.established by the California Manufacturers’ Association and the

Leage of California Cities as the "Bonds for Industry" project. The program

provides for both tax=exempt and taxable pooled issues.

Public entities typically issued industrial development bonds (IDB’s)

to assist private business for public benefit, such as job creation, enhanced

sales taxes, and the like. The Tax Reform Act of 1986 restricted the use of

tax-exempt IDB proceeds to manufacturing facilities, eliminating the tax=

exempt alternative for retail and comercial use. It also eliminated bank

incentives for holding tax-exempt bonds.86 Prior to tax reform, almost all

industrial development bonds were purchased by banks.

The Bonds for Industry program, however, was developed to alleviate the

impacts of tax reform, and potentially offer local jurisdictions (including

JPA’s) and businesses the opportunity to continue financing with IDB’s using

either a taxable or a tax=exempt alternative.

Although’no bonds have been issued under this program, Bonds for Industry

could conceivably be used by the CTC/JPA to support:corridor businesses, or

provide funds to the rail lines to expand or improve upon present facilities

and services.

The Ports themselves could use such issues to attract small to medium-sized

support businesses either to the Ports or along the Corridor. Issuances through

the Bonds for Industry program may provide significant inducements for the

rail lines to cooperate in the corridor project. This in itself is sufficient

reason to consider Bonds for Industry as a viable potential financing tool.
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The use of short-term borrowing (the use of COP/TRAN issues was mentioned

briefly earlier in the paper), such as through issuance of BAN’s (bond

anticipation notes}, TRAN’s (tax and revenu~ anticipation notes) and GAN’s

(grant anticipation notes) deserve mention in’this discussion of capital

market financing techniques, as they could provide useful methods for providing

"front-end" short-term f~nancing for essential elements of the corridor

project. Short-term financing is used extensively by cities and counties

in California, usually to "even-out" temporary cash-flow deficiencies. For

example, short-term borrowings in the form of BAN’s could be used by the

CTC/JPA successfully to "jump-start" critical corridor improvements in

anticipation of proceeds from revenue bonds or certificates of participation,

enabling the entity to get the project underway in an expeditious manner.

Such an approach would be useful in starting high-priority segments of

the project, such as grade separations. As such, short-term issuances have

a useful potential role in the "arsenal" of techniques that could be used by

the CTC/JPA to access the capital markets. A scenario including the use of

BAN’s will therefore be provided in our "worst-case, best-case" analysis.

The use of COP/TRAN issues could also be considered if the CTC/JPA’s

sponsoring entities, either the Ports or the Cities of Los Angeles or Long

Beach, decide to use a pledge of general fund revenue to back issuances of

certificates of participation. As mentioned previously, there are ~ignificant

restrictions on use of COPs for the corridor project. In addition, both cities

are experiencing moderate to severe budget shortfalls, and contributions of

general fund revenue is highly unlikely.

This paper will not discuss the use of assessment bonds under either the

1911, 1913, or 1915 State Acts, as it is not judged to be a viable technique
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for the Corridor project. Nor will there be an attempt to delve into the

possible use of Mello-Roos Comunity Facilities Districts to finance the

costs of the Corridor, as formation of such a district involves:

(1) establishment of a special tax levied against residents or businesses

along the Corridor route, a potential jurisdictional quagmire; or, in the case

of assessment districts, development of" (2) a complicated system 

assessments against property owners along the Corridor, which would have to be

closely monitored; (3) use of Mello-Roos or Assessment Act proceedings would

require a special election, and (4) anticipation of substantial opposition 

residents and businesses to formation of such a district. Use of Mello-Roos

or assessment district techniques, while important tools in other contexts,

do not appear to belong in a realistic discussion of access to funding for

the Corridor project.

The use of general obligation bonds to finance the Corridor project is

relegated to a concluding analysis regarding capital financing, because of

I
the two-thirds majority requirement of those voting in a local election to

authorize general obligation bond issues for specific projects. Public

entities other than cities, counties, and school districts must have specific

legislative authority to issue general obligation bonds, and the statutory

provisions and procedures may vary depending on the particular law:under

which the public entity was incorporated~87

From an investor’s standpoint, general obligation bonds are the most

secure type of municipal bond available, and therefore, attain the lowest

yields of any comparable long-term securities. 88 The issuer has been

authorized by the voters to levy an ad valorem tax on all taxable property

within its jurisdiction, at any rate necessary to collect enough money each
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year to pay for principal and interest coming due on the outstanding bohds.89

In addition, the issuer has pledged its full faith and credit to pay for the

indebtedness.

General obligation bond issues are also the most cost-effective form of

long-term financing because~ the issues require neither a reserve fund nor

funded interest during construction of the project financed with the proceeds

of the bonds.90 Costs of issuance may be less because the bonds are easier

to market, structure, and review from a legal standpoint. Annual and total

debt service is also less than that of a revenue bond or financing with COPs.

The major issue in using general obligation bonds is the time necessary

to educate voters about the need for financing, holding the election, and

then to structure the issue and sell the bonds. Resolutions must be adopted

by gow~rning bodies to place the issue on a ballot, and the type of improvement

must be specific. 91 After the two-thirds voter approval, the governing body

must adopt a resolution authorizing the sale and issuance of the bond issue.

Because time is of the essence in the Corridor project, use of general

obligation bonds does not appear to be a viable alternative. The requirement

of two--thirds voter approval may require a special citywide election in both

Long Beach and Los Angeles.92 It is unlikely that with the anti-tax sentiment

still prevailing since Proposition 13 thatsuch massive issuances would be

approved by the voters, despite theurgent need for the Corridor project.-

This discussion of capital markets will therefore conclude that the best

possible approach, and certainly the most realistic, is for the CTC/JPA to

issue revenue bonds as a joint-use facility pool, utilizing a judicious

combination of user fees and assessments to back the issue, similar to the

approaches already mentioned-"gate fees", "rail-car fees", and TEU "assessments"

are all viable alternatives.
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The next chapter will discuss potential Federal, State, local, and

private funding in construction of the Corridor project. However, it will be

reiterated that such revenues may serve only as an adjunct to funds that can

be raised in the capital markets, given the enomous projected dollar cost of

the project. Reauthoriza~ion of the Federal Surface Transportation Assistance

Act in 1991 appears assured; representatives of the CTC/JPA and the respective

Ports/city councils have gone on record requesting over $330 million in STAA

funds for the project. However, granting of such funds is far from certain.

Analysis of funding alternatives will therefore begin with the Federal

Government, through the Federal Highway Administration. There will also be a

full discussion of the three upcoming Statewide transportation propositions

(known collectively as the California Clean Air and Transit Initiative) and

how their passage could potentially affect financing for the rail corridor.

CHAPTER 5: FEDERAL, STATE, LOCAL, AND PRIVATE FINANCING ALTERNATIVES

The Federal-Aid Highway program is administered by the Federal Highway

Administration, part of the U.So Department of Transportation. The primary

purpose of the Program is highway planning and’construction, by assisting

state highway agencies indevelopment, construction, and rehabilitation of

the Interstate highway system.. The Program also provides for funds to foster

safe highway design, to replace or rehabilitate deficient o~ obsolete bridges,

and to provide aid for repair of primary, secondary, and urban roads and

streets after disasters.

The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) administers formula grants and

project grants in provision of assistance, primarily through state

transportation agencieso93 Funds cannot be used for maintenance activities,
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such as-pothole patching. Special programs are provided for highway safety,

bridge replacement and rehabilitation, and railroad grade crossing improvements

94for roads on and off the designated Federal-aid (Interstate) systems.

In most cases, the State level office of FHWA makes the final decision

on the eligibility of specific projects for funding, but state highway agencies

generally decide which projects will be developed within "apportioned funding

levels". 95 Rail-highway crossing program funds (Section 130 funds) are

provided through the Federal Aid Highway Program for safety devices and

construction/rehabilitation of grade crossings.

A stipulation of Section 130 funds, according to Mr. Bob Wynans of the

FHWA, is that 50% of the funds must be used for protective devices at

crossings, whereas the other 50% may be used for other rail or highway

purposes. Approximately $148 million was authorized by the U.S. Congress for

this program in Federal Fiscal Year 1989-90; it is anticipated that funding

96levelis will stay the same, or increase slightly in subsequent years.

The Federal share of project costs is generally 90%; the CTC/JPA (or other

source, including the involved railroads) would provide the other I0%.

During fiscal year 1988, $225 million in special safety funds for railroad

grade crossing protection, eliminating roadside obstacles, general site

improvements correcting high hazard locations, and improvin~ markings was

obligated by the FHWA.

To be eligible for funds, most projects must be located on one of the

designated Federal-aid systems, and included in a statewide program of

projects submitted for Federal approval. In the case of the Corridor project,

Alameda Street south of Highway 91 has been so designated in the California

97
State Transportation Improvement Plan (STIP) and is therefore eligible.
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However,° the Rail-Highway Crossings Program is fortunately a major exception

to the designation rule, as funds may be provided for public roads or

thorough-fares other than on the Federal Interstate system. Proposed projects

meeting certain design, environmental, and safety standards may therefore be

designated for funding, even if not on a particular Federal-Aid System.98.

Project sponsors, such as the CTC/JPA, may submit applications for funds

directly to the Caltrans. Normally, such projects must qualify for STIP

inclusion and eventual approval by the California Transportation Comission°

" In addition, regular Federal-aid highway funds, such as primary,

secondary, and urban funds, may also be used for improvements at rail

crossings that are not necessarily to improve safety, such as those that

will improve traffic movement° However, use of regular Federal-aid funds

are limited to public crossings located on the Federal-aid system. Whereas

the Federal matching share for Section 130 funds is 90%, the share for

regular highway funds is normally 75%.- This can be increased by the state

to 100% of construction and engineering costs on a limited basis.

In the past 12 years, almost as much regular Federal-aid funds as

Section 130 funds have been spent in rail-highway crossing improvements,

mostly for grade separation structures.

Within the Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance, there appear to be

no other potential funding sources other than those described above. The
c

Federal Maritime Co~mission operates a small ($250~350,000 annually)

demonstration program for American ports, primarily granted for long-range

planning studies, or demonstration of new port technology° 9g Mr. Wynans, in

a recent telephone conversation, did refer to a demonstration program for-

relocation of rail lines funded through the FHWA, now active in 19 cities
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RAILROAD-HIGHWAY CROSSING IMPROVEMENTS
FEDERAL FUNDS OBLIGATED

($ mil]ions)
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Section 130 Other Federal-Aid Percent
Fiscal Year Safety Highway Total Section 130

1974 4.4 186.6 Igl.O 2,3
1975 33.9 246.6 280.5 12.1
1976 58.1 214.5 272.6 21.3
1977 98.9 214.1 313.0 31.6
1978 ]73,1 221.9 395.0 43.8

1979 180,4 199.0 379.4 47.5
1980 171.6 202,7 374.3 45.8
1981 184.6 184.6 369.2 50.0
1982 144,1 96,4 240.5 59.9
1983 187.8 158.8 346,6 54.2

1984 243,9 146.4 390.3 62.5
1985 140.5 ]03.9 244.4 57.5
1986 150~4 97.9 248.3 60.6
1987 123.8 141.4 265.2 46.7
1988 113.0 140.7 253.7 44.5

1989 147.7 * * *

FY 1974-1988 2,008,6 2,555.5 4,564.0 44.0
FY 1974-1989 2,]56,3 .....

Average 1978-1988 164.8 154.0 318.8 51.7

* Unavailable

FHWA, Railroads, Utilities and Programs Branch
November 29, ]989
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throughout the United States. At the time of the conversation, he was of the

opinion that all STURRA (Surface Transportation and Uniform Relocation Assistance

Act) funds had been obligated. Such funds may, in any case, be used only for

physical relocation of rail lines.

While it is hoped that’with reauthorization of the Surface Transportation

Assistance Act in 1991, that the $332 million requested by the CTC/JPA will be

appropriated by Congress. However, there is no solid evidence that these

funds will be programmed, now or in the foreseeable future.

A figure of approximately $148 million was mentioned earlier for FY 1990

funding for the Railroad-Highway Crossings Program (Section 130 funds). This

figure, of course, represents a national funding amount~ competition among

state transportation agencies is expected to be keen. The estimated total

cost of 13 additional grade separations at $13 million each ~3 have already

been funded), in connection with the Corridor project, or a total of

$169 million, alone exceeds the amount of the most recent available Federal
)

funding through this program.

Crucial to the future of Federal support of this project are the continued

efforts of U.S. Representative Glenn M. Anderson of the 32nd District (D-Long

iBeach). Representative Anderson was instrumental in obtaining funding under

the last reauthorization of the Surface Transportation Assistance Act in 1982

and 1987; however, present Corridor financing requirements (t)at proposed 

be funded by the Federa) government) are almost three times the amount received

’in the last two authorization rounds, which totalled $117 million. The amount

proposed for the Federal share of Corridor improvements is $332 million, or

100approximately 40% of the total project cost.
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Twe other potential sources of Federal funding have been mentioned in

connection with the Corridor project, but have since been terminated by

Congress, or are in the process of termination. These are: the Urban

Development Action Grant (UDAG) program, and programs offered through the

Economic Development Administration (EDA), U.S. Department of Commerce.

Even if these programs were still active, the vast financing requirements

of the Corridor project would render the limited a~unt of funding available

through either program meaningless.

It is hoped that the Federal funding picture changes in time to assure

that adequate funds are provided to ensure that the Corridor is assisted in

a meaningful manner. However, Federal funding for the Corridor may ultimately

play an extremely minor role in financing the costs of the Corridor project.

It should, however, be noted that $58 million in appropriated project

funds materialized in 1982, and an additional $59 million was appropriated

by Congress in 1987; this, at a time of an even higher national budget

deficit, and on the tail end of one of the most severe recessions in the

Nation’s history. It cannot, therefore, be said with certainty that the

bulk of the $332 million requested in Federal funding for the Corridor

project will not materialize.101

As is the case with the Federal Government, the State of California may

face ~ substantialbudget deficit in fiscal year 1992, and the State

Transportation Improvement Plan is oversubscribed in terms of available

Federal and State gas tax funding by several hundred million dollars.

However, second phase Corridor improvements are identified in the PSTIP

102
(Proposed State Transportation Improvements Plan) for 1989 as fully funded.
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On a. brighter note are Propositions 108, 111, and 116, collectively

known as the California Clean Air and Transit Initiative, which Jill be on

the June Statewide ballot.

The $18.5 billion in additional revenue that will eventually result from

passage of the three propositions (known collectively as the Initiative) will

be used to fully fund the 1989 STIP ($3.5 billion); an additional $3 billion

would be a11ocated for flexible congestion relief projects; $3 billion would

be allocated to cities and counties for transportation-related projects;

$150 ~illion would be allocated to build all remaining soundwalls on the

Caltrans priority list, and $1 billion would be allocated for state highway

maintenance and operation.103

The propositions, if passed, will authorize bonds in the total amount

of $1.9 billion (Proposition 116), and will simultaneously authorize Senate

Bill 300 (Proposition 111), which increases the per gallon tax on gasoline,

currently at 9 cents, to 14 cents on August i, 1990. The tax would be raised

an additional one cent each year ntil it reaches a total of 18 cents in

1994o104 SB 300 (Proposition 111) also changes the STIP from a five-year 

a seven-year program to better represent available funding, and enhance

Caltrans ability to deliver projects.105

Assembly Bill 471 will also be triggered by passage of PropositiQn 111

and wouid increase the commercial weight fees for trucks by 40% on A~gust I,

1990, and an additional 10% on January i, 1995.106 The bill also would

increase the excise tax on diesel fuel by five cents a gallon in 1990, and

provide for an additional one cent per gallon each of the following four

years. I07 SB 300 (Proposition 111) calls for increased spending to provide

congestion relief through construction of state highways, local streets and

roads, and transit projects.
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Lastly, the Initiative will trigger AB 973, which would authorize the

sale of three $1 billion bond issues in 1990, 1992, and 1994 to finance rail

improvements including the acquisition of right-of-way and purchase of

equipment. The measure also identifies intercity rail corridors which would

be eligible to receive funds, which will be allocated by the California

Transportation Commission. The bonds will be issued only if the voters

approve SCA 1 (Proposition 111 on the ballot), which would revise the Gann

spending limit.I08

The $3 billion earmarked under Proposition 111 for Flexible Congestion

Relief projects may be used on the Corridor. According to GilHick~,

Long Beach Port Planning Manager, $30 million in "Category B" improvement (TIP)

funds have already been set aside by the Los Angeles County Transportation

Commission for widening of Alameda Street. log With an additional infusion of

gas tax funds through passage of Proposition 111, additional segments of the

Corridor project could be funded in an expeditious manner.

To summarize, Proposition 108, the Passenger Rail and Clean Air Bond

Act of 1990, will provide for a bond issue of one billion dollars to provide

funds for acquisition of rights-of-way, capital expenditures, and acquisitions

of rolling stock for intercity rail, co~muter rail, and rail transit programs.

The bill provides that money will be appropriated from the State General Fund

to pay off the bonds. Proposition 111, the Traffic Congestion and Spending

Limitation Act of 1990, will enact a statewide traffic congestion relief

program, and update the spending limit on state and local government.

Proposition 111 contains all of the provisions of SB 300, discussed earlier.
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THERE’S A LOT RIDING ON ~

Propo on

The and Cle Air Bond

Proposition 108 is the raft ~’~it bond~z,g portion of the comprehensive u’anspormtion bluepri~
oudined in Proposiuon 111 - the Tra~¢ Congesl~on Relief and Spending thmmdon Ac~

As required by this visionm-y package, over the nex~ four yem-s, voters will be asked to approve thre
separate SI billion raft frisk bond me-~_~m-es, totalling ~ bflliom Proposkion 108 on the June bail(;
is the first of these measures.

Although the law requires that Proposition 108 - bemuse k is a bond measure - appear separa;el
on the ballot, it will NOT go into effea unites BOTH ProposHiom 111 AND 108 receive vote
=pprov~ in June.

Proposition 108 wiU fund b3gh priori~] ¢=pital outlay rail projects on interdDr (Amu’ak), commute
and urban corridors T/lroughou~ the state. (Kli~bt¢ corridors are listed on the reverse side.)

Proposition. 108 will usher ~ornJa imo a new era of rail u-znsiu h wilh

®Provide frustrated commuters and everyday citizens with real. and safe, alternatives to baulin.
it-attic.

®Remove tho-~ands of automobiles from our congested s~ree~s and hi~. In fact, experienc(
shows that every raft c~r removes 75 to 12.5 antomobfles from tra~c,

® Reduce dangerous pollution l~vels in the air we breathe.

® Prove cost-eEem/v¢. Light r’ZJ ¢=n be b~t at one-ten~ the cost of highways.

. Keep California prosperous. According to fmc~dly conservative State Trem.surer Thoma.~Hayes
"Proposition 198 is e~aaly the kind of hwestmen~ we should be making and is vital to keepinl
the California economy h_~_~ and prosperous".

Join the movement ~oward a SAFER, CLEANER and MORE EFFICIENq
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM! VOTE YES on 108 and YES on III!
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¯ ... ..

 :JUSTTHE FACTS
.’.- ..... -..

,.....:..

Proposition 11i: The Traffic Congestion Relief and Spending Limitation Act

¯ .. Proposition 108: The Passenger ~ and Clean Air Bond Act

Transportation Package

New Revenues:

A to hal of $18.5 billion wRl be raised over the next
I0 years from the foUowing sources:

¯ 9,~.=at-P=r-Galloa Fuel Tax ~ (5 ¢¢=.5 on August
L 1990, ~ 1 ~ ~ Jammry 1, 1991, Lq@2, 19~

¯ 55% Truck Wcigh~ Fee I==~¢==¢

¯ l~’~dl Tr=~ ~ [$1 ~ bo~ in 1.990 (1=~opmitioa
108); addi6oa~ fit bmL,~ bond ~ will be ph~=d on

New ExpendiRu’es:
(m bEfion dollars)

3.5 Compicu: alr~dy-a~ p~ccLs.

3.0 Ma/am~mm =ui repair of local =me= aad mad~
3.0 (Prop. 108 lind f~ bonds) Build and expand

im~ity, ~ ~ ~ r~l mmsiL

3.0 Comm~ proj=m spe=ifu=dly ~ to reduce

LO Pc=k.b0~=, r=du=iou I:~¢cr.=, such as vanpoo~

1.0 Highway r~, nminte~mnc= and safety.

0.5 Transit ==pa~or~ operation and maintenance.
0~.25 Envi~nmcntal ¢nhancemcn~= and soundwail

r=trof~ing.

$1~5 bHfion

Sp_,~d_fically~ new revenues will be used to:

Earthquake-szfe freew=ys, bridges and streets -
Every r~]or earthquake uncovers new ways ol
re infor~ng our ~ transportat/on system tc
prevent hzture tragedies. We have the know-ho~
and technology, but lack the funds to undertake the
seismic ten.fitting necessary to improve the safe.t3
of all our bridges and ovc~asses.

Complete already authorized, but unfunded
projects- There is currendy a $3.5 billion shor~
in the state tr~-w~ormtion improvement program
Hundreds of already-authorized raceway widenu:g
interchange improvement, general safety
reir~orcement~ transit and other projects have
been halted for lack-of funds. Proposition 111 w/~
enable these projects to priced.

Fix potholes and increase maintenance of local
streets and roads - A Rill two-thirds of our ma/z
roads are in fair to very poor condition and in ne:ec
of r~ma’facing or re=onstrn~on, according:to The
Road Information Program (’TRIP).

Reduce peak.hour tr=fllc by expanding van.
earpoei and staggered work hour programs - The
best way to decrease u-a~c conges~on is to reduca
the nu_mber of vehkdes using the system. More
programs and inc=ntives are needed to en~ur~:ge
the private sector to promote carpoo[ and fi=xtime
to get folks off the highways during peak h.ours.
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108 (Bcm~ ~ ee~ ~ m~e~.) 63% 23% 14%
11% (GeB ~ hike) 47% 40% 13%

1%1 (~ ~ ~:-~) 41% 31% 28%

Source: Los Angeles Times, May 4, 1990.
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The passage of the centerpiece Proposition 111 legislation, which could

potentially provide a substantial portion of funding for the Corridor project,

is far from certain. According to Mr. Green, a media blitz is scheduled for

radio, television,and newspapers within the next two weeks, but contributions

have been spotty, despite the support of both Republican and Democratic

groups, and the active intervention and support of Governo~ Deukmejian.116

)Nevertheless, passage of Proposition 111 (and the allied propositions

of 108 and 116) may provide a tremendous psychic and financial impetus to

future funding and support for the Corridor project.

As one surveys other funding possibilities at the State level for the

Corridor project, it becomes apparent that little exists. One possible

source is the Automatic Grade Crossing Protection Fund, which was established

by the California Legislature in 1965 to pay to railroad corporations the

cities’ and counties’ share of the cost of maintaining automatic grade

crossing protection devices installed after October 1, 1965.117 Since 1967,

the sum of $I million per year has(been appropriated by the State Legislature

for ma.intenance of warning devices. The fund is budgeted annually by the

California Transportation Commission (CTC) for allocation to the Public

Utilities Commission. -Safety is the primary reason for the Railroad Grade

Crossing .Protective Maintenance Program.

At the July 27, 1989, California Transportation Commission meeting, the

Public Utilities Commission requested, and received, an increase to $3.5

million in local assistance funding for this program, based on need, for

fiscal years 1990 and beyond.

In addition, the State Public Utilities Commission pays 80% for

construction or renovation of railroad grade separationE, but is only
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allocated approximately $15 million annually. 118 It should be reiterated

that the estimated cost for one grade separation for the Corridor project

is approximately $13 million. In a conversation with the Chief Engineer on

rail projects for the Public Utilities Commission May i, 1990, it was learned

that the grant funding formula is currently under revision, and that further

grants will not be forthcoming until such a time as the formula is revised.11g

In any case, neither the Automatic Grade Crossing Protection Maintenance

Fund nor the Grade Separation Grant Program administered by the Public

Utilities Commission constitute a primary source of funding for the Corridor

project.

To quote from the report, Improving Access to California’s Ports,

published by the California Transportation Commission in February, 1990,

"While the state is ready and willing to help those who help themselves, the

,120ports must be prepared to compete for limited state resources...

Such resources are indeed extremely limited, and in no way can be relied

upon to fund, even partially, the large financing needs of the Corridor

project. Federal support, coupled with successful access to the capital

markets, is absolutely essential to projectsuccesso There is considerable

uncertainty and outright misunderstanding of the purposes of Propositi:on 111

among California voters, if one Js to believe recent polls. Consequently,

a sober and realistic viewpoint¯of financing Corridor improvements must be

taken. "Best Case Scenario Number One", at the conclusion of this paper,

assumes passage of Proposition 111. As such, the full impact of Flexible

Congestion Relief funding is allocated in favor of the Corridor project.

Happily, this will come to pass, if a sufficient and concerted public
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information effort by all of the many groups on record in support of the

Initiative succeeds in convincing California voters.

Attention will now be turned to possible contributions of revenues by

local governments in support of the project.

CHAPTER 6: LOCAL GOVERNMENT CONTRIBUTIONS; USE OF TAX INCREMENT FUNDS

Since the advent of Proposition 13 and Proposition 4 (known as the

Gann Initiative), local governments within California have been severely

constrained in their ability to generate revenue. Proposition 13 limited

property tax assessments to I% of assessed valuation; Proposition 4 limited

the ability of local governments within California to appropriate funds to

a statistical formula based on the Consumer Price Index.

Annual appropriation limits are closely monitored by the State Controller’s

Office in Sacramento, through review of local government’s mandatory submissions

of annual financial reports which detail budgetary information on local

revenues in great detail. Passage of Proposition 4 and 13 has forced local

governments to often adopt unfamiliar and complex methods of financing needed

public: works projects in order to avoid circumvention of initiative restrictions

on general obligation bonds, and other methods of raising funds dependent on a

two-thirds majority vote of the: electorate. 121 In addition, the 1986 Tax

Reform Act added additional restrictions on use of bonds and related financing

by local governments, and also placed severe limits on arbitrage earnings.

The CTC/JPA agreement neither requires, nor does it provide for,

contributions by Governing Board members; that is, the cities along the

Corridor route mentioned earlier in the paper.
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There are, however, local fund sources that, while minor, could

collectively be of some importance in financing the costs of the project.

This paper will mention several.

State Gas Tax Construction and Maintenance Funds {known locally as 2106

and 2107 funds, referring to the applicable State Government codes) are.

allocated to units of local government in California annually, and are to

be used for rehabilitation, renovation, and replacement of local collector,

arterial, and minor streets and roads. Funds are r)ceivedin the form of
I

State subvention (or grant), with only one strin~llattached: funds receiveda

may be allocated to the local government’s general fund only as long as the

entity has simultaneously appropriated a like amount of funds out of general

or special fund revenues for the same purposes. :

There is precedent for use of such funds on railroad grade crossings and

public thoroughfare improvements. The City of South Gate, for example, has

budgeted "2106/2107" funds for upgrading of the rail crossing at the

intersection of Southern Avenue and Garfield Boulevard (a Union Pacific route),

and for various’street construction projects throughout the City. 122 Project

components similar to those required by the Corridor project may constitute

@Tigible improvements under State~gu4delines. Funds, however, are limited;

South Gate receives °approximately-S1.2 million annually, an insufficient sum

given the large capi{al investment needs of the Corridor project. Collectively,

among the eight cities adjoining the Corridor project, roughly $36 million

could be generated. It is unknown whether local city councils or the State

would be willing to see all of these funds diverted to the Corridor project,

inasmuch as many Corridor cities have other pressing priorities of their

123
OWn.
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In_the discussion of Federal sources, Federal Aid-Highway funding was

mentioned. The U.S. Department of Transportation, through the Federal

Highway Administration, manages a separate fund not mentioned previously in

this paper, referred to as Federal Aid-Urban funds. Southern California

cities receive an.apportionment of funds through theState Transportation

Improvement Program (STIP) process, which describes eligible uses and dollar

amounts of FAU (Federal Aid-Urban) funding. FAU funds are administered 

Caltrans, through the California Transportation Commission (as approving

body)~ and ultimately, by the Los Angeles County Transportation Commission,

the regional agency responsible for coordination of local transportation

plans and funding. In the Fall of 1989, the LACTC sent a memo to all eligible

FAU fund recipients, advising them of large unobligated accounts of Federal

FAU funds, in danger of expiration in June, 1991.

South Gate successfully used local funding on improvements to Long Beach

Boulevard, within City limits, and received reimbursement by Caltrans in

July, 1990, when the City submitted payment requests for $1.7 million.

However, many FAU-eligible cities have not begun construction on budgeted

street projects, and the Director of the LACTC has advised these entities

in writing that they are indanger of losing FAU funds by the end of fiscal

year 1991.

In a conversation with Gi]Hicks of the Port of Long Beach, he also

recalled~that there were large unobligated balances of FAU funds. Balances

124could potentially be used for Corridor financing.

It was difficult, if not impossible, to obtain information from the

LACTC on unobligated balances in theFAU account. However, given local

government priorities, there may be an opportunity, within the structure of
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the JPA~ to contribute FAU funds to the Corridor project in a meaningful

amount, and still meet strict Federal and State requirements for local use

of such funds.

Some cities have developed a local approach to raising street improvement

funds. South Gate, for example, has been an innovator in generating available

capital through a strict local motor carrier weight limit program administered

by public safety agencies. The South Gate Police Department, in their 1989-90

budget submission, estimated $775,000 in revenue that will be raised through

125citation revenue against overweight trucks along Firestone Boulevard.

Another potential source of local government contributions to the

Corridor project could be through use of Community Development Block Grant

(CDBG) funds in connection with improvements or planning studies. CDBG funds

must be used to meet one of three broad national objectives, primary of which

is that funds must be used to benefit low and moderate income people. However,

another Federal goal is elimination of slums and blight under the CDBG program.

In order to use such funds, local governments would have to certify that no

other funds would be available for contribution to the Corridor program.

CDBG funds have also been successfully used in funding economic development

studies; the Corridor could certainly be defined as such an endeavorL

Again, the problem with use of such funds is their limited nature.

South Gate receives less than $1.3 million annually; Lynwood, half that amount.

In many cases, CDBG funds are subject to strict scrutiny by a panoply of

local interest groups, which often submit proposals year after year.

Another problem with the CDBG approach has been the recent shift of

emphasis with the Kemp Administration of HUD towards provision of direct

benefit activities by local governments receiving CDBG funds. In other words,
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funding priority must be given to activities that provide a measurable

direct benefit to individuals considered within a disadvantaged category,

i.e., the homeless. Such a restriction would not necessarily negate the use

of CDBG funds for Corridor planning or even use on a limited amount of public-

works improvements in connection with the project. But because of the limited

nature of funding, and the lengthy process required to amend the "Final

Statement" which HUD uses to approve and monitor the use of CDBG funds, use

of Block Grant is questionable in the context of Corridor financing.

However, CDBG funds allocated to cities yearly may be leveraged three-to-

one by a little-known Federal program referred to as Section 108 financing.

Local governments receiving CDBG funding can "borrow" up to three times

their annual CDBG "Entitlement" for qualified economic development or

revitalization projects. Funds are subsequently paid back by offset against

the City’s future Entitlement grants. This approach has successfully been

used by several cities in Southern California to leverage major project

financing.

Another potential source of local government contributions may be in

the form of transit funds allocated by the Los Angeles County Transportation

Comission to Southern California cities. The ½¢ "Local Return" Program is

granted to cities on a reimbursement basi-s for eligible transit projects .

conducted locally. Included in such eligible programs would be: Dial-A-Ride

programs, renovation and rehabilitation of bus stops, construction of bus

pads, subsidy of RTD passes for the low-income and elderly, and congestion

relief programs.

The City of Lynwood received approximately $620,000 in Proposition "A"

Local Return Funds for the fiscal year ending 1989, and the City of South Gate
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was allocated a roughly similar amount. According to the LACTC, funds must

be strictly used to promote or enhance existing or planned transit systems;

however, congestion relief programs (through the Transportation Improvement,

or TIP program, mentioned earlier) may be eligible for expenditure of Local

Return funds. Local governments wishing tomake use of suchfunds for the

Corridor project would have to amend their annual project description, and

submit a new project narrative to the LACTC for approval.

Despite the City Council’s support of transit programs within South

Gate, the City has been unable to make full use of its allocated funds. As

such, an innovative agreement was reached with the City of Torrance to swap

a portion of its allocation for cash. It is unknown whether other cities

along the Corridor are experiencing difficulties in spending such funds, but

inasmuch as Local Return funds may be potentially used on the Corridor project,

a canvas of local representatives on this issue should be on the CTC/JPA

agenda, particularly if needed Federal funds do not materialize, or a reduced

revenue issuance is contemplated for financing the Corridor improvements.

Six of the eight cities abutting the Alameda Corridor/Southern Pacific

San Pedro route are currently operating active redevelopment projects in

the general vicinity of the Corridor route. For example, the City of Lynwood

Redevelopment Project A and South Gate Redevelopment Project Number I both

have boundaries’that adjoin the Corridor project area; consequently, tax

increment funds could possibly be used in support of Corridor project

improvements. The California Redevelopment Law provides that in designated

areas, property tax values may be frozen, by motion of the city council or

other body, acting as a legally constituted redevelopment body. Any

subsequent increase in property tax values would be allocated by Los Angeles
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Countyto the local body on a formula basis. Such funds may be used annually

for redevelopment-related purposes, including elimination of slums and blight,

126
attraction of new industry, and other development-related purposes.

Use of tax-increment financing is an important economic deve]opment tool,

and could prove to be importantto Corridor improvement financing. Nevertheless,

in terms of the amount that could be realistically generated in the near term,

local government contributions must be looked upon as an important, but

relatively minor "financing backup" for the Corridor project.

It is suggested that in future meetings of the CTC/JPA, that governing

board members be canvassed for their opinions insofar as their potential

financial contribution to the Corridor project. Strategy-building teams

could be devised among the cooperating members of the CTC/JPA to explore

127potential contributions of local funds to the project.

Of overriding importance is the fact that the Corridor project is a

cooperative effort of many local jurisdictions, each holding distinct and

legitimate views on the feasibility of such an endeavor. Although the CTC/JPA

has the advantage of being spearheaded by two of Southern California’s most

important centers of commerce and finance, the compact among the participating

jurisdictions clearly indicates that the best approach.may be through

cooperative funding efforts of all participating jurisdictions, inasmuch as

each will benefit in substantial and measurable ways, environmentally,

economically, politically, and technologically.

In a very real sense, the Corridor project is extremely dependent upon

the cooperation of the three railroad companies that serve the Ports. Each

has expressed a varying degree of support for the Corridor project, and with

sensible and fair participatory arrangements, there is no reason to believe

that the three lines will not prove to be vital to the success of the Corridor.
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As-such, the next part of this study will address the potential financial

role of the three rail lines in consumation of the Corridor project. Proper

attention will be given to their competitive concerns, and their aspirations

for future operating arrangements for the Consolidated Transportation Corridor.

This paper will suggest strongly that financial assistance from the rail lines

is certainly in order, inasmuch as they will particularly benefit financially

from the project.

CHAPTER 7: CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE CORRIDOR PROJECT BY THE RAILROADS

Earlier in this paper, purchase of the Corridor right-of-way was

discussed as a potential use of Certificates of Participation by the CTC/jPA.

This approach, of course, would be somewhat unusual, inasmuch as it would
m

involve purchase of a private easement by a public body, the CTC/JPA; which

would in turn lease the right-of-way back to the railroad for cash, which

would be collected by the fiscal agent appointed by the Authority, and used to

pay the certificate holders. At the end of the payback period, the right-of-way,

it was suggested, would revert back to the rail line (Southern Pacific).

There is no reason to believe that such an approach would be violative

~of law, or customary and usual methods of financing in the State of California.

It is roughly estimated that the cost of acquiring the right-of-way to be in

the vicinity of $100million dollars;a better estimate was not available

from the Southern Pacific during preparation of this study.

The primary presence on the Corridor is of course the Southern Pacific

Railroad, which enjoys outright ownership of the primary north-south route

of the project. In November, 1988, the Ports of Long Beach and Los Angeles

contracted with Transportation Marketing Services, Inc. (TMS) to evaluate the
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Alameda-Corridor as the preferred route for a consolidated rail corridor.

TMS was also asked to identify key operating and engineering issues involved

128in designing and building a workable project.

TMS found that the Southern Pacific was taking a cautious approach to

the Corridor project, its primary concern being,the possible effect of the

project on the ICTF’s profits and operations. 129 Two other areas of concern

identified were (i) terms of sale of Corridor property, and (2) nature of 

operating entity. It was mentioned earlier in the paper that there are a

number of points of view insofar as how the Consolidated Transportation

Corridor should be operated. Several options have been identified, among

them creation of a separate public entity that would operate the Corridor,

utilizing an efficient and neutral approach in assigning access to the three

railroads.

TMS reached the conclusion in their study that a single, impartial

dispatching authority, which would control all through movements of the three

railroads, is best suited to operate the project. 130 The author of this paper

is in full agreement with TMS conclusions. An allied issue to organizational

form is financing costs of the project. Southern Pacific has been notably

~silent on this topic. According to Port officia)s, the Southern Pacific has

131
been reluctant to name an asking price for the Fail right-of-way.

There is no questionthat Southern Pacific is justified in attempting

to maintain its competitive position in Southern California; its pioneering

strategy culminating in construction of the ICTF has resulted not only in new

private investment, but substantial public benefits as well. Southern Pacific

has also expressed a concern that any potential organizational arrangement among

the CTC/JPA and the railroads clearly define required contributions by the other

two companies as well.
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The task of the new CTC/JPA Executive-Director, to be chosen May 10,

1990, is to overcome Southern Pacific’s resistance to the project on sensible

and reasonable grounds. All three railroads will share in the phenomenal

growth of Port business to a much larger extent if the Corridor project is

completed. As the TMS study concludes, more research should be done on the

possible adverse effects of the Corridor operations on those at the ICTF.132

It is not the purpose of this study to cogent in great detail on possible

organizational arrangements, but rather to set forth potential financing

options for the Corridor project. However, proper attention must be given to

the potential organizational form of the project in order to insure financing

success.

The railroads could contribute financially to the Corridor project in a

variety of ways. One option would be for the lines to finance any Federal

matching requirements. For example, the Section 130 program may require a

i0% match for grade improvements. It is strongly suggested that if funding

is contemplated through this source, that the CTC/JPA negotiate a firm

commitment from one, or preferably ail of the rail lines to meet any potential

match.

- The lines could make outright contributions of operating revenues on

behalf of the project; however, this may be unlikely inasmuch as modern rail

transportation firms .utilize accounting methods (fulldeduction o~ depreciation)

to minimize net operating revenues.

The Southern Pacific could provide the CTC/JPA with a reduction in the

cost of acquiring the right-of-way, thereby lessening total project costs by

what could be a substantial amount; a rough figure of $100 million was mentioned

earlier in the paper° Or the lines could contract with the CTC/JPA to undertake

needed improvements on their own, such as construction of grade separations.
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There are, therefore, a variety of methods whereby the Corridor

railroads could make a financial contribution to the project. It would

seem absolutely essential that such contributions should be forthcoming, and

negotiated in the near future, because of the critical role that the rail

lines will play in project success. The CTC/JPA must develop a workable and

fair strategy now to enlist the line’s financial support in constructing the

project.

There is no precedent for a publicly owned transportation system of the

magnitude and type envisioned in the Corridor concept; consequently, it must

again be stressed that the Governing Board should decide upon the organizational

form to be used to operate the Corridor without delay.

CONCLUSION

It appears that both local Governing Board members and the rail lines

could potentially play an important role in financing the Corridor. Probably

the most feasible local government approach would be through funding of the

various redevelopment agencies associated with the cities along the project

route. Although a variety of local government revenues were mentioned, only

redevelopment bodies have the sufficient legal authority to raise funds in

support of the project. If the CTC/JPA should decide to utilize local

contributions, it will require a high degree of coordination and cooperation

among the JPA itself and the Governing Board cities. There will undoubtedly

be different points of view expressed by city councils and residents affected

by diversion of local government funds to the Corridor project. Again, an

effective, professional, and centralized marketing and public information

effort by the CTC/JPA will be essential to obtaining not only the less
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traditibnal types of financing described in the last chapter, but in

ensuring citizen support for the project for the duration of development

and construction.

Equally important is a strong, honest, and comprehensive outreach

effort to the rail lines, each of which will benefit to a Varying degree by

~onstruction of the Corridor. Several approaches to possible railroad

financingcontributions were suggested in the last section. However, before

the lines are approached, Southern Pacific, for example, must be satisfied

that the Corridor will not adversely affect the ICTF’s traffic and profits;

the other lines must also be satisfied of fair and continued access to

trackage, switching, and opportunities for increasing market share.

It is the author’s viewpoint that present research in these areas is

wholly inadequate. Subsequent research must be performed in these areas,

and a separate, comprehensive study should be performed on organizational

options for running the Corridor operations. Again, financing is largely

dependent on the form that the organization will take in administration of

the project. These details are far from worked out. For example, this paper

suggests use of certificates of participation in purchase of the rail right-of-:

way. WhiIe theor~tically and legally feasible, such an approach must remain

within the realm of speculation until such time as serious negotiations on

organization form and operations are entered into between the CTC/jPA and

the railroads. Competitive concerns of the lines must be addressed and

answered expeditiously and in a straightforward manner. The lines in turn

have the obligation to cooperate with the CTC/JPA, its staff and consultants

in providing necessary information so that reasonable agreements may be

entered into.
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This paper deliberately concentrated on the feasibility of revenue bond

issuance for the Corridor project, because it is seen as the only feasible

financing tool available if hypothetical Federal funding doesn’t materialize,

or if Proposition 111 is defeated in June. Despite the author’s reluctance

to inveigh too heavily in favor of one financingapproach over another,

access to the capital markets is seen as the key to project financing success.

Given the diversity of potential funding sources, the Corridor’s

financing future appears bright. Despite very significant fiscal constraints

on California government at every level, not to mention the complex operating

and administrative requirements of the Corridor project, there is no reason

to believe that the CTC/JPA will be anything less than fully successful in

funding this project. Interestingly, the time line is short from the drafting

of this paper..So many questions will be answered in the next six months

pertaining to financing, that much of what has been set forth here will

either be startlingly current or wholly obsolete.
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EXHIBIT 8

CONSOLIDATED TRANSPORTATION CORRIDOR

ESTIMATED ANNUAL DEBT SERVICE

$799 MILLION REVENUE BOND

(EXCERPT: YEARS 1991~2005)

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

Princimal

8,400,000

9,200,600

10,170,000

ll,100,000

ii,800,000

12,600,000

13,400,000

14,300,000

15,400,000

16,400,000

17,600,000

18,800,000

20,200,000

~21,700,000

Interest

29,170,000

58,300,000

57,500t000

56,600,000

55,700,000

54,900,000

54,100,000

53,300,000

52,400,000

51,400,000

50,300,000

49,100,000

47,900,000

46,600,000

46,100,000

Total Debt Service

29,170,000

66,700,000

66,700,600

66,770,000

66,800,000

66,700,000

66,700,000

66,700,000

66,700,000

66,800,000

66,700,000

66,700,000

66e700,000

667800,000

67,800,000

Source: Author’s calculations, assuming same rate/yield as
Series 1989A Bond. Twenty-year maturity.
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EXHIBIT g

"BEST CASE" SCENARIO

Assumptions and Suggested Approaches:

* Federal STAA demonstration funds are approved by Congress in 1991,
under the Ports Access Demonstration Program:

Total Funding: $332,000,000

* Proposition 111 passes in June 1990; funds are granted through the
Flexible Congestion Relief Program:

Total Funding: $ 80,000,000

* Project funds granted by the FHWA through the Federal-Aid Highway
Program:

Total Funding: $150,000,000

* CTC/JPA issues revenue bonds backed by TEU and rail car fees. Bonds
are twenty-year maturity, assumed 7% coupon rate:

Total Funding: $237,000,000

* Certificates of Participation issued to purchase Southern Pacific
rail right-of-way:

Total Funding: $100,000,000

* Bond Anticipation Notes (BANS issued at project start-up to fund
s!rx grade separations at $13 million each):

Total Funding: $ 78,000,000 (However, BANS are retired by subsequent
revenue bond issue-see above)

TOTAL PROJECT COSTS: $899,000,000



EXHIBIT I0

"WORST CASE" SCENARIO
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Assumptions:

* Federal STAAdemonstration funds do not materialize;

* Proposition ill does not pass in June, 1990;

* No governing body-contributions;

* Continued growth of containerized and non-containerized
cargo at the Ports°

Suaaested Approaches:

* BAN’S issued to defray cost of first 6 grade separations
($78 million);

* Establish rail car fees at suggested levels;

* Establish TEU fees at suggested levels;

* Revenue bond issued for $799 million, to fund full projected
cost of improvements;

* COPSs issued for purchase of rail right-of-way.
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ESTIMATED REVENUE BY

ASSESSMENT AGAINST TEU’ S

74

Port of Los Angeles

Port of Long Beach

Total

Estimated
Annual TEU’s

1,900,000 30.00

30.00

Potential
Revenue/y~ar

57,000i 000

105,000,000

* Total potential TEU revenue @ 30.00 TEU

* Estimated annual debt service

* Recommended revenue coverage
(Rate set at 1.5-1.75 times debt service)

* Recommended fee/TEU

$105,000,000

$ 66,800,000

$i00,200,000

30.00
Provides sufficient debt service cushion for a $799 million
"worst case" issue.
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ANALYSIS OF POTENTIAL RAIL CAR REVENUE

PORT OF LONG BEACH
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i. Double Stack
Containers

Dry Bulk

3. Steel Coil

4. Tallow

5. Steel Slab

6. Salt

7. Automobiles

Total

Hiah Monthly volume

144 (36 cars/week)

384 (96 cars/week)

20 (5 cars/week)

32 (8 cars/week)

960 (240 cars/week)

5 (1.25 cars/week)

321 (80.25 cars/week)

1866 (466.5 cars/week)

Assessment/
Car

50.00

50.00

50.00

50.00

50.00

50.00

50.00

50.00

Annual Total

$ 86,400.00

$230,400.00

$ 12,000.00

$ 19,200.00

$576,000.00

$ 3,000o00

S192.600o0Q

$1.119.600.00

Source-. Gil Hicks, Port Planning Manager
Average Railroad Volumes by Zone; (05/10/89) - Port 
Long Beach
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